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The population of non-certified pre-kindergarten teachers in
northern Minnesota have encountered problems in obtaining formal, oncampus teaching instruction.

"Self Concept Development and the Teacher-

Child Relationship" was one of many learning packages developed at
Bemidji State University to assist the population.

The dissertation

was a response to two topics of inquiry about the population and the
learning package:

(A) What are typical pre-package responses by the

population toward young children in respect to self concept develop
ment?

(B) How effective is the learning package as an instructional

tool intended to facilitate the internalization of principles relating
to self concept development?

A case study approach was taken with a

selected sample of sixteen who completed a pre-package observation ses
sion and with a smaller sample of eleven who also completed the learning
package, a post-package observation session, and a post-package survey.
Rogers' concept of "significant learning" (1969) provided a theoretical
premise for both topics of inquiry.

Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia's

"Taxonomy of the Affective Domain" (1964) was used for the second topic,
in order to determine levels of internalization.

Concerning the first

topic of inquiry, pre-package findings were the following:
1

1.

Ten participants showed a consistent pattern of at least 4

of 5 sample behaviors facilitative of positive self concept.
2.

Eight participants accurately interpreted the likely meaning

of observed interactions at a minimum 80% consistency level.
3.

Four of the sixteen participants consistently cited prin

ciples of self concept theory relevant to the sample interactions.
It was concluded that the sample had basic competence in specific situ
ations for facilitative practice, but that the sample lacked ability to
articulate theory in justification of practice.

These findings were

reached concerning the second topic of inquiry:
1.

Package responses beyond external requirements indicated

that nine of eleven participants showed a "willingness to respond" to
self concept principles.
2.

Improved post-package sample responses suggested a new

"acceptance of values" pertinent to self concept theory for six par
ticipants.
3.

The learning package supported an "organization of values,"

having self concept as a focus, for two participants.
4.

An analysis of all information sources documented "movement

to higher levels of affective internalization" relevant to self concept
facilitation for ten of eleven in the sample.
As a part of an in-service preparation program utilizing field staff,
the learning package was found to be effective in eliciting significant
learning about self concept development for a sample of non-certified
pre-kindergarten teaching personnel.
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PREFACE

"The study is of the effectiveness of a learning package as an
instructional tool."

Plainly, the preceding statement requires addi

tional information in order to have meaning for the reader.

To inter

pret fully findings in relation to the learning package, the reader
must understand the context in which the package was used.
paper gives specific treatment to:

Thus, the

the population using the learning

package, the type of training of which the package was a part, the
program providing the training; the geographical setting for the study,
and the time frame for package completion— all of this in addition to
the methodology and content of the study itself.

(The text of the

learning package is included in the Appendix.)
The importance of contextual information in assessing the use
fulness of the learning package has resulted in a few alterations in
conventional dissertation format.

Three warrant mention:

First, the

study has seven chapters instead of the usual five; the "supplementary"
chapters are one and seven.

Chapter 1 introduces the learning package

to be studied through the context of its use by a particular in-service
preparation program in northern Minnesota.

Chapter 7 places study

findings about the package in the perspective of a program delivery
system.
Second, because the paper juxtaposes continuing program opera
tion with completed study procedure, present and past tenses both
appear.

Hopefully, tense shifts and usage facilitate rather than
ix

encumber presentation of the material.
Third, the Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association (1974) provided technical specifications for study pre
sentation.

However, the extensive narrative nature of the paper dif

fered from the format of the potential journal publication, which was
the target document of the Publications Manual. As a consequence, a
small number of exceptions to the Publications Manual were taken.
The matter of verb tense, already mentioned, is one.

A second is the

occasional use of single spacing as a means of separating specific
data from general text.

Any deviations were intended to clarify the

presentation of a considerable body of material.
Acknowledgments are deserved of Steven Harlow, Chairman of my
Graduate Committee, and Maurice Lucas, mentor in early childhood edu
cation, for their constructive feedback and their patience (over a
number of years).

My thanks go as well to graduate faculty at the

Center for Teaching and Learning, University of North Dakota, for
their substantial contribution to my professional development.

The

staff of the Child Development Training Program at Bemidji State
University also deserve recognition.

Paul Pelletier and Susan

Gartrell were the principle field advisors who collected data and
assisted participants with package completion.

My wife Sue, of

course, provided support in many other ways as well.

Finally, my

appreciation is extended to the participants who volunteered their
materials for the study and who were separated from them too long.
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ABSTRACT

The population of non-certified pre-kindergarten teachers in
northern Minnesota have encountered problems in obtaining formal, oncampus teaching instruction.

"Self Concept Development and the Teacher-

Child Relationship" was one of many learning packages developed at
Bemidji State University to assist the population.

The dissertation

was a response to two topics of inquiry about the population and the
learning package:

(A) What are typical pre-package responses by the

population toward young children in respect to self concept develop
ment?

(B) How effective is the learning package as an instructional

tool intended to facilitate the internalization of principles relating
to self concept development?

A case study approach was taken with a

selected sample of sixteen who completed a pre-package observation ses
sion and with a smaller sample of eleven who also completed the learning
package, a post-package observation session, and a post-package survey.
Rogers' concept of "significant learning" (1969) provided a theoretical
premise for both topics of inquiry.

Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia's

"Taxonomy of the Affective Domain" (1964) was used for the second topic,
in order to determine levels of internalization.

Concerning the first

topic of inquiry, pre-package findings were the following:
1.

Ten participants showed a consistent pattern of at least 4

of 5 sample behaviors facilitative of positive self concept.
2.

Eight participants accurately interpreted the likely meaning

of observed interactions at a minimum 80% consistency level.
xi

3.

Four of the sixteen participants consistently cited prin

ciples of self concept theory relevant to the sample interactions.
It was concluded that the sample had basic competence in specific situ
ations for facilitative practice, but that the sample lacked ability to
articulate theory in justification of practice.

These findings were

reached concerning the second topic of inquiry:
1.

Package responses beyond external requirements indicated

that nine of eleven participants showed a "willingness to respond" to
self concept principles.
2.

Improved post-package sample responses suggested a new

"acceptance of values" pertinent to self concept theory for six par
ticipants.
3.

The learning package supported an "organization of values,"

having self concept as a focus, for two participants.
4.

An analysis of all information sources documented "movement

to higher levels of affective internalization" relevant to self concept
facilitation for ten of eleven in the sample.
As a part of an in-service preparation program utilizing field staff,
the learning package was found to be effective in eliciting significant
learning about self concept development for a sample of non-certified
pre-kindergarten teaching personnel.
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Chapter 1

SETTING OF STUDY

The dissertation consists of an examination of the effectiveness
of a learning package, "Self Concept Development and the Teacher-Child
Relationship," as a teaching tool for teachers and assistant teachers
in prekindergarten programs in rural northern Minnesota.

As seems to

happen with teaching personnel in non-public school child care programs
generally, the population in rural northern Minnesota lacks extensive
preparation for pre-kindergarten teaching and encounters definite obsta
cles in the attainment of this preparation.

The package under study is

one of four in a "self concept component" written in 1975 for the Child
Development Training Program at Bemidji State University, Bemidji, Minne
sota.

The package, and the program it was written for, are attempts to

aid the population in overcoming the "access to training" difficulties
encountered.

Using a case study approach, the examination is intended

to determine whether, in fact, the package is providing assistance in a
particular area:

that of helping teachers to increase awareness and

articulation abilities in relation to principles leading to healthy
self concept development in preschool children.
Chapter 1 begins with an overview of the geographic setting and
a composite profile of the pre-kindergarten population for which the
package was designed.

The difficulty encountered by the population in

attaining additional preparation to teach young children is then
1
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discussed.

A presentation of the efforts of the Child Development Train

ing Program to address this situation, and of the package as one example
of this effort, follows.

Chapter 1 concludes with background on the

learning package under study as a teaching tool in the area of "self
concept and the teacher-child relationship."

Geographic Setting
Rural northern Minnesota is woodlands in

the east and makes a rapid

transition to the northern plains approximately forty miles west of
Bemidji.

The land in all but the western sections is suited only margin

ally to agriculture, so that other seasonal occupations, such as lumber
ing and tourism, must suffice for much of the income in the area.

With

the exception of iron mining in the east, industrial development, per
haps due to the remoteness and climate, has been slow in coming.

Winters

are both cold and arduous, with temperatures sometimes reaching forty
degrees below zero and with potentially hazardous traveling conditions
existing nearly four months of the year.

Lakes and streams are plentiful

throughout most of the area, and an appreciation of the outdoors by resi
dents and visitors alike is characteristic throughout all seasons of the
year.
Small communities of 500 persons or less are sprinkled throughout
northern Minnesota, along with a few regional centers such as Grand
Rapids, Brainerd, Crookston, International Falls, and Bemidji.

Head

Start centers may be found in both large and small communities, and
day care centers in the larger towns.

Within the approximate 30,000

square miles of the area described, about 120 child care programs
exist; these include seventy-six Head Start centers in sixty-seven

3
different communities.*

Twenty child care programs are in Chippewa

Indian communities, divided among the six bands located in the region.
Aside from pockets of prosperity— where there is concentrated
tourism, a post-secondary institution, mining or a trade center— the
income level of rural northern Minnesota is low, in many locales at
or below poverty guidelines (Child Development Training Program,
Note 1).

The Pre-Kindergarten Teaching Population
The persons included in the population are teachers or assistant
teachers in Head Start or day care centers.
persons are local "northern Minnesotans."

With few exceptions, these
Somewhat over 80% have either

the General Equivalence Degree or a high school diploma.

Virtually all

with work longevity have had at least some training in the early child
hood area, but a minority are likely to have more than two years of
university coursework.
Experienced teaching personnel in the programs tend to stay as a
result of expressed interest in the children and, to an extent, eco
nomic necessity.

Low pay and often long hours make the profession

less than lucrative.

However, most of the population are important,

if not prime, wage earners for their families.

The prevalence of sea

sonal occupations by husbands and the number of single parent families
have contributed to this situation.

Low income levels, family respon

sibilities, and long distances from university facilities have made
baccalaureate programs— and formal teaching preparation generally—

*In the paper, the term "child care program" is intended to include
both Head Start and day care operations.
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difficult to attain.

Yet, even when work has been hard and prospects

for advancement not good, the population as a whole has shown dedica
tion to their vocations.

Invariably, when asked, these persons respond

that they stay with their programs because they "care about the chil
dren," sometimes even though more profitable job opportunities arise.
Attendance at training sessions that are available is consistently at
or near capacity.

The interested visitor to child care centers can

see the warmth that many of these personnel feel toward the children
and the child's day-to-day achievements.

Difficulties in Attaining Additional Preparation
In rural northern Minnesota (as elsewhere in the Nation), teachers
and assistant teachers in child care programs are generally lacking
extensive formal preparation in the early childhood field.

Program

licensing standards by the Minnesota Department of Public Welfare
require as a minimum for these teachers two and one half years of
field experience and only three approved child development courses.
For public school pre-kindergarten teachers, the Board of Teaching
does require a baccalaureate degree with twenty-seven quarter hours
of early childhood coursework.

The vast majority of child care pro

grams in northern Minnesota, however, are not public school affil
iated and are not bound by Board of Teaching licensure standards.
Most teaching personnel in child care programs do not hold full
licensure through the Board of Teaching.
Day care centers, many of which depend on State support, lack the
financial resources either to attract fully certified early childhood
teachers or to pay for formal preparation of staff already hired.
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Although somewhat more fortunate in these regards, Head Start agencies
in northern Minnesota for the most part hire personnel from the local
community who typically fit the educational characteristics of the
population.

Whether from day care centers or Head Start agencies,

these persons have encountered similar factors which, taken together,
have hindered efforts to attain coursework and training in the teach
ing of young children.
Travel.

Some of these factors are:

In rural northern Minnesota, two institutions have prep

aration programs in early childhood education.

Child care programs

may be located in communities 100 miles or more from these institutions.
In addition to distance, cold winters and icy roads make travel diffi
cult for nearly four months of the year.
Time. Many teachers and assistant teachers work long hours making
daytime, off-site programs impossible.

When evening class time is added

to the long work day and to the necessity of travel, the time/energy fac
tor for evening classes often becomes prohibitive.
Family obligations.

Teaching personnel in child care programs

often have consuming family responsibilities.

Some have large families

and/or small children; some must contend with attitudes not supportive
of additional education; some are heads of households.

These circum

stances create heavy burdens for many of the population wanting addi
tional preparation.
Costs.
to be low.

Pay scales in both day care and Head Start programs tend
Even if certified, teachers in child care programs rarely

earn salaries approaching those of public school teachers.

Tuition

and fees, books and materials, travel, baby-sitting are typical
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expenses encountered.

Given the income levels typical for the popula

tion, education programs have tended to be costly.
Non-applicability of coursework.

Few of the classes transported

off campus to settings near rural child care programs have been related
to early childhood teaching.
ficiently concentrated

In most locations interest has been insuf

to warrant more than an occasional class per

taining to these teachers' needs.

When individuals have been able to

complete a relevant extension or community education class, they have
had difficulty in applying the coursework to an organized preparation
program.

Only a prescribed four year baccalaureate program has had the

official sanction of the University, and the unavailability of
institution-backed alternative programs has been limiting.
This complex of factors, then, has worked against both teaching
staff of child care programs desiring further education and against
the child care field's general efforts at upgrading services to chil
dren and their families (Child Development Training Program, Note 2).

An Effort to Meet Education Needs
The Child Development Training Program began in 1968 as a feder
ally funded project to provide college coursework for persons working
in Head Start programs in rural northern Minnesota.

Following the

conventional extension course format at (then) Bemidji State College,
the program transported general education classes to communities hav
ing sufficient numbers of Head Start personnel.

Program staff soon

became aware, however, that participants were more interested in early
childhood education classes than in English 122.

In the second year

of the program, discussion with Bemidji administrative personnel
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allowed the offering of elective field-related coursework to Head Start
personnel.

Participation and interest in the program increased, and

this became the first of several accommodations to meet the education
needs of the population.
The second adaptation to the program's clientele came in 1971 with
the advent of the Learning Package Project.

Recognizing that whatever

the class, participants from outlying areas still might be able to com
plete only four extension courses a year, the staff sought to develop
a delivery system which would allow participants on an individualized
basis to accelerate this pace.

When "Leadership Development" funds

became available, the program held conferences bringing together Head
Start participants with Bemidji faculty members to design such a system.
The Learning Package Project called for Bemidji State instructors
to write "learning packages" which were to be offered for credit in
such areas as human relations, educational psychology, early childhood
curriculum, etc.

The learning packages were presented at two or three

day "institutes" attended by participants from throughout the region.
Participants then took the packages back to their communities where
they completed them at work and home.

To support these efforts, and

with many packages to actually evaluate the work, program field staff
made regular on-site visits to the centers and homes of participants.
Since 1971, nine participants have received baccalaureate degrees,
earning about ninety quarter hour credits each through learning pack
age coursework.

Well over 100 other participants also have taken

learning package coursework, so accelerating programs which otherwise
may have taken up to fifteen years to complete.
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Designed to meet education needs of an outlying population working
with young children, the Learning Package Project, with field coordina
tion system, meshed smoothly with a third addition to the program.

In

1973, the Child Development Training Program became one of thirteen
Child Development Associate Pilot Projects in the country.

Under the

financial auspices of the (then) Office of Child Development, the pro
gram developed an on-site training method and field tested an assess
ment process for this competency-based system.

Designed to turn out

adults competent to work with young children in center-based programs,
the Child Development Associate effort has continued as a part of the
program even after the successful completion of the Pilot Project in
1976.

As a Pilot Project, the program was able to make CDA training

available to persons teaching in day care programs, and has continued
to do so as funding has allowed.

To date, fifty-nine persons have

received training through the program and have earned the national
Child Development Associate credential.
Since 1968, then, as funding and ingenuity have permitted, the
Child Development Training Program has attempted to address the needs
of a widespread rural population of pre-kindergarten teaching personnel
desiring further preparation in early childhood education.

The account

has been given in some detail in order to provide a setting for the
particular learning package which is the subject of the study.

In the

concluding section of Chapter 1 the learning package, as one instruc
tional tool available to the population, is introduced.

9

The Learning Package in the Study
Written during 1975, the learning package "Self Concept Develop
ment and the Teacher-Child Relationship" is the fourth of a four pack
age "component" on the topic of self concept.

At the time they were

developed, the packages could be taken either separately or together
as an inter-disciplinary treatment of the topic, for a total of twelve
quarter-hour credits.
1.

The four packages are:

"Introduction to Self Concept."

A three credit offering of

the Psychology Department, the package introduces child care person
nel to basic principles of self concept theory, pertaining both to
adults and children.
2.

"Psychology:

Development of the Young Child."

Offered for

three credits also by the Psychology Department, the package presents
an overview of social and cognitive considerations in the development
of the preschool child.
3.

"The Family:

The Development of Self in Children."

This

package on the family system addresses the effects of role perceptions,
communication processes, child-rearing alternatives, and family constel
lations on the child's self concept.

Offered for four quarter-hour

credits, the package was developed through the Sociology Department.
4.

"Self Concept and the Teacher-Child Relationship."

Made avail

able through the Department of Elementary Education for two quarter-hour
credits, the package is intended to increase awareness of the influence
of the preschool teacher on the personal development of the child.

The

package discusses implications of supportive and non-supportive teaching;
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ways of building positive teacher-child relationships; and characteris
tics of productive center activities and teaching practices.
With the other packages, "Self Concept and the Teacher-Child Rela
tionship" was first introduced to participants as part of a two-day
Child Development Training Program Institute in the spring of 1975.
The package was revised during the summer in conjunction with the dis
sertation project.

In revised form the package presents five basic

tasks to the participant.

To present those tasks, it seems appropri

ate to quote from the package Introduction:
The tasks. The tasks involved in completing the package are
now five. First is the pre-package observation session. On
a day of your choosing, your field advisor will observe you
in the center. Using the CDA system, the field advisor will
record the five instances of your work in the area of self
concept development that he/she sees. Later, on the basis
of the notes, you and your field advisor will identify prin
ciples for self concept development that you are using in
your work.
Second, we would like you to read one of the books suggested
in the Appendix, which you have not already read.
(Spend
time on parts of the book which are interesting to you, but
just skim-read parts which are not.) The Child Development
Training Program has multiple copies of three of these—
Self Concept and School Achievement, by William Purkey,
Observing and Recording the Behavior of Young Children, by
Dorothy Cohen and Virginia Stern, and Teacher and Child by
Haim Ginott. Any of the books, however, would provide a
background for the theory in the package. If you prefer one
of the others, your field advisor can help you locate a copy.
Third, read through the text of the package and complete eight
of the eleven activities. The activities are to be found
under various section headings in the four chapters. A few
words about the contents of the chapters might be useful. The
first presents some theory on the importance of the teacherchild relationship and explores such concepts as the "selffulfilling prophecy" and the child's "self concept." In chap
ter two, our approach is to build information around a hypo
thetical case study which illustrates the consequences of two
different teacher-child relationships.
(The case is not real,
but is intended to depict real possibilities in teacher-child
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transactions.) Chapter three suggests some tried-and-true
tools which are useful in building helping relationships
with children: careful observation of the child; interac
tion with adults about the child; and talking and listening
to the child. Chapter four discusses the relationship between
activities in the center and the personal development of chil
dren. Sections of the chapter address the basic needs of pre
school children, basic needs and preschool activities, four
unproductive teaching practices and four practices which facil
itate personal development.
The fourth task is to complete the final project at the end of
the package. For the project, you will select five personally
meaningful principles for self concept development which are
new to you as a result of this package. Preferably on separate
days, you will try these new principles and record the experi
ence in a log. When you have completed this task, you and your
field advisor can decide on your grade.
The final task is to repeat the observation session with your
field advisor. After you have again identified principles for
self concept development you are using in your work, you might
like to compare the list with that of your pre-package observa
tion session. This information can be used in your CDA port
folio .

Comments on Package Tasks
1.

Reference is made to the Child Development Associate system

in two contexts.

Under the first task, the CDA assessment method

includes specific anecdotal records of teacher-child transactions,
which are used as part of the final assessment process before award of
the credential.

Many of the package participants were aware of this

observation system; and for some it provided exposure as to what this
portion of CDA assessment is about.

Under the fifth task, a sugges

tion was made that the pre- and post-package observations by the field
advisor (as well as write-ups from the package) could be used as docu
mentation materials for the CDA competency area pertaining to self con
cept.

As part of preparation for assessment in the CDA system, the

candidate is required to assemble a portfolio in order to document
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competence in designated areas.

One feature of many of the learning

packages, especially those developed after the Child Development Train
ing Program became a CDA Pilot Project, is that package write-ups fre
quently apply to the Child Development Associate competencies.
2.

In recent years the staff persons performing field coordination

with learning packages have been designated "field advisors."

Although

their tasks were much expanded with duties involved in CDA training, in
connection with learning packages the field advisors have served basi
cally as resource persons and occasionally as facilitators.

The packages

originally were designed as self-contained units, and a need for exten
sive additional instruction was not anticipated.

Some persons have needed

assistance, however, and to the extent possible, the field advisors have
provided this.

With learning packages generally, the field advisors'

tasks have been more in the variety of supplying resource materials;
clarifying directions and procedures; and overseeing, either directly
or with package writers, grading processes.
3.

Under the second task, as background for work in the package,

several possible alternative books were mentioned.

The titles suggest

fairly diverse content, and as only one text was required, a question
of continuity of information might be raised.

In facilitating the par

ticipant's work in this particular package, one of the field advisor's
tasks was to assist in the selection of reading most relevant to inter
ests and needs.

"Personalizing" background reading in this way was

viewed as more important for package completion than somehow standard
izing participants' "pre-requisite" experiences.
4.

Only eight of the eleven "package activities" required written

responses.

The latitude of choice relates to an assumption of
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experiential learning, that more may be gained from those activities
which are chosen at least somewhat freely by the learner.

Although

this matter is addressed in the study, it is interesting that several
persons who completed the package chose to do more than the eight
activities required.

Similar freedom of choice was reflected in the

five "final activities."

Participants were asked to select and try out

any five principles in the package which in personal terms were both
new and relevant.

"Five" final projects, as a requirement, reflected

most appropriately workload for a two credit course and research needs
for the study project.
5.

The grade for work in the package was a decision between field

advisor and participant based on the eight to eleven package activities
and the five final activities.

The grade was decided before the post

package observation in order to remove the pressure of being "observed
for a grade."

The observation sessions were done for the study project

and were not part of the grading criteria for the course.
6.

One additional study project task was developed in January of

1976, after the revision of the package:
vey.

a follow-up self-report sur

The survey results are utilized in the study, and the survey

instrument is included in the Appendix.

The Operational Questions
To complete the introduction to the package, a re-statement of
the "operational questions" is provided.

In encouraging a dialog

with the participant on principles which can enhance self concept
development, a package format using behavioral objectives seemed
inappropriate.

Instead, for each section of the package an
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"operational question" was stated.

In response to activities utilizing

an open-ended format, it was hoped that participants would feel comfort
able enough to address the underlying operational questions in ways that
were personally meaningful.

In an effort to encourage increased articula

tion of effective teaching practices, it seemed more useful to query than
to prescribe.

The sixteen operational questions are as follows:

1.

What is the "self-fulfilling prophecy"?

2.

What is the child's "self concept"?

3.

How are children the same and how are they different?

4.

Why is the teacher-child relationship important?

5.

In what ways can differing teacher-child relationships
affect a child?

6.

How can a teacher's reaction tendencies influence a
child's behavior?

7.

How can the "anecdotal observation" help to build a
helping relationship?

8.

How can discussion with other adults help to build a
helping relationship?

9.

How can talking with and listening to a child help to
build a helping relationship?

10.

What are the basic needs of the child at a center?

11.

How are safety needs different from growth needs?

12.

What are characteristics of preschool activities which
inhibit or support the meeting of basic needs?

13.

What are some teaching practices in activities which
inhibit personal development?

14.

What are some teaching practices which facilitate per
sonal development?

15.

What are five teaching principles for healthy personal
development, gained through the package, which the
teacher can use in her work with young children?
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16.

How can teaching principles, identified by the teacher,
assist her in the healthy personal development of young
children?

Summary of the Chapter
Rural northern Minnesota is a land of hardy winters, long distances
between towns, and much seasonal occupation.

The resident child care

teaching population lacks extensive formal preparation and runs into
difficulties of travel, family obligations, cost, and relevancy of
coursework in efforts to gain additional education.

Since 1968, the

Child Development Training Program at Bemidji State University has
undertaken several field-oriented projects in order to assist the
population in gaining the education desired.
As a part of the program's Learning Package Project, the package
"Self Concept and the Teacher-Child Relationship" became available to
the population as a course offering in 1975.

Built around sixteen

operational questions, the package can be completed at home and center
for two quarter hour credits.

The package involves a pre- and post

package observation by a field advisor, background reading, eight
package activities and five final project activities.

The disserta

tion project utilizes a case study approach to determine whether, in
fact, the package does help teachers to build awareness and articula
tion abilities in relation to principles leading to healthy self con
cept development in children aged three to five.

Chapter 2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR STUDY

The theoretical framework for the study takes the form of three
separate but mutually sympathetic themes.

The presentation of the

themes comprises the substance of Chapter 2 and sets the stage for
the delineation of the research problem in the chapter to follow.
introduction to the themes is now provided.

Then the research problem,

in the form of two "topics of inquiry," is identified.
oped are:

An

The themes devel

1. Implications of the Child Development Associate Effort,

2. Self Concept as a Reference Point for the Study, and 3. Significant
Learning as a Guiding Construct.
1.

The Child Development Associate assessment effort is based

upon the assumption that "natural teachers" without certification may
prove competent in work with young children.

Building on this assump

tion, the learning package under study is intended to assist noncertified pre-kindergarten teachers in northern Minnesota in affirm
ing and extending experiential learning in the area of self concept
development.
2.

Theorists' conceptualizations about the meaning of the term

"self concept" are stated.

Cited are the phenomenological perspective

of Combs, Snygg, and Rogers and the distinction between self and self
concept provided by Yamamoto.

The hypothesis that through experiential

learning the population has gained basic skills in self concept
16
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facilitation is introduced.
3.

A parallel is established between Rogers' (1969) concept of

"significant or experiential learning" and the process of affective
internalization, as set forth in the "Taxonomy of Affective Objectives"
by Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia (1964).

The Taxonomy provides a scale

for determining whether significant learning in self concept facilita
tion is occurring in the population as a result of completion of the
learning package.

Application of the scale is briefly illustrated.

Treatment of the three themes allows for delineation of the
research problem in Chapter 3.

For future reference the research

problem can be stated as two topics of inquiry:
A.

What are typical pre-package responses by the population of

non-certified pre-kindergarten teachers in northern Minnesota toward
young children in respect to self concept development?
B.

How effective is the learning package as an instructional

tool intended to facilitate the internalization of principles relat
ing to self concept development in young children.

The topics of

inquiry are central to the dissertation study.

Implications of the Child Development
Associate Effort
The Child Development Associate (CDA) preparation/assessment
effort is a comprehensive response to a basic economic reality in
the early childhood field:

the fact that long hours and low pay

for work with very young children has excluded large numbers of
certified teaching personnel.

In a dicussion of training for child

care workers from the book Planning for Action (1972, p. 107),
Schwertfeger states the problem this way:
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For many reasons the B.A. teacher will not be the person who
will do the major care of children. Unless there is great
change in the future, this teacher will not be able to accept
the salary and working conditions in child care. A study of
salaries of teachers in day care centers in southeastern
Michigan showed the range for teachers with a B.A. degree is
$3900 to $6800, while the median salary for a 12-month posi
tion is $4888. Long hours, salary, the 12-month appointment,
and a demanding environment will discourage the B.A. teacher.
Now in its fourth year of nation-wide operation, the CDA effort is
helping to fill the void of certified teachers in child care programs.
Sixty-five Child Development Associates are now teaching in rural north
ern Minnesota, where the situation is similar to that in southeastern
Michigan.

Contrary to conventional teacher preparation programs, the

CDA effort has held from the beginning that other criteria besides a
college degree are essential in teaching young children.

Based on

demonstrated competence in work, a "candidate" without so much as a
high school degree can earn the Child Development Associate credential.
In agreement with the purposes of the national credentialling system,
Joseph Stevens and Edith King make the following statement in their
recently published text, Administering Early Childhood Education
Programs;
There is no guarantee that four years of training in a college
of education for a teacher's certificate in elementary educa
tion or early childhood education is the authentic and appro
priate training for teachers of young children. A recent move
ment to develop a new professional category for early childhood
educators has resulted in the Child Development Associate cre
dential. It was created to train competent personnel for pro
grams involving children aged five and under, and it has been
sanctioned by the Office of Child Development of the federal
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (1977, p. 148).
The advent of this competency-based effort raises important issues
about the preparation of teaching staff in child care programs.

In

facing the ever changing situations of the preschool day, teaching
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personnel, no matter what their preparatory experience, continually cir
culate between conscious and preconscious a parade of perceptions, con
cepts and values by which they cope, adjust, and respond.

A conventional

interpretation of this responding process has been that teachers who lack
a "suitable education" react to children on the basis of "instincts" or
"intuition," without the benefit of formulated guiding principles.

Hav

ing completed a general education with professional preparation on the
other hand, certified teachers have an "information base" of principles
and theory, by which they can make decisions "knowledgeably."

Certified

teachers in other words have a higher degree of conceptualized informa
tion, organized in a reflective thought/value system, to guide them in
their responses.

CPA and the Natural Teacher
Clearly, persons backing the CDA effort take a different stand on
the issue of competence versus degree.
Program position is similar.

The Child Development Training

To the objective observer, some "ill-

prepared" adults who work with young children are in fact "natural
teachers."

Through personality make-up, life experience, job situa

tion, and in-service training, natural teachers have acquired the
"experiential learning" to effectively foster the total development
of the child.

Whereas a common notion about the source of the natural

teacher's skills is "intuition," this view is perhaps too simple.
Lacking characteristic formal preparation, the natural teacher has not
been subject to a high degree of conditioning to verbal justification
as the common denominator of professional conduct.

Escaping this empha

sis, the natural teacher tends to work from a transactional style of
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"concept to action to concept."

Language, of course, is the basic

medium of transactions, but it does not have great importance in
itself.

Justification for an action lies more in the action than in

articulation about it.

Thinking ia involved, but its expression may

be behavioral more than articulated.
From the perspective of an in-service preparation program, this
perceived "weakness" in the natural teacher can be a definite strength
It is often easier to assist persons who act intelligently to develop
language for their actions than it is to assist persons who "talk a
good game" to play it as well.

The key in the endeavor is to have

articulation opportunities make sense in terms of the individual's
experience.

The premise that such persons would gain much from for

malized opportunities to link personally meaningful actions with artic
ulation about those actions is fundamental both to the CDA program and
the learning package delivery system at Bemidji.
The theory of CDA is that through an elaborate, field-oriented
preparation/assessment process, the natural teacher will come to the
fore (Ward, 1976, p. 153).

Competence rather than degree is paramount

While to an extent the substance of one's teaching is thus beyond the
influence of training or education, new experience can bolster tech
nique, further growth, and strengthen articulation ability.

If the

learning package in the study is effective, this same kind of pattern
should emerge.
CDA has thus contributed to both topics of inquiry in the paper.
Chapter 4 examines whether on the basis of informal, experiential
learning, non-certified teachers can show basic competence in the
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facilitation of positive self concept in young children.

Chapter 5 exam

ines whether non-certified teachers can gain additional insight in this
area as a result of the learning package as an instructional tool.

Self Concept as Reference Point for the Study
In a comprehensive paper, "The Assessment of 'Selfconcept' in Early
Childhood Education" (1971), Coller concluded that inadequate precision
and unestablished validity as yet pervade the literature about the defi
nition and measurement of self concept.

Somewhat grudgingly, for he was

not totally convinced of the utility of a "global selfconcept" (his
term), Coller posited the following:
Selfconcept, as broadly conceived, is a multidimensional
construct that covers and includes the total range of
one's perceptions and evaluations of himself (1971, p. 74).
Perhaps linguistically more than operationally, Coller's descrip
tion appears similar to a statement made by Jersild in the early fifties
(1951, p. 51).

Jersild wrote about self concept as a "composite of

thoughts and feelings which constitute a person's awareness of who and
what he is."
Later in the fifties Combs, Snygg and Rogers brought a phenomeno
logical perspective to the study of personality and contributed a new
frame of reference for the functions of self concept (Coller, 1971,
p. 14).

In the psychology text, Individual Behavior, Combs and Snygg

developed the position that a person's thoughts and actions at any par
ticular time are the product of this totality of experience, or "phe
nomenal field" (1959, p. 46).

From Rogers' viewpoint, the self concept

was that differentiated part of the phenomenal field consisting of "I"
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or "me" by which meaning was assigned to all transactions and relation
ships accessible to consciousness (Coller, 1971, p. 15).
In The Child and His Image (1972), Yamamoto provided a useful dis
cussion on the distinction between self and self concept.

Basically,

Yamamoto utilized an analogy, comparing self to a "territory" and self
concept to a "map."

In this schema the self represents the total of

all that an individual can become:

an uncharted territory.

The self

concept represents what is known of that territory at any point in the
"exploration":

a map, defining what is known, and being made ever more

complete with new discoveries.

This awareness helps to establish the

apparent dual function of the self concept system for the individual:
both interpreting and being interpreted by personal experience (1972,
pp. 1-7).

It leads to an examination of the propensity of the self

system both for consolidation and for change.
Many "self psychologists" seem to share a view on a motivating
dynamic inherent in the self concept system.

The dynamic suggests the

delicate balance between positive self concept development and the sup
port of significant others.

As Purkey phrases it,

Perhaps the single most important assumption of modern
theories about the self is that the maintenance and
enhancement of the perceived self is the motive behind
all behavior (Snygg and Combs 1949, Rogers 1951, Combs
and Snygg 1959). In other words, each of us is con
stantly striving to maintain, protect, and enhance the
self of which he is aware (1970, p. 15).
An analysis which can be found in the chapter,

Defense and Growth

from

Maslow's classic, Toward a Psychology of Being, (1962), expanded upon
the idea that all human motivation derives from maintenance and enhance
ment of the self.

Stating that his construct ties in well with the
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self theories, Maslow suggests that all human beings have two forces
within them:

one force which impels individuals toward psychological

safety— a need for maintenance of the self; and one force which impels
individuals toward psychological wholeness and growth— a need for
enhancement of the self.

As explanation about how these forces

affect behavior, Maslow states:
Assured safety permits higher needs and impulses to emerge
and to grow towards mastery. To endanger safety, means
regression backward to the more basic foundation. What
this means is that in the choice between giving up safety
or giving up growth, safety will ordinarily win out. Saf
ety needs are prepotent over growth needs 0-962, p. 46).
According to Maslow, the choice in interpreting and acting upon
experiences, to either protect or enhance self concept, can only be
the individual’s.

However, Maslow and the self psychologists together

stress the role of significant others in affecting the climate of expe
riences with which the individual works (Maslow, 1962, p. 47; Purkey,
1970, pp. 31-33).

The dependence of children on adults for physical

and psychological survival makes plain the importance of supportive
family relationships for healthy self concept development.
The writer is exploring the possibility that the population of non
certified pre-lcindergarten teachers in northern Minnesota has gained,
through experiential learning, some basic skills of early childhood
teaching.

If the selected sample possesses such competencies, they may

show these skills especially in the area of self concept facilitation.
In lieu of extensive academic preparation, the population has engaged
in ongoing in-service training, for some persons over a period of years
A continuing focus of this training has been the "whole child approach"
in which affective and cognitive expectations of the child are kept in
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balance.

Because the whole child approach seems to correspond well with

natural "care giving" priorities of the population, it is hypothesized
that the majority of the selected sample will show response tendencies
supportive of self concept development, even before work on the package.
As the first topic of inquiry, this hypothesis is developed fully in
Chapter 3 and examined in Chapter 4.
To conclude the discussion on self concept, the Child Development
Associate competency in the self concept "functional area" can now be
stated.

Although worded simply, the competency has an obvious direct

connection with the preceding discussion:
Candidate helps each child to know, accept, and appreciate
him/her self as an individual (Child Development Consortium,
Note 3).

Significant Learning as a Guiding Construct
In the Prologue to his book Freedom to Learn (1969), Rogers presents
a definition of "significant or experiential learning."

The definition

ties in with the self concept theory around which the learning package
was constructed; with the kind of learning "natural teachers" may bring
to their work with young children; and with the "internalization process"
by which mature learners crystallize from experiences the substance of
values systems. Of "significant learning" Rogers says this:
It has a quality of personal involvement— the whole person
in both his feeling and cognitive aspects being in the
learning event. It is self-initiated. Even when the
impetus or stimulus comes from the outside, the sense of
discovery, of reaching out, of grasping and comprehending,
comes from within. It is pervasive. It makes a differ
ence in the behavior, the attitudes, perhaps even the per
sonality of the learner. It is evaluated by the learner.
He knows whether it is meeting his need, whether it leads
toward what he wants to know, whether it illuminates the
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dark area of ignorance he is experiencing. The locus of
evaluation, x?e might say, resides definitely in the learner.
Its essence is meaning. When such learning takes place, the
element of meaning to the learner is built into the whole
experience (1962, p. 5).
"Significant learning" is central to the theory of the learning pack
age and to the two topics of inquiry of the study.

As such, Rogers' con

cept is utilized as a guiding construct for the theoretical framework.

Self Concept Development as a
Function of Significant Learning
The social connection in self concept theory is by now a basic given
From the "looking glass self" to "Pygmalion in the classroom," the influ
ence of significant others on self perceptions of children has been
voluminously documented (Purkey, 1970, Chap. 1, p. 48; Coller, 1971,
pp. 9-16).

That adults affect the cognitive and affective content in

self concept development is no longer a matter of empirical dispute.
The issue has come now to a more ambiguous plane:
adult influence to be spent?

To what end is this

What is the proper balance of control and

freedom, of criticism and support by which children come to see them
selves as persons capable of full personal development?
Even in this day and age, education lore seems to hold that "for
mulas" for control and for freedom are optimal in teacher-learner pro
ceedings.

Whether such formulas call for 90% control/10% freedom or

vice-versa; whether formulas are "institutional constants" fixed by a
school for all age groups or "developmentally appropriate" sliding
from one extreme to the other with passing years Cor teachers), these
preset and largely implicit expectations need to be challenged.

Work

ing from the premise that individuals of any age can assume some measure
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of responsibility for their learning, the package under study offers
considerations by which adults might come to see the importance of
nudging young children toward significant learning.
The tie-in of significant learning with self concept development
becomes paramount here.

For young children, intent on learning about

themselves in the world, the focus of learning in a developmental sense
is ego-centric.

This developmental condition, documented by Piaget

among others (Elkind, 1976, pp. 102-104), means that the only learning
which can have meaning for the child is that which reflects back posi
tively on the child's further capacity to learn.

Such would be "sig

nificant learning" which "makes a difference in the behavior, the atti
tudes, perhaps even the personality of the learner" (Rogers, 1969, p. 5).
Significant learning, then, which to a degree must be self-directed,
appears a prime contributor to self concept development in young children.
The learning package was intended to assist adults in building rela
tionships with young children conducive to significant learning.

Such

relationships would lessen children's anxieties accompanying involvements
and minimize self-denigration arising from frustrations.

While provid

ing the assurance of safe boundaries, such relationships would encourage
the adult to be responsive to children's attempts to initiate and eval
uate learning endeavors on personal terms.

In other words, on an indi

vidualized basis, the adult would remain open to relinquishing the
authority that ordinarily might be hers in favor of the "authority" of
the learning activity undertaken by the child.

By being encouraged

toward significant learning, children would be gaining a full sense of
themselves and their capabilities; they would be developing healthy
self concepts.
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Significant Learning and Natural Teachers
There is no rule that significant learning can occur only as a part
of formal education.

In fact, Rogers wrote Freedom to Learn to urge

teachers at all levels to more fully recognize the presence of signifi
cant learning (1969, p. 6).

Some persons would contend that significant

learning occurs all too often either outside of school or on the learn
er's own despite schooling routines.

Others would take a less cynical

viewpoint, emphasizing significant learning, as Rogers does, as the pos
sible basis of an effective education program.
Probably much significant learning occurs as those who are fortu
nate enough to do so settle into their life's work.

When a person

decides to enter a vocation and finds that it suits interests, atti
tudes, and needs, the individual may see definite purpose in learning
all one can about the work.

This occurrence may be no less true for

the tradesperson as for the professional; and the learning may result
as much from reflection on personal experiences as from participation
in formal coursework.

Such learning very well might be "self-

initiated," "pervasive," "evaluated by the learner," and have, as its
essence, "personal meaning."
The adult, who when hired by a child care program finds that she
enjoys the work, falls into this category.

Whether the adult has a

General Equivalence Degree, a year or two of university coursework, or
perhaps even a baccalaureate degree, she very likely will participate
in continuing educational opportunities; and she will think and talk
about her work with co-workers, parents, family, and friends.

What

she learns from these experiences most likely means something to her;
it helps her to do a better job.
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By virtue of such "significant learning,” it may be that the "natu
ral teacher" of young children, lacking formal education for her work,
still is able to respond in ways conducive to healthy self concept devel
opment.

Competence in this direction would be consistent with a senti

ment of "enjoying the children" in a truly appreciative sense.

Such a

priority would be reinforced by a common theme of inservice training in
such programs:

the "whole child" emphasis, by which teaching transac

tions are to be responsive to interdependence of the cognitive, affec
tive, and physical domains in early childhood education.

Through con

tinued openness to significant learning by the teaching adult, practices
of reinforcement, support, and non-judgmental feedback, generally regarded
as conducive to self concept development, might well become a part of
one's teaching responses.
Of course, the on going learning of a teacher could take her to a
position where academic achievement, social adjustment or complete free
dom might be regarded as singular priorities for the preschool child.
It is assumed that any of these priorities, taken to an extreme, would
result in teaching practices not adequately supportive of self concept
development.

Furthermore, it may be that the course of one's learning

becomes obstructed, remaining incomplete so that practice is_ more from
habit than a conscious, reflective values system.

The premise for the

first topic of inquiry is that teachers in the population are not unduly
influenced toward extremes of priority; but that the group does possess
a basic ability to act upon and articulate principles conducive to self
concept development, resulting from significant learning.
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Significant Learning as a Correlate
of Affective Internalization
The package was xrcitten to reinforce a process of significant learn
ing for adults in relation to self concept development in young children.
In studying ways of analyzing effectiveness of the package, the writer
determined that a parallel exists between Rogers' concept and the con
cept of internalization of values developed by Krathwohl, Bloom, and
Masia in their Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook 2:
tive Domain (1964).

Affec

Because the Affective Taxonomy provides a scale of

behaviors corresponding to degrees of internalization of values by an
individual, it offers a relatively systematic method for determining
whether, in fact, significant learning has occurred.

As suggested in

the following account, significant learning can be viewed as an expres
sion of progress through the Affective Domain (Krathwohl et al., 1964,
pp. 98-119).
1.

The first category level in the Affective Domain is that of

Receiving or Attending.

The subdivisions of the level are an "awareness

toward," a "willingness to receive," and a "controlled or selected atten
tion" to certain phenomena or stimuli.

Almost a cognitive process, the

willingness to attend to phenomena is a precondition necessary for sig
nificant learning to take place.
2.

The second level of the Taxonomy is that of Responding.

A

demarcation important for significant learning occurs between the first
and second subdivisions of this category-level.

With the shift from

"acquiescence in responding" to a "willingness to respond," the learner
no longer merely complies with external direction, but "responds increas
ingly to an inner compulsion . . ."to engage in learning experiences.
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"A willingness to respond" corresponds closely to the characteristic of
significant learning, that it is "self-initiated . . . even when the
impetus or stimulus comes from the outside" (Rogers, 1969, p. 5).
3.

Krathwohl and Bloom say this of the third level of the Affec

tive Taxonomy, Valuing:
Behavior categorized at this level is sufficiently consistent
and stable to have taken on the characteristics of a belief
or an attitude. The learner displays this behavior with suf
ficient consistency in appropriate situations that he comes
to be perceived as holding a value. At the lowest level of
Valuing, he is at least willing to permit himself to be so
perceived, and at the higher levels he may behave so as to
further this impression actively (Krathwohl et al., 1964,
p. 139).
An important aspect of significant learning is expressed through this
level of affective internalization.

Rogers states that significant

learning is "pervasive" meaning that it makes a real difference in the
life of the learner.

Such learning would necessarily involve the inter

nalization of a value, and behavior consistent with it (Rogers, 1969,
p. 5).
4.

At level four of the Taxonomy, Organization, the learner seeks

to achieve consonance among values held, in the light of new experiences
Conceptualization, by which a rationale for values held becomes more
conscious, is a significant process at this level.

Conceptualization

"permits the individual to see how the value relates to those that he
already holds or to new ones that he is coming to hold" (Krathwohl et al
1964, p. 154).

"Organization of a Value System," the upper subdivision

in level four, signifies a "dynamic equilibrium" in the individual's
valuing system across the long terms of transactions with the environ
ment .
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A process of evaluation is inherent at some level throughout the
hierarchy, but becomes paramount at the "Organization" level, when the
individual is in essence "evaluating his values."

Significant learning,

of course, calls for the evaluation of one's experiences in personal
terms.

The personal nature of the evaluation process, leading to the

acquisition of meaning, suggests a highly similar process to that of
the Organization of Values in the Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 1964, p. 155).
5.

Level five is "characterization by a Value or a Value Complex."

The authors state that this ultimate level of internalization cannot be
considered a "function" of formal education, but more the consequence of
an adult's progress toward personal integration " . . .

through painful

intellectual effort in which the more complex mental processes of the
Cognitive Taxonomy are clearly functioning."

The two subdivisions in

this level are the Generalized Set and Characterization.

The General

ized Set can be described as the developed capacity of an individual to
approach problems rationally and yet in a manner consistent with an
integrated values system.

Characterization, as "the peak of the inter

nalization process," can be considered an integrated philosophy of life,
guiding for the individual all that is knowable and guiding all that
which might be done (Krathwohl et al., 1964, pp. 165-170).
The meaning derived from significant learning could be applicable
at any point along the affective hierarchy.

In a "summative" sense,

however, the person able to derive "a full measure" of meaning from
experience likely would be far along in the actualizing of a life phi
losophy.

The person characterized by a generalized set might well be

one whom Rogers terms "the fully functioning person."
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The Taxonomy as used in the study.

Chapter 3 introduces the two

topics of inquiry, the second examining the learning package as an
instructional tool intended to facilitate affective internalization
of self concept principles.

As will be developed further, in deter

mining trends in affective internalization in relation to the package,
levels two, three, and four of the Taxonomy especially seem to pertain.
At this point, a brief look at hypothetical participant "responses"
illustrates how the levels of the Taxonomy can indicate whether sig
nificant learning is occurring as a result of the package.
A sample participant operating at least at level two, A Willing
ness to Respond, might:
-respond openly and reflectively to package activities;
-do more than the required number of activities;
-respond consistently with new self concept principles, or at least
new applications of principles, in the five final activities;
-give indication that principles are still of use, even after a
grade has been assigned, on the post-package survey.
A sample participant operating at least at level three, Valuing,
might:
-indicate approval of principles experienced in package and
final project activities;
-show new principles in post-package observation through
articulated and behavioral responses to children;
-demonstrate consistency through package responses and post
package behavioral responses to children in utilizing self
concept principles.
A sample participant operating at least at level four, Organization,
might:
-show a definite ability to articulate rationale for self
concept principles utilized in behavior with children.
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-show evidence of a consciously organized values' system
toward self concept facilitation.
(Documentation would
entail a continuity in data through the many reference
points in the study.)
Within the Taxonomy levels, the indicators provided are intended to
be illustrative rather than definitive.

Participants may show trends in

responses without all of these indicators— but perhaps with others— being
present.

Responses at level two and level three of the Taxonomy can be

assumed to be antecedent to responses at level four.

A further explica

tion of the utilization of the Taxonomy in the study follows in Chapter 3.
To the extent that increased affective acceptance of self concept prin
ciples can be documented through use of the Taxonomy, the package can be
concluded to be facilitating the intended significant learning.

Chapter Summary
As the "Theoretical Framework for the Study," Chapter 2 addressed
three separate but harmonious themes.
Section one discussed Implications of the Child Development Asso
ciate Effort.

Long hours and low pay for work with very young children

effectively have excluded from the pre-kindergarten field large numbers
of degreed teaching personnel.

Now in its fourth year of nation-wide

operation, the competency-based Child Development Associate effort is
helping non-certified "natural teachers" to demonstrate their compe
tence in work with young children.

In agreement with a basic supposi

tion of CDA, the Child Development Training Program has evolved to
support and facilitate experiential learning in the population in
relation to the development of young children.

The learning package

being studied was designed for this purpose, specifically in the self
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concept area.

Through the first topic of inquiry, the study examines

the response tendencies that non-certified teaching personnel utilize
in interactions with young children pertinent to self concept development.
Section two developed Self Concept as Reference Point for the Study.
Definitions of self concept were provided, including a phenomenological
perspective and a distinction between self and self concept made by
Yamamoto.

A motivational dynamic shared by many theorists holds that

all persons act out of basic needs to protect and to enhance the self.
Significant others greatly affect the "climate of experiences" through
which the self concept crystallizes.

Safety needs, to protect the per

ceived self, appear prepotent to growth needs.
A continuing focus of in-service training for the population of
non-certified pre-kindergarten teachers has been the "whole child"
approach in which affective and cognitive expectations of the child
are kept in balance.

Because the whole child approach seems to cor

respond well with natural "care giving" priorities of the population,
it is hypothesized that the majority of the selected sample will show
response tendencies supportive of self concept development, even before
work on the package.

This is the first topic of inquiry, developed in

Chapter 3 and examined in Chapter 4.
Section three presented Significant Learning as a Guiding Construct,
Carl Rogers' concept of "experiential or significant learning" provided
a reference point for the discussion.

The function of significant learn

ing for the developing child and the "natural teacher" were discussed.
For young children, intent on learning about themselves in the world,
the focus of learning is within themselves.

The only learning which

can have meaning for them is that which reflects positively on self
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and on a further capacity to learn.

Such would be significant learning.

By virtue of significant learning, it may be that the "natural
teacher" of young children, lacking formal education for her work, still
is able to function in ways facilitative of healthy self concept.
Because such learning provides immediate, personal meaning, the adult
may continue with it as she settles into the child care profession.
In studying ways to analyze the effectiveness of the learning pack
age, a definite parallel emerged between Rogers' concept and the process
of affective internalization as set forth in the "Taxonomy of Affective
Objectives" by Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia.

Because the Taxonomy pro

vides a scale of behaviors corresponding to degrees of internalization
of values by an individual, it offered a relatively systematic method
for determining whether, in fact, significant learning has occurred.
Five levels of the Affective Taxonomy were outlined.

Levels two, three,

and four especially pertained to participant responses in the study.

A

brief explication, with indicators for each level of internalization of
self concept principles, was provided.
The second topic of inquiry examines the learning package as an
instructional tool intended to facilitate affective internalization of
self concept principles.

The second topic of inquiry is developed in

Chapter 3 and studied in Chapter 5.

To the extent that affective

acceptance of self concept principles is furthered in the sample as
a result of the experience, the package can be considered useful in
facilitating significant learning.

Chapter 3

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The documentation study of the learning package, "Self Concept
Development and the Teacher-Child Relationship," is intended to yield
information about two topics of inquiry.

First, the study provides a

picture of pre-package responses by the population of non-certified
pre-kindergarten teaching personnel in northern Minnesota toward young
children in respect to self concept development.

Second, the study

investigates the effectiveness of the learning package as an instruc
tional tool intended to further the internalization of principles
relating to self concept development in young children.

Chapter 3

presents the two topics of inquiry, specifying for each the methods
of investigation.

The chapter then discusses the delimitations of

the study.

The Two Topics of Inquiry
1. WHAT ARE TYPICAL PRE-PACKAGE RESPONSES BY THE POPULATION OF NONCERTIFIED PRE-KINDERGARTEN TEACHING PERSONNEL IN NORTHERN MINNESOTA
TOWARD YOUNG CHILDREN IN RESPECT TO SELF CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT?
Chapter 2 discussed the possibility that the population has gained,
through experiential learning, some basic skills of early childhood
teaching.

If the population possesses such competencies, they may show

these skills especially in the area of self concept facilitation.

As

mentioned, in lieu of extensive academic preparation, these teaching
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personnel have engaged in on-going in-service training, for some persons
over a period of years.

A continuing focus of this training has been the

"whole child approach" in which affective and cognitive expectations of
the child are kept in balance.

Because the whole child approach seems

to correspond well with natural "care giving" priorities of the popula
tion, it is hypothesized that even before working on the package, a
selected sample will show response tendencies supportive of positive
self concept development in children attending the center.
Chapter 4 investigates the first topic of inquiry.

A discussion

of the method of investigation utilized in Chapter 4 follows.

The dis

cussion includes a restatement in more precise terms of the hypothesis
(provided above) for the first topic.

Methodology, First Topic of Inquiry
Each person in Child Development Associate training through Bemidji
State worked with a field advisor on all aspects of her program.

The

subsequent working relationship that developed was an important part of
the training.

In connection with the package being studied, the field

advisor conducted the pre- and post-package observation sessions as well
as facilitated and evaluated work on the package.
pre- and post-package sessions was the same.

The procedure for the

Over a period of about an

hour and a half, the field advisor recorded five samples of the partici
pant's responses.

In an after-class meeting, the participant then wrote

down for each recorded action a "working principle" providing brief
rationale.
The project researcher's role was to analyze the pre-package
behavioral and articulated responses in relation to the first topic
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of inquiry for each member of the selected sample.*

The tasks involved

were the following:
a. Make judgements as to whether behavioral responses toward
children were conducive to positive self concept.
b. Make judgements as to whether articulated responses accu
rately portrayed the intent of behavioral responses and
adequately perceived the meaning of underlying self con
cept principles.
c. Construct "pre-package response style profiles" for the
(anonymous) members of the selected sample.
d. Consult with field advisors as needed to provide a check
on the accuracy and objectivity of interpretations.
Judgements about behavioral responses.

In theory at least, deci

sions about behavioral responses by the sample should not be difficult
to make.

Adult responses supportive of self concept would be rewarding

or reinforcing of children's perceptions, efforts, and achievements.
Disagreements between adults and children nonetheless would affirm the
right of children to their own feelings and interpretations.

Adult

responses demeaning to self concept would be discouraging or disapprov
ing of children's perceptions, efforts, or achievements; insufficient
regard for the viewpoints of children would be in evidence.
Difficulties arise, of course, in efforts to make such judgements
under actual conditions.

In the study of the selected sample of pre

kindergarten teaching staff, the field advisors were using a "natural
istic observation method" keying in on "selected situations" (Coller,
1973, p. 25).

During the observation periods, then, the field advisors

had to call upon their knowledge of participants in order to decide
whether particular responses were typical.

As well, of course, they

*For information on sample selection criteria, see Chapter 3 head
ing, Study Delimitations.
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had to observe closely for subsequent child reactions.

Finally, they had

to record observations carefully so that the study participants, and the
writer, could make inferences based on sufficient information.

For all

parties involved, these tasks demanded experience and skill.
In order for participants to record principles' statements, they
had to agree with the field advisors on the substance of the recorded
interactions.

To the extent that perspectives were independent, the

cooperation should have aided objectivity in the process.

To reduce

subjectivity in making judgements about the effect of responses on self
concept, the writer also discussed write-ups with the field advisors.
Borrowing from CDA terminology, a "cooperative judgement-referenced"
system was used.

Perspectives were shared and judgements tied to spe

cific behaviors, to the extent possible, throughout the procedure.
A main difficulty, just mentioned, was when inferences had to be
made about the meaning of observed interactions for the children
involved.

In an echo of a familiar statement in the behavioral

sciences, Coller comments:
To appreciate fully why any given child behaves as he does,
we should like to get inside of him to examine, in detail,
all that which constitutes his self. But, even abetted by
the most sophisticated technology available, the observor—
the outsider— is physically unable to enter the mind of a
child to sense directly all his feelings and thoughts. The
self or self concept can only be inferred by direct observa
tion of behavior as it emerges or by an examination of the
traces of behavior after it has occurred (Coller, 1971, p. 21).
In making such inferences, the writer read carefully any recorded
behavioral cues subsequent to each teacher-child interaction.

When

behavioral cues could not be inferred, field advisors were consulted.
But even when a child's behavior was evident, its meaning for the child
could only be assumed.

Does a smile by a child indicate gratification
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at a teacher's comment or a defensive behavior to appease?

A frown might

signify either a child's internalization of, or refusal to internalize,
the disapproving remark by a teacher.

Decisions as to the meaning of

behavioral cues were documented by reference to the context of each
situation.

Beyond that, however, inferences must be regarded as open

to additional interpretation.
In constructing pre-package profiles for the selected sample, the
writer first examined the observed behavioral responses.

The intent

was to determine, for each participant, responses which were:
(a) directed to a child's behavior and rewarding or reinforc
ing of the child's efforts. Example: "You worked hard
on that puzzle, and you did it by yourself."
(b) directed to a child's personality and enhancing of self.
Example: "And I like being your friend, Terry."
(c) directed to a child's behavior and discouraging or dis
approving of the child's efforts. Example: "You are
always such a sloppy eater."
(d) directed to a child's personality and demeaning of self.
Example: "You are such a spoiled brat."
(e) not given clearly enough so that the child appeared able
to understand the message.
Classified for each participant, the behavioral responses comprised the
first part of the pre-package "response style profiles."
Judgements about articulated responses.

As mentioned, for each

observed behavioral response, the participant recorded a brief rationale
statement.

The writer's task then was to sort each participant's artic

ulated responses into three categories:
(a) those responses judged to inaccurately portray the substance
of the behavioral response. Example— Two children show the
teacher their pictures. Teacher smiles at one child and
compliments picture; does not respond to second child.
Articulated response: "Children need to have their work
recognized by the teacher."
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(b) those responses accurately depicting observed behavioral
responses, but not indicating an understanding of under
lying self concept principles. Example— At "clean up
time" teacher allows child to finish block "house" before
requesting that the blocks be put away. Articulated
response: "This child gets very upset if she doesn't
have her way."
(c) Those responses accurately depicting observed behavioral
responses and indicating an understanding of underlying
self concept principles. Example— Teacher offers to
help child tie shoe; child says no and ties shoe on
third try. Articulated response: "It is important for
children to learn from experience that they can take
care of their own needs. It helps them feel they can
take care of themselves."
Judgements about articulated responses were made by the writer.

As

with behavioral responses, when needed the field advisors provided input.
For instance, with the second example above, a check with the field
advisor could help in determining the intent of the articulated response:
Did the participant mean that the child needed to realize that she could
do things successfully on her own terms, or that the participant did not
want to risk dealing with a child who might have a temper tantrum?

(For

the sake of the discussion, the second alternative seemed more plausible.)
Responses difficult to classify were not used in constructing the pre
package profiles.
In Dictionary of Psychology, Chaplin offers as two meanings for the
term, "principle":
1. ■ A working hypothesis, a maxim for conduct or scientific
investigation. 2. A fundamental law or uniformity of
nature (1974, p. 380).
The "working principles" were to be statements gleaned from experience
that could serve as personal reference points for further investigation
in the self concept area.

As well, the working principles were to

address salient points relevant to self concept development at a more
general level than the specific recorded situation.
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By way of illustration, a few examples of self concept working
principles are these:
Children need to feel that they belong before they can feel
positively about themselves.
Children need to feel secure in order to develop feelings
of self acceptance.
Children need to feel positively about themselves before
they can be expected to be accepting of others.
Too much frustration can make a child feel he is a failure.
Accepting a child's family can help a child appreciate her
self as a person.
It is important that we let children know that we accept
them even if we do not always approve of their actions.
It seems unrealistic at this point to attempt a "definitive list"
of empirically verified self concept truths.

Suffice it to say that

the working principles should speak at a generalized level of the
importance for " . . .

each child to know, accept and appreciate him/

her self as an individual" (Child Development Associate Consortium,
Note 3).
To conclude the section, a hypothetical assessment of "one of the
five observed situations for participant 'T' before completion of the
package" is provided:
Participant "T"
(Pre-package) Sample //I
Field Advisor Observation:
Participant watches child printing name. When done, child points
to name and says, "Look, teacher."
T responds: "_______, you wrote your name all by yourself."
Child smiles and nods.
Principle(s) identified as pertinent to self concept development:
I wanted to let_______know she had done a good job.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was supportive of self concept by reinforcing child's
achievement. Child's smile after teacher's comment supports
judgement.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant accurately conveyed the intent of behavioral response,
but did not adequately articulate a general principle for self
concept development. Response is "incident-specific."
On the basis of the study notes from the five observation/write-ups,
a "pre-package response style profile" would be constructed for partici
pant "T".

Compiling profiles for the sixteen participants who completed

the pre-package observation sessions constitutes study of the first topic
of inquiry as set forth in Chapter 4.

Assuming that "T" was one of the

eleven participants who completed and returned all materials, other
information would be similarly collected from work on the learning pack
age, the post-package observation/write-ups, and the post-package survey.
A "post-package response style profile" would then be constructed for
"T" and the other participants.

A compilation of the post-package pro

files should yield information about the learning package as an instruc
tional tool, to be examined under the second topic of inquiry in
Chapter 5.
A definitive response to the relative strengths of "natural versus
prepared" teachers in early childhood education is not to be expected
from the examination of the first topic of inquiry.

However, by study

ing the pre-package observations together with the principles statements
by the selected sample, a picture should emerge of the practices of this
group of non-certified teachers in relation to self concept development
in young children, before work on the learning package.

At this point,

the general hypothesis for the first topic of inquiry can be restated:
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1. The majority of the participants will show a clear pattern of
behavioral responses supportive of the young child’s efforts, achieve
ments, and self.
2. Through the principles statements, a majority of the partici
pants will interpret consistently and accurately behavioral responses
relating to self concept.
3. Half of the sample consistently will articulate reasons for
actions that convey an understanding of principles underlying self
concept theory.
Note:

In the study the writer interpreted a "clear pattern" of response

and responding "consistently" as being at or beyond an 80% level for the
samples recorded.

See Glossary (Appendix A) for "consistency levels."

2. HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE LEARNING PACKAGE AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL
INTENDED TO FACILITATE THE INTERNALIZATION OF PRINCIPLES RELATING TO
SELF CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN YOUNG CHILDREN?
The writer previously has identified a possible "natural priority"
in the population of non-certified teaching personnel toward the healthy
personal development of young children.

If demonstrated, it could be

surmised that opportunities to substantiate and assess practices relat
ing to self concept development would be fully utilized by the sample.
This premise was one that made construction of the learning package a
worthwhile task.

The premise also led to the development of a package

format encouraging alternative choices and personalized responses in
activities the participant was to complete.

It was hypothesized that

experience in conceptualizing principles perhaps already practiced
would promote greater internalization of those principles.
as the population engaged in

That is,

reflection on meaningful principles for

self concept development, it would increase in affective acceptance of
those principles, as part of a developing values system.
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Chapter 5 provides an examination of the second topic of inquiry.
The method of investigation and a restatement of the general hypothesis
for the second topic follow.

Methodology, Second Topic of Inquiry
As with the first topic of inquiry, in determining to what extent
the learning package was an aid to the internalization of self concept
principles, a case study approach was used.

For each of the partici

pants in the selected sample, the writer looked for specific documenta
tion that affective internalization of principles was occurring.

As

discussed in Chapter 2, the criteria for these "referenced judgements"
were from Krathwohl and Bloom's "Taxonomy of the Affective Domain."
In particular, levels two, three, and four of the Taxonomy seemed to
apply:
level two— a "willingness to respond" to self concept principles
through activities beyond compliance requirements
level three— a "valuing" of self concept principles through
demonstrated preference in activities and observed
behavioral and articulated responses.
level four— a reflective "organization" of new and old self con
cept principles in a developing values system, indi
cated by trends of response involving all aspects
of the learning package experience.
In identifying trends of response in relation to the Taxonomy, three
main operations were performed with the available data:

Each sample

member's completed package activities were studied and matched with
equivalent items on the post-package survey.

Each sample member's pre-

and post-package behavioral and articulated responses were compared.
For each sample member, as a summary of information from these sources,
a "post-package response style profile" was constructed.

The three
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analysis procedures are now addressed in depth; the general hypothesis
for the second topic of inquiry is then restated.
Package activities and the post-package survey.

To complete the

package, each participant gave written responses to eight activities
included with the test ("test activities") and five "final" activities.
Directions for the final activities requested the participant to try
out and evaluate five principles "new to you as a result of your work
in the package."

For each of the thirteen completed activities,

responses on the post-package survey indicated:

the meaning of the

activity for the participant; whether the activity response was new
in theory or practice; and if the response was still of worth in work
with children.
Judgements that an individual was functioning at least at Taxonomy
level two, a "willingness to respond," were made by the writer on the
basis of responses to package activities and the post-package survey.
The "mix" of factors present in participants' responses varied somewhat,
and this made judgements in some instances difficult.

However, the fol

lowing pattern was typical for interpretations that a "willingnesss to
respond" to self concept principles was present:
-The required number of activities was completed. If more
than the required number was completed, this was a plus
factor.
(Determined from packages.)
-At least an 80% competence level in articulated and behav
ioral package activity responses had occurred. Competent
responses were those judged to show reflection about self
concept principles.
(An illustration of insufficient
reflection might be: "Jimmy was a terror after he spilled
his milk today." An illustration of sufficient reflection
might be: "Jimmy sets very high standards for himself.
He felt upset today when he spilled his milk.") Although
it did not affect decisions about competence level, an
"experimentation factor" was recognized for participants
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who were encountering a high number of new principles and
applications in the package.
(Determined from packages.)
-Participants had tried new principles, or at least new
applications of principles in at least four of the five
final activities.
(Determined from post-package sur
veys .)
-Package responses, as reactions to points of generally
accepted self concept theory, were of continuing value
to participants after completion of the learning package
course.
(Determined from post-package survey.)
Insofar as participants had on-going feedback from field advisors
about their work, if requested, there was opportunity for each of the
conditions to be met.

If a participant showed a strong pattern in the

above, she was said to be functioning at least at level two of the
Taxonomy.

The participant might even be operating at level three or

four, but these judgements were delayed until additional information
was compiled.
Pre- and post-package observations.

The procedure for analyzing

post-package behavioral and articulated responses was identical to that
for the pre-package observation sessions.

Detailed previously, the

procedure is summarized as five steps.
1.

Over a period of about an hour and a half, a field advisor

familiar with the participant recorded five samples of the partici
pant's interactions with children related to self concept.
2.

In an after class meeting, the participant and field advisor

agreed on the content of the observations— the participant's "behavioral
responses."

The participant wrote down for each behavioral response a

working principle providing brief rationale— the "articulated response."
3.

The writer judged whether responses toward children were con

ducive to positive self concept.

Comments supportive of the child's
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personality, efforts, and achievements were interpreted as conducive.
When recorded, children's behavioral cues helped in making these
determinations.
4.

The writer judged whether articulated responses portrayed the

intent of behavioral responses and conveyed an understanding of under
lying self concept principles.
5.

In a few instances, the writer consulted with the field advisors

for clarification about the meaning of behavioral or articulated responses.
The field advisors both knew the participants and observed the responses,
so when needed their input was helpful.
As demonstrated through the package, a "willingness to respond" was
a useful beginning point in determining if a Valuing (level three func
tioning) of self concept principles were present.

However, the writer

was hesitant to set successful package completion as an automatic pre
condition for level three.

A person might find involvement in the pack

age unsatisfactory and still value the enhancement of self concept in
children.

On the other hand, a quality of level three functioning is

that the individual is willing to be identified with what is valued.
Harshness toward children as a reaction to being observed would tend
to disprove consistent valuing as a part of that person's response style.
Comparison of pre- and post-package behavioral responses provided
information as to functioning at levels three and four of the Taxonomy.
New valuing of self concept principles was supported through behavioral
responses in either of two ways:

(a) An increased show of facilitative

behavioral responses to the 80% consistency level after package comple
tion was useful documentation.

(b) Responses on the post-package obser

vation that were new to the participant, especially when similar to
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completed package responses, also suggested a new valuing.

In this

event, new valuing could be said to occur even when a participant had
acted at or above the 80% consistency level before the package.
If a person showed no increase in basically similar facilitative
responses on the post-package observation, new valuing as a result of
the package would be difficult to document.

A decrease in facilitative

responses might mean that well enough should have been left alone.
Pre- and post-package articulated responses also provided informa
tion about level three and four functioning.

Articulated responses were

the principles statements written by participants as rationale for
observed behaviors.

At level three, accurate depiction of the .likely

meaning for self concept content of a behavioral response was important
for a basic reason:

a person must be able to at least recognize the

values one is showing through actions.

An inability to identify "self

concept content" (what the transaction likely meant for the self concept
development of the child involved) suggested that a conscious valuing
process was not involved.
Both behavioral and articulated responses also were important in
determining level four functioning (Organization of Values).

Taken

together, facilitative behaviors and accurate articulation of self
concept content were the chief determinants of a "valuing" of self
concept principles.
Post-package response style profiles.

The post-package profiles

crystallized findings from all sources for each of the participants.
Following the format of the second topic hypotheses (listed under the
next heading), the profiles summarized information relative to a par
ticipant's functioning at level two and three of the Taxonomy.

The
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profiles also provided interpretations on two other matters:

whether

participants were functioning at level four, Organization of Values;
and whether participants were showing general increased affective
internalization of self concept principles as a result of the package.
In determining if a participant were showing an Organization of
Values having self concept as a focus, the writer looked to three char
acteristics of participant performance:

1. facilitative behavioral

responses in the package and pre- and post-package observations; 2. an
ability to integrate potentially conflicting teaching priorities for
social development, academic achievement, and group management with
the priority for self concept development; 3. conceptualization of
self concept values through rationale statements on the pre- and post
package observations and the post-package survey.

Level two and three

functioning were likely pre-conditions in determining whether a par
ticipant were showing an Organization of Values, having self concept
development as a focus:
1.

The possibility was allowed, though considered remote, that a

participant might increase dramatically in facilitative behaviors from
the pre- to post-package observation, and meet other criteria pertain
ing to level four functioning.

More likely, the writer believed that

consistent facilitative behaviors would be shown by level four partici
pants even before package completion.

In such a case the package would

probably be playing a supportive rather than a causative role in any
increase in affective internalization.
2.

An Organization of Values implies the ability to accommodate

new, potentially conflicting values in a harmonious system.

The pat

tern sought was balance of teaching priorities such that an emphasis
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on cognitive and social development was present, but had as a common
denominator the personal well being of the individual child.
3.

Conceptualization, by which rationale for values becomes con

scious, added to the case for level four functioning.

The principles

statements on pre- and post-package observations were one indicator of
conceptualization ability.

When the writer corroborated theory-related

principles statements with clear main points statements for package
activities, he judged conceptualization ability to be present.

An

increase in post-package articulated responses that identified self
concept content and pertinent self concept theory indicated progress
in the Organization of Values.
Finally, the response style profile provided information on whether
participants showed increased affective internalization of self concept
principles as a result of the package.

Generally, participants showing

at least a new "willingness to respond" were considered by the writer to
have done so.
Hypotheses for the second topic of inquiry.

The general hypothesis

for the second topic of inquiry can now be restated:
1. Through package activities and post-package surveys, at least
one half of the sample will show a "willingness to respond" to prin
ciples pertinent to self concept development.
2. Through an analysis of pre- and post-package behavioral
responses, and information from the packages and surveys, at least
half of the sample will show a new "acceptance of values" pertinent
to self concept theory.
3. Through an analysis of pre- and post-package articulated
responses, together with other information sources, at least onefourth of the sample can be determined to be functioning at Taxonomy
level four, "organization" of self concept values.
4. Through the experience of completing the learning package
with a field advisor, a majority of the sample will show movement
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toward "higher levels of affective internalization" of principles
relevant to self concept development in children.

Delimitations of the Study
As information pertinent to the limits and content of the study,
the selected sample, time period of the investigation, and reliance
on professional judgement in interpreting data are now discussed.

The Selected Sample
Characteristics of the general pre-kindergarten teaching population
were discussed in Chapter 1.

Between the spring of 1975 and the summer

of 1977, twenty-six members of the population completed the learning
package.

Thirteen persons completed the original edition, constructed

before the documentation study.

The remaining thirteen received grades

for work on the "revised edition"; they all have given consent to par
ticipate in the study.

In addition, three others who did not finish

the package agreed to particiate in the pre-package observation session.
The study of the first topic of inquiry included this selected sample
of sixteen persons.

The second topic of inquiry called for an in-depth

examination of the packages, pre- and post-observation sessions, and
pqst-package surveys.

A "selected sample" of eleven were able to return

all the necessary materials; two did not.

Persons allowing the use of

their documents have co-signed confidentiality statements with the
writer.

Names of adults, children, and centers in the study have been

withheld.
Two questions concerning the sample of pre-kindergarten teachers
are now discussed:

7.

Is the selected sample representative of the

general population of pre-kindergarten teachers in northern Minnesota?
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2.

Is the size of the selected sample sufficient to justify findings

and conclusions?
1.

The selected sample consisted of those members of the general

population who completed at least the pre-package observation session.
Six of the sixteen or 38% had the Child Development Associate creden
tial at the time they registered for the package coursework.

The per

centage was higher than CDA's in the general population, which was
approximately 25%.

Two of the selected sample had about three years,

and another three had about two years, of college coursework.

Only

one of the selected sample had a four year degree, in a non-teaching
area.

With no fully certified degreed teachers, the selected sample

was somewhat lower in this respect than day care and Head Start teach
ing personnel generally.
Looking at factors other than training and education, several par
ticipants were lead teachers and nine were assistant teachers or teacher
aides.
centers.

Thirteen were from Head Start agencies and three from day care
Eight worked in Native American programs, and eight in non-

Indian programs.

Although Native American representation in the study

group was somewhat higher than in the general population, the percent
age was approximately equivalent in the general population having
access to the Child Development Training Program at that time.

The

ratio of persons from day cares to persons from Head Starts was about
equal in the study group and the population.
The selecting factors of package completion and the return of
materials do not appear to have skewed the sample to the point of
being non-representative.

To illustrate, four of the eleven return

ing all materials were CDA's at that time.

Five had less than two
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years of college coursework.
from non-Indian.

Six were from Indian programs, and five

Half were lead teachers and half assistant teachers,

with one of each being from a day care program.
As a general statement, participants in the study of topics of
inquiry one and two do appear fairly representative of pre-kindergarten
teaching personnel in rural northern Minnesota.

In training and place

ment, the group is very similar especially to those members of the
population who have had access to training from the Child Development
Training Program.
2.

Under experimental designs in which small numbers of variables

are manipualted, suitably large samples are, of course, necessary.

The

documentation in a case study investigation, however, tends to preclude
the use of large study populations.

Although less experimentally rigor

ous, the trade-off seems to be that exploration of complex variables and
perhaps unanticipated interplays frequently becomes more possible.

The

number of subjects in the present study is small, and this must be recog
nized in evaluating findings and conclusions.

Because the sample does

appear representative, though, the small size of the population is at
least in part compensated for.

The way does seem clear for an in depth

examination of what the population brings to its work with young children
and what it gained from a packaged instructional tool.

Time Period for the Investigation
"Self Concept Development and the Teacher-Child Relationship" learning
packages were registered for and completed over a time period of some nine
teen months, between December of 1975 and July of 1977.

Using the "pre-

and post-package observation dates" as indicators, the longest package
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completion time was, in fact, nineteen months; the shortest was three
weeks.

Only two of the completion times were over seven months, and

the median period for working through the thirteen packages was four
months.
A factor helping to explain both the completion times and the
number of packages completed is that there are now some thirty-eight
learning packages available for credit from the Child Development
Training Program.

Free choice as to packages, in response to per

ceived training needs, is very much a feature of the program's deliv
ery system.

Many of the persons who did select the "Teacher-Child

Relationship" packages were registered for the other learning pack
ages at the same time.
The post-package surveys were sent out approximately a week after
completion of the post-package observations.

The eleven returned forms

were received between two weeks and two months thereafter.

Summer

vacations, with tending one's own children and making chokecherry
syrup, were responsible for the few survey forms received some time
after package completion.

Reliance on Professional Judgement
Professional judgement in gathering and interpreting data was
used throughout the study:
1.

The discussion of characteristics of non-certified teaching

staff in northern Minnesota arose from the writer's ten years of expe
rience first with a Head Start agency and then with the Child Develop
ment Training Program at Bemidji State University.

Since 1971, the

program has provided workshops, coursework, and individualized
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training for over 300 members of the population.

In conjunction with

these efforts, the program has filed numerous needs-assessments, pro
posals and reports focusing on the provision of rural early education/
child development training services.

These materials, and the writer*

experience, were called upon in the development of Chapters 1 and 7.
2.

The two field advisors were engaged in on-going training with

participants both before and after package work.

They were thus famil

iar with participants' interactional styles before the pre- and post
package observation sessions.

This knowledge assisted them in select

ing representative samples of the participants' interactions with chil
dren during the hour and one half observation periods.
The field advisors were oriented by the writer as to kinds of
interactions that might have importance for self concept content.

As

experienced CDA trainers, both were well versed in observation and
feedback processes.

One field advisor, the writer's wife, had been a

lead teacher working with non-certified staff, for six years.

She had

done on-site training with the general population for an additional
two years before the study began.

She was working on a Master's pro

gram in early childhood education at the time.

The second field

advisor had taught young children prior to the study.

In addition,

he had provided individualized learning package instruction and CDA
training for over twenty persons during the previous two years.

He

had a degree in social work and had completed early childhood educa
tion coursework.

As the supervisor of the field advisors, the writer

had complete confidence in their work.
3.

With respect to the first topic of inquiry, the writer made

judgements in the classification of behavioral and articulated
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responses and in the construction of pre-package response style "pro
files" for the sample group of sixteen.

As discussed, field advisors

read over and discussed with the writer material pertaining to the
participants with whom they worked when necessary.
4.

With the second topic of inquiry, judgements were made in

analyzing completed package activities, post-package observation
forms, and post-package surveys.

The writer’s past experience as a

field advisor was utilized here, as was whatever knowledge he had
of the self concept area.

Whenever appropriate, the field advisors

provided additional information and feedback on written material.
There is no doubt that reliance of the study upon professional
judgement qualifies to one extent or another the conclusions reached.
Care has been taken to document carefully interpretations of the data.
Conclusions about the usefulness of the package are made only to the
extent that they appear strongly supported.
are now for the reader to judge.

These claims, of course,

Chapter 4

THE FIRST TOPIC OF INQUIRY

Through "experiential or significant learning," the possibility has
been raised that the population of non-certified pre-kindergarten teachers
in northern Minnesota may have acquired a basic competence in working
with young children at self concept development.
first topic of inquiry.

Chapter 4 examines this

A definitive response to the relative strengths

of "natural versus prepared" teachers in the self concept area is not to
be expected from the examination.

However, by studying pre-package

behaviors together with principles statements by the sample, a picture
should emerge of the self concept practices of the group.

At this point,

the hypotheses related to the first topic of inquiry are restated:
1. The majority of participants will show a clear pattern of
behavioral responses supportive of the young child's efforts, achieve
ments and self.
2. Through the principles statements, a majority of the partici
pants will be able to interpret accurately and consistently behavioral
responses relating to self concept.
3. Half of the sample consistently will articulate reasons for
actions that convey an understanding of principles underlying general
self concept theory.
The procedure followed in gathering and interpreting information is
now summarized.

The balance of the chapter presents the information

obtained.
(a)

At the centers field advisors observed and recorded five pre
package behavioral responses by the sample toward children
relevant to the self concept area.
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(b)

After the observations, participants wrote brief "articulated"
responses, providing a rationale for each recorded interaction.

(c)

In consultation with the field advisors when needed, the writer
categorized behavioral responses as to whether they appeared
supportive to self concepts of the children involved.

(d)

Each articulated response was examined for accurate interpretation
of the behavioral response and for an understanding of underlying
self concept principles and was classified accordingly.

(e)

The five observation/write-ups yielded pre-package response style
profiles for each participant. A consistency level at or beyond
80% (4 of 5 responses) determined whether effective use and artic
ulation of self concept principles were present.

(f)

Through the accumulated pre-package profiles, the three hypotheses
relevant to the first topic of inquiry were addressed.

PRE-PACKAGE OBSERVATIONS

Participant "A"
Sample #1
Field advisor observation:
Wrapping invitations for Christmas party to take home. Usual small
group— 4 children, age 4. Throughout activity A gave children choices:
"What kind of paper do you want to use?" Spreads paper out on table...
One child wants a second boy to stick on package, asks, "Can I have
another one, teach?"
A responds: "Yeah, I guess you can have another one."
Principle(s) identified):
Each child should have a choice because then they think they can do some
thing for themselves.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was supportive of self concept by respecting child's prefer
ence for two bows on package.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant accurately portrayed the behavior recorded. Response conveys
understanding of importance of self reliance in self concept development.

Sample it 2
Field advisor observation:
Same activity with teacher and small group.

When it is time for child to
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write name on card, A writes "Mom" and asks child: "Can you write
that,____ , right here?" Child makes "M." A then says, "That's right:
now make the "0" next to it, it's a round circle." Child makes "0" by
himself: A responds, "That's right! Now make one of these:" points
to the "M" again. ____makes the "M" by himself and says, "There!"
Principle(s) identified:
Each child is getting to know his alphabet and learning to write simple
letters.
Study note on behavioral response:
A sense of accomplishment is suggested by the child's response, indi
cating support for positive self perceptions in the situation.
Study note on articulated response:
The self concept content in the situation was not portrayed in the
principles statement. The participant talked about developing cog
nitive and psychomotor skills. The response addressed only this
situation; it was "incident specific" and did not address underlying
self concept principles.

Sample it 3
Field advisor observation:
A is reading to first child who sits on A's lap. Second child comes
into room, sees books on table (new Christmas books). He begins col
lecting all the books in a pile, and first child objects, wanting
second child to leave the books. A says to first child firmly, "___ !
Let him look at the books while we're reading this one." Resumes read
ing to first child.
Principle(s) identified:
Children should sit and listen to a story and learn how to share other
books.
Study note on behavioral response:
Child's response must be inferred, but adult did not appear to consider
adequately the first child's feelings in making corrective comment.
Study note on articulated response:
The statement did not portray the self concept factor in the interaction
and did not address a self concept principle.

Sample //4
Field advisor observation:
A reading story; child complains he can't see. A adjusts book; says
"There, now you can," and continues reading.
(Three other children are
crowded near A.) Child climbs up on table; A adjusts book again:
"You
don't have to lay on the table; you can see." A continues to read.
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Child climbs down, finds his own book and says, "Ha, I have my own book."
Teacher and children ignore him, continue with story. Child reads his
book alone; then leaves in a few minutes.
Principle(s) identified:
He probably wanted to be right in front of the book; he wanted to be the
main one. I ignored him the last time because I knew he could see, but
he mostly wanted all the attention.
Study note on behavioral response:
Adult perhaps could have done more to make room for child. The fact
that child could not successfully join the activity means it may not
have been a positive self concept experience.
Study note on articulated response:
Corrective intent in statement is not balanced with awareness of the mes
sage for the child's self concept. Self concept principle not conveyed.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
In story "Frosty, the Snowman," A is reading about some children who play
with Frosty. She changes the names of the children in the story to the
names of the children who are listening. Children catch on and find
themselves in the story: "Hey, there's you, ____ !" "Uh-huh, here I am";
child points to picture in story.
Principle(s) identified:
I included the kids' names to make them feel important, good.
Study note on behavioral response:
Adult positively reinforced sense of identity of children by using their
names in story. Children accepted and continued to apply the idea.
Study note on articulated response:
Recognition of using the children's names shows understanding of "self
concept content" of situation. Sample suggests understanding of impor
tance of reinforcing positive self identity in children.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant A
In 3 of the 5 samples, the participant showed behavioral response facilitative of self concept development.

The participant held group manage

ment as a priority in deciding when to be supportive of self concept.
Her more supportive responses were made when corrective reactions were
seen as unnecessary.

In two of the principles statements, the participant
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portrayed accurately the "self concept content" and indicated understand
ing of relevant self concept principles.

In these samples, 1 and 5, the

intent of the interactions for the teacher seemed more oriented to self
concept development than to academic skills or social adjustment.

When

the participant's behavioral responses seemed more geared to one of these
other areas— samples 2, 3, and 4— her articulated responses did not
address self concept theory.
Facilitative behavioral responses: three
Accurately articulated responses: two
Principle-related: two

Participant "B"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
Child: "Look at my hands"; 13 doesn't respond. Child: "Look at my
hands." ]3 looks, sees outstretched hands with glue all over them. 13
turns around and walks away without saying anything to child. Child
goes to another teacher and says, "Look at my hands."
Principle(s) identified:
Continual ignoring will make him go to someone else for attention.
Study note on behavioral response:
Child's response indicates "satisfaction" was not received of first
teacher. Participant's corrective response did not appear to ade
quately take into account child's perception of situation.
Study note on articulated response:
"Extinguishing" response by participant does not convey adequately the
"self concept content" in the interaction. Self concept principle is
not addressed.

Sample //2
Field
Child
child
walks

advisor observation:
is pointing out his new art work to B..
about the picture for several minutes.
away.

_B kneels down and talks to
Child looks pleased as he

Principle(s) identified:
Talking to child, helping him pin up his picture makes him feel worth
while and what he does is worthwhile.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant took time to help child feel gratification over piece of art
work, so supporting self concept.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant accurately portrayed interaction relating to self concept.
Statement is incident-specific, but perhaps suggests a more general
understanding.

Sample I t 3
Field advisor observation:
15 asks for assistance in helping to clean up after art project. First
child sweeps; second child says he will wash tables. 35 holds dust pan
for first child to sweep into. First child then carries scissors to B_
at storage cabinet; 13 thanks child. Second child finishes washing
tables, sits down a while, then goes to do something else. First child
wants to re-wash table, which J3 has started to do. 13 smiles and says
O.K. ; then tells child he did a good job.
Principle(s) identified:
First child was given positive reinforcement for helping; second child
wasn't. Second child might be less willing to help next time.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant gave more attention and reinforcement to one child than to
the other. Second child may have missed out on full gratification from
performing "grown-up" chores.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant incompletely stated the self concept content of the situa
tion. Statement dealt more with "helping behaviors" than self percep
tions of second child. Statement was not sufficiently generalized to
address a self concept principle.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
13 goes to "Beauty Shop" to interact with children. One girl has a wig
and make-up on and goes up to 33. 33 smiles and says, "Hello, beautiful."
A second girl sits in 33's lap, and 13 helps her with a wig and make-up.
She combs out the wig. One little boy is using lipstick and rubbing it
all over his hands. 13 says, "I don't think that's for hands, ____ ."
J3 helps children clean off make-up when free play is finished.
Principles identified:
The children will feel you are there to help when needed. They will
feel you care about them and this will make them feel more secure.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant responses seem supportive of children and their efforts.
Study note on articulated response:
The statement accurately portrays self concept content of the situation;
it adequately addresses a self concept principle.

Sample if 5
Field advisor observation:
Three children are table captains. JB takes them to their tables. She
puts napkins, silverware, dishes near their reach and they set tables,
with a little help from 13. The boys finish setting the table and 13
tells them, "O.K., you can sit down now."
Principle(s) identified:
Letting them do what an adult usually does makes them feel capable.
Study note on behavioral response:
Expressed reinforcement for children's efforts might have made table
setting a more gratifying "adult" experience.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized importance of meaningful tasks, but not of rein
forcement which might have made task more gratifying. Partially addresses
self concept principles relevant to situation.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant B
In two of the situations, the participant showed unqualified supportive
responses to children.
more qualified:

In another two situations, the support shown was

in one case given to one child more than another for

similar tasks; in the second case, sample 5, given more through the mean
ing of the task than through interaction.

The first behavioral response

was corrective, but not balanced with self concept considerations.
In the two situations of unqualified behavioral support, the par
ticipant accurately communicated the self concept content of the inter
action— likewise, in sample 5, an example of qualified support.

In the

other two situations, the participant spoke more to classroom behaviors
than to child's self-perceptions.

An understanding of underlying self

concept principles was shown by the participant in the three situations
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where the self concept content was accurately portrayed, but not in the
other two situations.
The participant's behavioral responses suggested that priorities
for group management at times outweighed concerns for self concept.
However, the participant did show she could be supportive to children,
and in these situations could communicate adequately a rationale for
her actions.
Facilitative behavioral responses: two
Accurately articulated responses: three
Principle-related: three

Participant "C"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
Children are working (by choice) on pictures and letters to their bus
driver, who has just had a baby. Child shows work to £ who comments,
"Oh, I like that! Do you want to write a letter too?" Child nods,
tells £ something— barely audible. C_ says, "I can't hear you; say it
again and look right at me." £ listens very closely at child's level;
writes down exactly what is said.
Principle(s) identified:
It is important for children to know they have a choice, their ideas
are worthwhile, and that I am sincerely interested in what he or she
is saying.
Study note on behavioral response:
jC consciously gave children and this child choices in the activity; appre
ciated child enough to want to understand what child had to say.
Study note on articulated response:
Response addressed self concept content and underlying principles.

Sample if 2
Field advisor observation:
(] is sitting at table with children who have chosen to draw pictures.
Child: "Teacher, look at mine."
C^: You made two circles."
Child: "This is the mad one." Points to one of two circles, now with
faces.
(1: "This is the mad one?" C points to same circle.
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Child: "This is my daddy." (the mad one).
C_:
"Oh, your daddy’s mad?"
Child nods, goes on working.
Principle(s) identified:
If a child wants to tell me how they feel, I will listen to what they
have to say without prodding. I think it's important not to make judg
ments .
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant appreciated child enough to accept what child had to say.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized self concept content of situation; conveyed
understanding of underlying self concept principle.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
£ sits with children who are drawing, some are cutting out pictures.
C_:
"You're cutting out donuts," to a child cutting donut shaped drawings.
Child: "No, hooks."
(?: "These are hooks? What do you use them for?"
Child: "Hold in the wall."
C: "Oh."
Child finishes work.
C^: "Do you want me to put your name on it?"
Child: "I like Donna." (who pictures are for— in hospital.) "I like
donuts."
£: "O.K., I'll write 'I like Donna' and 'I like donuts.' Anything else?"
Child doesn't add anything more, continues drawing.
Principle(s) identified:
It is important for the child to express his own ideas, also for me to
listen. When the child sees me writing down his ideas, it gives him a
feeling of competence.
Note on behavioral response:
Participant appreciated child enough to follow train of thought and accept
what child had to say.
Note on articulated response:
Participant recognized self concept content of situation;
standing of underlying self concept principle.

conveyed under

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Children have been making pictures for bus driver, in hospital.
is mother of the girl in the following situation.

Bus driver
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Girl has just finished picture.
£: "Would you like to tell me about the picture on the other side so I
can tell your mother about it?"
Child names colors in picture.
£: "You sure know your colors, don’t you. You know them real-good."
Child nods and smiles.
£: "I think she'll be glad to know that you know your colors."
£ then reads letters other children "wrote" to child’s mother so child
can hear them.
Principle(s) identified:
Letting a child know what he has accomplished is important because it
will promote eagerness to learn other things. Letting the child know
that the other children are interested in her and her family makes her
feel liked.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant reinforced child's achievement even though it was not the
expected response— accepted child's perspective. Participant rein
forced child's self concept by positive recognition of family ties.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized and articulated self concept principles pertain
ing to situation.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
New child at center starts to take orange section from tray. £ says, "No,
go get a napkin first." £ puts her hand on child's head, and casually
pushes child in direction of napkins. £ then carries tray with oranges
to other children who are seated; does not notice if child is getting
orange. Child does not get orange, but returns and starts again to take
an orange. £ says, "No, M, you have to get a napkin first. Here, I'll
show you." £ walks with child this time to napkins. M. gets one, sits
down, and gets his orange.
Principle(s) identified:
Sometimes adults give directions to children but seem too busy to follow
them up. If the child is new and doesn't understand the routine, he
might get the feeling that I don't care for him.
Study note on behavioral response:
Teacher was too busy to recognize need of child to have a better under
standing of the situation.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized and articulated appropriate self concept principle,
through the converse, even though she did not act on it in situation.
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Pre-Package Profile, Participant C
In a small group art activity, the participant consistently made an
effort to listen to children, understand their train of thought, and
recognize their achievements:
self concept.

important responses conducive to positive

In a fifth situation, which was depicted as quite busy,

she did not immediately recognize the importance of being attentive to
a new child’s needs.

<2 soon after did recognize that the child needed

more guidance and did help to get the child an orange (although addi
tional resassurance for the child was not documented.)
Even in the fifth situation, the participant demonstrated insight
as to self concept principles underlying behavioral responses.
Facilitative behavioral responses: four
Accurately articulated responses: five
Principle-related: five

Participant "D"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
ID sits on floor by wall ready to help children hang free form cut outs.
As children bring their work, D makes comments to them, such as, "Can
you tape it up all by yourself?" "Can you write your name on there or
do you want me to help?" I) asks one child to write own name. Acknowl
edges each child's work and helps only if needed in taping up work.
Principle(s) identified:
It's important I think to let the child have a choice of trying some
thing, but knowing that if he or she needs help, I'll be able to help.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant set up situation and responded to children in such a way as
to encourage self help skills and self-sufficiency; yet provided assistance
when needed.
Study note on articulated response:
Response was cognizant both of safety and growth needs of children and so
addressed an important self concept principle. D depicted accurately the
self concept content of situation.
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Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
A child sits on floor close to D; still has coat on. Child watches
others, says she has nothing to do. D takes child to cutting table,
but child pouts and shakes head. I) says nothing further but returns
to wall where children are taping pictures. Child follows, sits down
beside
and watches. JD chats with girl, then tries to interest her
again in finding something to do. ID: "Do you want to paint a pic
ture? Oh, you don't want to paint a picture. I'll bet you're still
trying to wake upl Mould you like to hear a story? I'll read one to
you." Child shakes head no. After talking with other children, D
then invites child to read to her. Child shakes head no. I) says
"Would you read me Danny and the Dinosaur?" Child looks up, nods yes,
and gets up to go to book center. I) follows and they read together,
each taking turns reading the story.
Principle(s) identified:
Not forcing the child into any activity. Trying to help____ get involved
in doing something she wanted to do, without pushing her into an activity.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant perceived that child needed assistance in getting started on
this day. Appreciated child enough to stay with her until the child got
involved in an enjoyable activity.
Study note on articulated response:
Comment accurately portrayed self concept content. The beginning clause
suggests awareness of relevant self concept principle.

Sample //3
Field advisor observation:
When 1} leaves to read with child, two or three children are still taping
work on wall. I) comments to T. , who has been working with I) throughout
free play, "T., you're in charge of taping your own stuff up now. If you
need any help, call me." T. continues to work on his own. Does ask for
help once when tape is stuck and hard to pull; otherwise he is able to
work independently.
Principle(s) identified:
Letting the child know that you feel he can do something on his own with
out your being there, but he knows if he needs help you'll come and help
him.
Study note on behavioral response:
D showed child she appreciated him enough to believe he could do a chal
lenging task independently but was still free to ask for help. Child
responded productively.
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Study note on articulated response:
As with sample 31, the participant both depicted the self concept con
tent accurately and conveyed an understanding of underlying self con
cept principles.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
I) starts small group time by announcing, "You can either finish your
letter books, or you can look through magazines for pictures of things
that grow— like flowers, corn, beans. Three children do each...Parent
is at magazine table, nobody with children doing letters. ID comments
now and then from a distance, looks at magazine, does not work with
any one child...At end of activity, I) announces, "O.K., if you're done,
you can go upstairs and get ready for lunch." No comment made about
children's work or cleaning up.
Principle(s) identified:
Letting the children have a choice of what they wanted to work on in
small group, so they don't feel they are pushed into something they
didn't want to work on.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant did not appear to interact with individual children enough
to be conducive to self concept development. Did not provide reinforce
ment for children's work.
Study note on articulated response:
Giving choice in activity did not appear to be as important as reinforce
ment for effort in this situation. Self concept content was not accu
rately enough depicted; understanding of underlying self concept prin
ciple not adequately conveyed.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
T.'s mother is volunteering. During small group, T. has left table
angrily. Both I) and mother have let T. go, ignoring him. He sat out
side main room, threw shoes down stairs. When most others are getting
ready for lunch, ID goes to get T., now behind coat rack. She says,
"Who's hiding here?" Then ID reaches out for him slowly, smiling, picks
him up and says, "Here we go! where's your shoes? Let's see if we can
find them." Despite frowns, ID humors T. and gradually gets his shoes
on. T. says, "I don't want____ (to be caboose in lining up). D^ says,
What are you made at____ for? What did____do to you?" No answer.
Still frowning, T. goes to other room (shoes on now).
Principle(s) identified:
I'm trying to get T. involved in getting ready for lunch with the rest
of the children, without demanding him to get ready.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant could have forced compliance or ignored child completely.
Instead, she attempted to help child rejoin group without adding to
frustration.
Study note on articulated response:
Understanding of self concept content suggested by awareness of impor
tance of not forcing compliance in situation. Response incident-specific
and does not address general self concept theory.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant D
In two of the samples, the participant went out of her way to help chil
dren encountering problems to find an acceptable place with the group.
In two situations, the participant encouraged children toward independent
behavior while letting them know they would receive assistance if needed.
In sample 4, the participant did not get involved with the children in
order to provide meaningful feedback.

D appeared very comfortable with

one important self concept principle:

that of encouraging independent

behavior at the same time as providing assistance when challenges were
too great.

This principle was appropriately expressed as rationale for

samples 1 and 3.

Two other articulated responses were incident-specific,

but only the response for sample 4 did not accurately depict self concept
content.
Facilitative behavioral responses: four
Accurately articulated responses: four
Principle-related: three

Participant "E"
Sample #1
Field advisor observation:
Reacting to a child's report, _E goes over to water table. 12 says to
(alleged offender), "S., go get the mop and clean it up..." Then adds,
"You can play some more with the water after you clean this up." Child
does not want to leave play. _E says, "I'll go and get the mop and you
clean it up." Another child follows 12 to get mop and offers to mop.
Second child then does mopping. 12 returns to group of children who are
coloring.
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Principle(s) identified:
When the child refused to clean up the water on the floor, I never fol
lowed through because I knew if I did, I would have ended up in a power
struggle with him. So, I just let another child get the mop and clean
up the water on the floor.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant did not appear to have sufficient information to respond in
a manner conducive to the principle child involved.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized importance of avoiding power struggle in this
situation, but the rationale behind this decision was not clear.
Response was incident-specific and did not adequately address self
concept principles.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
_E sits at end of table where 5-6 children are coloring by choice. Talks
with children about the colors they are using. Comments on drawing of
child next to her: "You're making lots of circles." Says to children,
"When you're done we can hang our pictures on the wall...jE asks one
child, "Do you want to hang it up by yourself?"
Principle(s) identified:
Commenting on child's pictures stimulates their self-concept— makes them
feel good to have an adult talk about his drawings. This also is creat
ing communication between adult and (the) children getting feedback.
Study note on behavioral response:
Feedback to children during art activity supportive of their efforts.
Invitation to display work was well received (from field advisor).
Study note on articulated response:
Comments on children's pictures can have various effects, depending on
the comments and the child involved. In this case, the feedback did
seem supportive, so self concept content was accurately depicted. How
ever, the response in this case does not seem sufficiently specific to
get at the idea that comments must be accepting of the child's frame of
reference to be enhancing of self concept; theory was not adequately
addressed.

Sample $3
Field advisor observation:
A child brought a puzzle to an already crowded coloring table. Ji
explained, "If you're going to do puzzles, you'll have to move to
another table." Child did not move, continued to take out pieces,
and started to say, "If I move...," when _E commented, "If you want
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some help (moving), I'll give you some." The child then began moving to
an empty nearby table, as _E said, "Let's take your puzzle to this table
and work." After a while, _E returns to child doing puzzle, comments,
"Do you need help,____?" Child says no, and IS responds, "O.K. , if you
need help, just ask me."
Principle(s) identified:
I tried to build the child's self confidence by helping____move to
another table so that she could complete her puzzle.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant's first response seemed as much directed to group management
as self concept development. Assistance in getting child moved did show
an awareness of the child's situation, as did follow-up response.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant at first seemed to pressure child to move, and only after
that became helpful. Statement depicting self concept content was incom
plete and incident specific.

Sample //4
Field advisor observation:
Child: "12, make my picture into an airplane.
E: "Can you do it by yourself?"
Child: "No."
_E: "OK, sit down here and I'll show you. Then next time you can do it
by yourself." 12 shows child step by step how it is folded— child helps
make creases but _E does most of folding.
Principle(s) identified:
Encouraging children to do their own work by themselves when you know
they can do it by themselves.
Study note on behavioral response:
Indications are that child could have done more on folding plane for self
than was requested. Participant might have done more here to encourage
self sufficiency.
Study note on articulated response:
The statement does talk to the relevant self concept principle in this
situation, but does not accurately portray what happened.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
A child starts a puzzle and initiates a conversation with j2:
"You know what, E? My mommy started me playing tennis last night."
J2, enthused, "She did? Where? Is she taking that course at the college?"
Child: "No, at Ranier."
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12: "Do you catch balls for your mommy?
Child: "I'm learning how to play."
12: "That sounds like fun."

Do you have your own racket?"

Principle(s) identified:
I think it's important to share ideas of home situations because children
like to talk about their families and various activities that involve
themselves.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant expressed interest in child's personal experience, listened
to what child was saying.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant accurately depicted situation and adequately conveyed an
understanding of underlying self concept principle.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant E
In samples 2 and 5, the participant expressed clear interest in children's
activities and experiences and reacted in a supportive fashion.

In samples

1, 3, and 4, the behavioral responses seemed geared to coping with the situ
ations at hand rather than in facilitating positive self concept.

None of

the situations, however, seemed handled in a way particularly detrimental
to self concept development.

Under articulated responses, samples 1 and

3 were incident-specific; sample 2 was too generalized; samples 3 and 4
were inaccurate in interpreting the situation; and sample 5 both depicted
the situation and communicated a self concept principle.
Facilitative behavioral responses: two
Accurately articulated responses: two
Principle-related: two

Participant "F"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
]?: "Well, we're going to do the same thing we did yesterday. You know
how, with the rhythm sticks. So, you are going to get to show the other
children how." The two children she was talking with respond by smiling,
clapping hands, and jumping up and down. Then they go over to large
group area and get ready for activity.
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Principle(s) identified:
The younger children, who learned the activity yesterday, can feel impor
tant by guiding the older ones; usually the learning processes are
reversed in the interaction between older and younger children.
Study note on behavioral response:
The children's responses indicate that the activity presented by partici
pant sounded enjoyable. How much of the anticipation was due to repeating
the activity, to teaching the other children, or to both aspects was dif
ficult to say. In any case, the participant had seen the benefit of
repeating a gratifying experience.
Study note on articulated response:
Hard to determine if the articulated response did interpret accurately
the reaction of the children. Interpretation is plausible, however, and
does speak to self concept principle.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
Child: "I don't have a shape."
F_: "Was the circle your shape?" (Another child had claimed it.)
"Then maybe you can find another shape."
Child looked at picture and smiled: "A rectangle!"
F" "Yo u have a rectangle; can you show where it is?"
Child points and smiles at discovery.
Principle(s) identified:
Teacher recognizes child's feeling of being deprived of his own discovery,
so she gives him another opportunity to make a discovery and be recognized
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant redirected child's attention so that child was able to succeed
in this situation.
Study note on articulated response:
Comment does address self concept content of situation, but does not
explicitly go beyond the specific situation; principle implied.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Child stands up, looks at another table with different activity.
F^: Don't forget to color your picture, ____ .
Child sits down and resumes coloring: "I'm coloring the chalk board green
Principle(s) identified:
Teacher reminds child to ignore distraction and finish his own work in
time allotted, so that he may have pride in his own accomplishments.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Response of child to teacher's reminder indicates comment was appropriate
Adult recognition of child's finished work, not recorded, was recalled by
f.a. to be given, so important follow-up was provided.
Study note on articulated response:
Opportunity for child to take pride in accomplishments was provided, so
self concept content of situation was accurately depicted. Participant
implies rather than states the principle of perseverance and accomplish
ment as facilitative of healthy self concept.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Child: "Hey, I don't have brown!"
F_: "You don't have brown,____ ? Some of the boxes got mixed up."
Looks for brown crayon in boxes in cupboard.
Other children, trying to help: "I don't have brown."
"Here's one." Hands it to child.
Child smiles at getting brown. Colors with it.
Principle(s) identified:
Teacher helps child to succeed with project by providing immediate and
appropriate material aid.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant shows receptivity to child's frame of reference in drawing a
picture. Aids child in gaining gratification through creative endeavor.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement interprets accurately self concept content in situation. Again
participant implies understanding of relevant self concept principle, but
statement seems incident specific.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Child: "I don't have brown either."
JF: "____ , I think you're fooling me."
Child smiles and holds brown crayon. "This isn't brown; this is a black
crayon."
(to children): "I had____ last year, so I've known him a long time.
Sometimes I don't believe him; I have to look at his eyes.
Child smiles and goes back to coloring.
Principle(s) identified:
Teacher responds to child's teasing in a friendly manner which reinforces
good relationship.
Study note on behavioral response:
The child perhaps wanted some of the same attention given to the child in
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sample #4. A somewhat more supportive response might have been to "play
along" with the joke as by handing child a blue crayon and saying, "here's
a brown." However, this response did give the child attention, and his
response suggests he was satisfied enough to proceed with the activity.
Study note on articulated response:
Articulated response basically does show an awareness of what child was
trying to communicate. Underlying self concept principle was addressed
through explanation of teacher response in the situation.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant F
The five behavioral responses all had an emphasis on management of the
on-going activities, and facilitative self concept responses seemed to
come from this context.

The balance between these two considerations

seemed quite consciously maintained by the participant.

Articulated

responses interpreted observed situations in such a way as to make it
difficult to determine whether statements actually were talking to
generalized self concept principles.

In all samples but //4, it was

inferred that the explanations did talk to general principles beyond
the immediate situation.

Knowledge of the participant helped in mak

ing this determination.
Facilitative behavioral responses: five
Accurately articulated responses: four
Principle-related: four

Participant "G"
Sample 1H
Field advisor observation:
(5 sits on floor with four children who are free to select activities. G
attends to each child’s work individually, turning from one child to
another to comment. Child initiates chosen activity and takes the lead
in solving problems.
gives feedback to children individually: "Yes,
you did it. That's right." G asks questions to get children to think
in solving problems: "What would happen if...?"
Principle(s) identified:
A child needs experience in using his/her own judgement while making
decisions and solving problems. The development of a positive self
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image is encouraged through the opportunities to make one's own decisions.
The reassurance of a positive adult assists a young child in this growth.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant structured activity and provided feedback which allowed chil
dren to make decisions and solve problems in using materials for them
selves .
Study note on articulated response:
Statement accurately depicts self concept content and identifies two
self concept principles relevant to the situation.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
Child gets measuring equipment from shelf, bean and corn seeds acciden
tally spill out all over floor. £ bends down to floor, puts one piece
in box, asks child if he can find some other parts. Makes no comment
about spilling; says she'll get broom and let child sweep up seeds.
Child begins, asks for help; £ says she'll hold dust pan; child can
sweep. They do job together; as they work, £ suggests that it might
work better the next time to use two hands. Spill is cleaned up within
few minutes; £ sits on floor and works with child on this selected mea
suring activity.
Principle(s) identified:
A young child can learn responsibility for materials and accidental
spills with the help of an understanding adult. The adult does not lay
blame, but provides a way of solving the problem or avoiding the diffi
culty another time.
Study note on behavioral response:
£ remained consistently supportive to child after accident. Treated situ
ation matter-of-factly, and, in fact, changed a potential problem situa
tion into a positive social and learning experience for the child.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement addressed self concept content and conveyed understanding of
underlying self concept principle.

Sample //3
Field advisor observation:
Child in next room begins to cry loudly just after a door slams. £ hears
and goes to look, opening door into next room to see if he is alright.
Children are also concerned, go with £ to door. £ responds to their con
cerned expressions, verbalizing what she is doing and what she finds out:
''He's O.K. The door slammed while he was in the bathroom and it fright
ened him." Children go back to work, relaxed.
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Principle(s) identified:
Children need explanations of frightening situations as well as caring
actions by adults. The development of trust is demonstrated by the
caring adult and children's concern for others.
Study note on behavioral response:
G recognized and responded sensitively to the concern of the children
for a peer. Was able to relieve the children's concerns, and modeled
a caring attitude in the process.
Study note on articulated response:
G recognized and addressed the importance of adults helping children to
meet safety needs through reassurance and actions.

Sample //4
Field advisor observation:
At clean up time, G_ tells child if he is done with toy he can put it away
now. She watches how he carries it, as this is the same equipment that
spilled before (for same child). Child uses two hands this time; G_ com
ments, "Good for you." Child on his own also puts away rug he was sitting
on. £ sees this and comments, "You remembered to put your rug away too,
good!"
Principle(s) identified:
Reinforcement for the desired behavior encourages the child to repeat the
positive actions. Comments need to be directed at specific behavior, not
a general statement such as, "You did a good job."
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was ready to provide support in potential problem situation.
Reinforced child's successful efforts in challenging endeavor. Child
reacted positively by continuing clean up efforts.
Study note on articulated response:
Comment was behavior-oriented and did not talk to the meaning of the task
completion for the personal development of the child. The statement
spoke appropriately to behavioral theory, but did not completely address
the self concept content and did not adequately convey underlying self
concept principles.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Child goes to new activity. G asks if she knows how to do it by herself;
child says yes. G_ then leaves her, says, "If you need help, call me."
Child begins to work; does call G_ when she finds one paint color dried
up. (} makes more and child goes back to work. (? talks about picture
with child when done. Child cleans up own things.
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Principle(s) identified:
Independence and accomplishment are important experiences for a positive
self concept.
Study note on behavioral response:
G_ appreciated child enough to allow her to engage in activity by herself;

at same time was available when child needed help. Fact that child
cleaned up on own supports the independence she was given in activity.
Study note on articulated response:
Self concept content accurately portrayed; underlying self concept prin
ciple comprehended.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant G
In all 5 of the samples, the participant showed behaviors clearly con
ducive to self concept development.

Respect for the children and their

efforts seemed apparent in all five of the observations.

On all samples

but 4, the participant depicted self concept content and conveyed under
standing of relevant self concept principles.

Articulated responses

emphasized consistently the importance of a "caring adult."
Facilitative behavioral responses: five
Accurately articulated responses: four
Principle-related: four

Participant "H"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
Children are at small groups doing a matching activity— have to make one
symbol look like one already drawn by teacher. One child hasn't started
yet. Others have. H says, "____, let's get started on yours. Let's
pick an easy one first." When child begins to draw lines and II sees
it won't match the other one, she says, "Look at it carefully." Then
H gets child started in right place with more specific instructions;
follows through by seeing that child can do it now: "That's real good,
If

Principle(s) identified:
I think it's important for the children to succeed with one task before
attempting another, harder one. This child, who is quite shy, needs
verbal reinforcement to complete her task.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was attentive to child who started activity late and perhaps
needed assistance. Gave enough assistance so child could complete task;
acknowledged her success.
Study note on articulated response:
Expressed awareness of importance of success in mastery of task, relevant
self concept content. First sentence talked at a general level to the
self concept principle.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
Children doing a fairly challenging task in small groups. H gives support
and encouragement both verbally and non-verbally to children in group:
"That’s right."
"Good."
"I knew you could do it."
"You did it all by yourself."
H uses pleasant, friendly tone of voice. She works close to children, at
their eye level; moves around table to assist, puts arm around chair of
child having difficulty.
Principle(s) identified:
To do a task the children must feel good about their work and about them
selves. Encouragement to try helps the children want to do a task.
Study note on behavioral response:
H thought enough of the children to challenge them: she provided support
and encouragement to help them be successful in efforts.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant accurately addressed self concept content.
adequate understanding of self concept principle.

Statement showed

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Children finish work at small group and get out clay on their own. Those
who get clay out first have most of it; others finish and want some too.
H asks one girl, "Will you share?" Points out those who don't have any.
Shows how one has "just a little bit," etc. H does not take clay away
from girl, but waits to see what she will do. Girl then breaks up her
clay and divides it among those who don't have any. Children thank her;
girl smiles, looks pleased to have been helpful.
Principle(s) identified:
The children who can share with others have a good feeling about them
selves and those who he/she shared with. I think it's important for the
children to have a good feeling when they have shared.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant does not force child to "share," but points out the situation
and waits for the child to see importance of sharing. Doesn't compliment
the child directly, but lets other children express thanks. Child's
reaction indicates the experience was a positive one for her.
Study note on articulated response:
Depicts content and addresses relevant self concept principles.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Small group setting, children have 5 picture cards apiece. Each has a
turn to select a card and tell others (including H) what motion is hap
pening in picture. One girl puts down card of girl wading and says,
"Swimming." H does not say, that's wrong, but asks child a series of
questions; child then comes to new conclusion about picture on her own.
Principle(s) identified:
I think it's very important to build on the knowledge that the children
already have.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant used "friendly and quiet manner" (f.a.) in asking questions.
It is surmised then that the child probably felt gratification at coming
up with answer on own, rather than embarrassed at being asked questions
by H in front of group. More information would have helped.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement talks to cognitive more than affective aspects of the situa
tion. Personal gratification as part of a process whereby one builds on
the knowledge already possessed is important. Statement talks only par
tially to the situation, and principles involved.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Children are using a construction set and have booklet with set showing
pictures of things to make.
Child: "Teacher, make this for me."
H: "I'll bet if you try real hard you can do it by yourself."
Child: "But I can't."
H, in friendly tone, "Well, I didn't see you try yet." She gives child
specific clues— "Look at the picture; see what you need."
H does not build toy for child as she was asked, but guides child so she
can learn to do it by self.
Principle(s) identified:
Encouraging the child to try by giving a few clues makes the child real
ize he can do it.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant gently encourages child to try project on own; provides
necessary guidance so child can make attempt at it.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement addresses both safety and growth needs in the situation. That
the statement addresses self concept principle, and is not incidentspecific, is inferred.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant H
A priority of the participant in all five behavioral responses was to
encourage decision making and independent behavior.

In samples 1, 2,

4, and 5 encouragement was given toward independent task completion.
In sample 3 H requested that a child decide whether to share,

In all

five samples, it appeared that the encouragement given was gentle and
backed up with assistance when needed.

For four of the samples, the

participant expressed an understanding of the self concept principles
being practiced.

In sample 4, the participant might have done more

with considering the affective aspect in the process of Socratic ques
tioning.

The participant seemed to come from a consistent frame of

reference in her responses.
Facilitative behavioral responses: five
Accurately articulated responses: four
Principle-related: four

Participant "I"
Sample #1
Field advisor observation:
I_ at puzzle table, picks up very young child to sit on her lap while doing
a puzzle. Child says she wants to go to participant's house. I_: "You
want to come to my house? You could come see me sometime. We have to tell
your mama first." Child does not want to get off JT's lap when 1^ wants to
go to next table. _I holds her longer, carries child with her to next table
instead of putting her down.
Principle(s) identified:
1. I was letting child know when I said she could come to my house that I
would like her outside of the school as well as in school. 2. I didn't
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want the child to feel I was first pushing her off my lap just because I
was moving on to a different table.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was sensitive to the needs of a very young child to have a
positive relationship with an adult at school.
Study note on articulated response:
The two statements very clearly talk to the self concept content of the
situation, and show insight about basic needs of a young child. State
ment is incident specific rather than generalized.

Sample if2
Field advisor observation:
One boy deliberately knocks over another child's block tower. I asks
firmly, after seeing what has happened, "____ , did you knock over ____ 's
blocks? That wasn't very nice." Then in a moment _I adds, "Your blocks
almost hit him on the head!" Then asks this boy to come work with her
making pudding.
Principle(s) identified:
The child whose blocks were knocked down didn't really seem to mind so I
really didn't want to make too much out of the situation. I did want
____ to know he could have hurt someone and that it wasn't very nice to
do that.
Study note on behavioral response:
Judgement, "that wasn't very nice," was not needed in enforcing limits
and pointing out possible consequences. On the other hand, asking boy
to help with pudding showed awareness of his feelings and provided him
with a constructive way out of the situation.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant interpreted situation incompletely in terms of self concept
content for the child. Statement incident-specific.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
End of free play, I goes to where several children were helping to put
away blocks. I_ comments, "Who put all these blocks away so nice? Boy
you really did a nice job picking those up."
Principle(s) identified:
The children had really did a nice job. I wanted them to know that I
appreciated it, and I think it really made the children feel appre
ciated and responsible.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant honestly wanted to convey her appreciation to the children
for helping to clean up and did so.
Study note on articulated response:
Principle accurately depicted self concept content of situation. Second
half of sentence suggests that she did generalize the experience and so
addressed a self concept principle.

Sample /M
Field advisor observation:
Very young child (2^) brings boots to _I to help her put them on. Child
is supposed to sit down on rug first to get called to get dressed for
outdoor play. I_ holds child on lap, hugs her, tickles her, says,
"You're such a little dolly!" Child laughs. Child now sitting and so
I lets other teacher know, and child gets called to go dress.
Principle(s) identified:
Holding the child and hugging her, letting her knox<7 that she's liked.
Child feels loved.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant recognized child did not understand procedure and so did not
press. Instead took opportunity to let child know she cared about her.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement addressed self concept content of situation. _I pointed out
the consequences of her interaction with child and so addressed a self
concept principle.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
At meal time, conversation is about dogs, as I_ has a couple of big dogs
outside nearby. Talks personally with two children who ask about her
dogs, and JE in turn asks the two boys about their dogs at home. Sample:
Child: "Do you still have Timber?"
_I: "Yes, I still have Timber, but I don't have Tina anymore. Somebody
shot her. You have a dog named Timber too, don't you ____?"
Child: "My grandpa sold him because he chased a deer."
Conversation continues about ten minutes, both _I and children sharing
own experiences.
Principle(s) identified:
Sharing my experience with the children and having them share theirs.
Study note on behavioral response:
It is difficult for many adults, even teachers, to cross the age barrier
and have a person-to-person conversation like this. This conversation in
all likelihood was a positive experience for these children.
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Study note on articulated response:
Statement needs to go further in order to convey self concept conent
and address pertinent theory.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant I
In samples 1, 3 and 4, the participant effectively and naturally conveyed
feelings of affection and appreciation to children; this seems to be a
part of her teaching style.

In sample 5, she respected the children

enough to have a conversation on an "equal" basis with them.

In sample 2,

the participant enforced a limit and pointed out a possible consequence
of a child's "misdeed," but then helped him make a positive adjustment
rather than administer unnecessary punishment.

Principles statements

tended to address themselves to the particular situation, but samples 3
and 4 could be said to address relevant self concept principles.
Facilitative behavioral responses: four
Accurately articulated responses: three
Principle-related: two

Participant "J"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
Children are making collages in play dough. As each finishes, they show
to J_. J_ takes time to look at each child's work. One girl brings hers
over. J asks "Can I look at yours, ___ ?" J looks at it, says, "Oh,
you have some flowers on it. It looks nice, ____."
Principle(s) identified:
I don't want to put a label or grade on their work, that is O.K., good or
the best. They all do good work, no matter how they do it, that everyone
does nice work and they're all different somehow.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant recognized each child's work.
and used child's name.

Sample comment was complimentary,

Study note on articulated response:
Participant addressed self concept content and addressed an important self
concept principle.
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Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
.I is writing names on each child's work. When she comes to one child,
child says, "I can write my name by myself." J_ says, "I know, but I
have to write it on the bottom." (Project is playdough with collage
bits and pieces stuck in, on a plastic tray.)
further addes before
writing child's name, "Shall I write it for you?" Child nods yes.
Principle(s) identified:
I didn't want her to drop her work. She does write her name on all her
work everyday, but it was a hard place to write it, underneath the work.
Study note on behavioral response:
Name writing was a practice for this child. Participant might have tried
to hold collage so child could write name on bottom.
Study note on articulated response:
Response was protective of the child, but did not address the importance
of this practice for the child's self concept. Response was behavior
specific.

Sample //3
Field advisor observation:
One boy, who is not as talkative as the other two children at J['s table,
has been working quietly by himself on his collage. jJ turns to him and
initiates conversation about counting objects with him on his collage:
£: "Can you count your 'trees,' ____ ?" He shakes his head no. J_:
"Shall I count them with you?" Child looks at J_. J_: "Shall I count
them for you?" Child nods his head yes.
Principle(s) identified:
I wasn't sure if he wanted to answer or talk while I was here so I asked
to count for him, because I knew he wanted his work to be talked about.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant realized that child was not ready to count objects out loud
so she revised her questions to where the child could share the counting
experience at a level that was comfortable for him.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant talked to self concept content of the situation for this child,
but did not address a principle at a more general level.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Child comes by .J's table with a puppet figure and shows it to J.
(It's a
plastic figure with levers to make it move.)
spontaneously puts puppet
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on table so it is looking at two children who are working there. J_ makes
figure clap its hands, laugh, say, "Yea, R. Yea, L." "The puppet is
clapping for you; you did such a good job." Children laugh in return.
Principle(s) identified:
It was just a fun thing to do because they are both shy when it comes to
being noticed, but they liked it and so did I.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant took advantage of a spontaneous situation to let two children
know that she appreciated them and their efforts.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant talked to self concept content; statement was incidentspecific .

Sample if 5
Field advisor observation:
A child wants a certain truck already being used. When he can't have it,
he walks outside the room. J_ follows him, says, "You have to share the
trucks, ____ ." He says he wants both the small truck and his big one.
(Wants to carry one in the other.) J_ says, "You can't have both of them,
but maybe you can find a small truck to use with your big one." At that
suggestion, child does come back inside room; he goes to a play area
where there are some small trucks.
Principle(s) identified:
I was trying to help____ share. He does not always want to share things,
but I didn't want to hurt his feelings by taking it away without any
explanation.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant stayed with child to help him find an acceptable solution to
what for him was a frustrating situation.
Study note on articulated response:
By not wanting "to hurt his feelings," participant recognized the self
concept content in the situation. Explanation was at an incident
specific rather than a generalized level.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant J
In all samples but 2, the participant initiated positive communication
with children to recognize their efforts or help them find solutions to
difficult situations.

In sample 2, the response was not facilitative

of self concept only because J_'s priority here was to be protective of
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the child's art work.

Appreciation for the children came through con

sistently in the samples.

In all samples but 2, the participant recog

nized the meaning of the situations in terms of self concept development
in the children.

Sample 1 addressed a self concept principle at a gen

eralized level; the other four samples were incident-specific.
Facilitative behavioral responses: four
Accurately articulated responses: four
Principle-related: one

Participant "K"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
A child has been brought into room and asked to sit in "cubby” for poking
another child in eye. Other adult tells this to K, who does not say any
thing to child but lets him be. Then when all the other children are
back in room and busy playing, K goes up to child, gets down on his level,
has other child who was poked come over, and talks it over with them.
Then asks child if he wants to play now; he turns head away. K says when
you're ready you can come and play and lets him decide when. Speaks to
him with soft, friendly voice, touching him while talking.
Principle(s) identified:
I thought it important that child know why he was sitting and how the
other child felt when poked.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant did not over-react, but tried to help child understand how the
other felt. Used quiet, friendly manner and close contact; allowed child
to choose x^hen ready to rejoin activity, in order not to further upset
child.
Study note on articulated response:
Comment spoke to facilitative action, but did not give specific reasons
and did not address underlying self concept principle.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
A boy asks to use saw at carpentry center. K is just setting up. She
says, "You can," and gets everything ready. K helps hold wood in place
and offers suggestions now and then, but lets child do sawing by himself.
It is a challenging task; K sticks with him offering support until he is
done, then comments, smiling, "There, you did it! Good job, ____."
Child smiles broadly.
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Principle(s) identified:
Independence. ____usually lets others influence him and doesn't stand-up
for himself. Today he got right in and asked first before the others
came over.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant provided enough assistance and support so that child could
complete and take pride in a difficult task.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized in statement the importance of the activity for
the child's self concept. Reference to "independence" suggests aware
ness of the underlying self concept principle involved.

Sample //3
Field advisor observation:
While holding wood for a girl who is sawing it, K and child engage in
running conversation. For example, child calls sawdust, "brown sugar,"
and K picks up on this. They talk about what sugar looks like, etc. for
next few minutes. Conversation goes about ten minutes while child saws
the board.
Principle(s) identified:
____likes to talk and tease. After she says something silly we usually
laugh over it, then discuss again and I'll ask if that's the way it is
to her. Most of the time she'll correct it. She wants someone to lis
ten to her even if she just talks nonsense.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was able to laugh with child over joke, turning it into
learning situation. Conversed with child on a "person-to-person"
basis, during performance of a difficult task.
Study note on articulated response:
Remark recognized child's need to be listened to, even if child teases or
"talks nonsense" to get K's attention. Comment talks to this situation
but not to a general point of self concept theory.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
K sees that child is by himself at the tumbling mat and goes over to him;
asks, "VJhat are you doing?" showing interest in his activity. Child shows
K his somersaults and she watches attentively; then also asks if he'd like
to learn to stand on his head, since he seems quite agile with his tumbling
K shows him how, letting him try it while holding his body up.
Principle(s) identified:
Showing him how he can do something other than somersaults,
are easy for him and he is enjoying the tumbling mat.

because they
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant showed interest in child and his achievements; recognized he
might be ready to extend his skills and helped him to try something new.
Study note on articulated response:
Comment indicates participant was aware that child was ready for a new,
challenging behavior that might add to enjoyment of tumbling activity.
Response addresses the particular situation but not a generalized prin
ciple.

Sample //5
Field advisor observation:
Children are playing store. K goes over to the store to buy some things
from them; buys some dishes, gives them the "money," etc. Does not direct
their play, but joins into what is happening already, letting them con
tinue with their own imaginative play.
Principle(s) identified:
The children needed a customer. When buying, I asked prices and some
times gave wrong change and had them count it for me. Awareness of buy
ing and selling and catching my mistakes.
Study note on behavioral response:
By not directing but joining in, the participant showed the children that
she appreciated their endeavors at creative and cooperative play.
Study note on articulated response:
The participant talked more to the cognitive aspect than the self concept
aspect of the situation; comment was incident-specific.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant K
The participant's responses were consistently supportive of the children
and their efforts.

In samples 1 and 2, K provided steady, friendly

responses in problem or potential problem situations.

In samples 3, 4,

and 5 K reinforced ongoing productive activity and at the same time she
quietly extended the experiences of the children through the activity.
In articulated responses, the participant spoke more to the particular
situations than to underlying self concept principles.

Her responses

showed attentiveness to self concept content, as a main priority, in
four of the five samples.
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Facilitative behavioral responses: five
Accurately articulated responses: four
Principle-related: one

Participant "L"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
jL: Everybody say 200. Very good, ____ . Let's hear you say it, and you?
Can you hold up the flag we use today? Very good, ____ . I can't fool
you, can I?
(Activity was one of comparing original and present U.S.
flags. Small group activity,!, smiling throughout.)
Principle(s) identified:
By saying last sentence, teacher let children know that they knew which
flag.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant maintained positive tone throughout lesson. Reinforced for
correct responses; asked questions which children could answer correctly.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement indicated that participant was recognizing through action the
children's accomplishment. Statement was incident specific, and par
tially addressed self concept content.

Sample //2
Field advisor observation:
I.: "Can you put your flag like this? Almost, ____ .
That's it, now you
got it. That's good. Good, ____ . That's pretty good. This one's right,
but this one needs to be fixed, fine."
Principle(s) identified:
Used praise to encourage them about what they were doing.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant used praise to encourage children about what they xjere doing.
Last comment, followed by "fine" illustrates participant's use of correc
tive comments, combined with praise to make for a "success experience."
Study note on articulated response:
Participant addressed self concept content; comment seemed incident
specific.
Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
L: "Nice job, ____ , but the flag always goes on the right side."
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"You'll be next...no, not you, honey, we'll go like this— down this side
and up the other. You've got to be patient." Later, when it is child's
turn: "Now, are you ready?" (Says with smile.)
Principle(s) identified:
Teaching children to take turns when they are having a group experience.
Study note on behavioral response:
Explained procedure to child who thought it was his turn, so he would
have better understanding of the situation. Gave recognition to child
when it was finally his turn.
Study note on articulated response:
Self concept content, from this perspective, was more helping child to
feel comfortable with group procedure. Insofar as taking turns, without
additional qualification, is a social behavior, the judgement is that a
self concept principle was not addressed.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
L: "That's not purple. I'll have to show you what purple is." While
showing to children, two children, taking turns with glue bottle, put
large quantity of glue on papers. I. sees and laughs to self. Takes
glue and gives sparkle. Children put on sparkle. Meanwhile, the next
child with the glue bottle, also puts too much on. I,: "Oh, that's fine,
honey; we'll take that now." Passes on bottle; gives child sparkle.
Principle(s) identified:
Let children try things on own.
discourage them.

Can't stop things too soon or you will

Study note on behavioral response:
Participant kept sense of humor and did not get upset with children when
they used too much glue. Children in all likelihood enjoying putting on
glitter even with more glue than necessary.
Study note on articulated response:
Although excess glue was accidental, h did let her very young children do
the project for themselves and did not "wipe up" or "pretty up" their
work, so comment does depict self concept content. First sentence sug
gests a relevant self concept principle was addressed.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Child #1: "Now it's my turn, my turn." Teacher laughs and says, "Yes,
it's your turn."
Child it 2: "And then it's my turn, and after that it's his turn."
Teacher smiles and agrees with i t 2 , "That's right, ____."
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Principle(s) identified:
Allowing children to think for themselves and direct them(selves) in
their efforts.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant responded warmly to children's attempts to understand, pro
cedure for taking turns; reinforced their efforts to find meaning in
situation.
Study note on articulated response:
referred to the happening whereby the children were allowed to make
what could have been a straight teacher directed procedure into their
own procedure for passing the glue around. She was thus talking about
a characteristic of significant learning. _L did refer to the self con
cept content and to a self concept principle.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant L
In all five samples, the participant responded warmly and supportively
to the children.

Praise for accomplishments, even when small, was a

part of her response style.

She seemed to have definite expectations

during the activities observed, but remained good natured even when
things didn't go as planned.

Samples 2, 4, and 5 addressed the self

concept content of the situations.

Sample 1 partially addressed content

and sample 3 talked more to the social skill of taking turns.

Samples

1, 2 and 3 seemed directed to the situation rather than to underlying
self concept principles.

Understanding of self concept principles was

conveyed in samples 4 and 5.
Facilitative behavioral responses: five
Accurately articulated responses: three
Principle-related: two

Participant "M"
Sample it 1
Field advisor observation:
Group of children are pasting tissue paper on background, covering entire
background space, requires at least 30 minutes work. M sits at table
with group of six children, helping one child paste. Looks at ____ , one
of youngest in group (age 3): "Come on, ____ Then says to child she's
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helping, "Come on, ____. Keep going." She continues to help this child,
says, "Don't worry about paste on your fingers— you can always wash your
fingers." To youngest child again, "____, you're doing good now; bring
yours over here and I'll give you a hand with it." Child hands whole
thing to M to let her do it. M: "Bring your chair, you have to help
too!" He brings chair next to M's; they work together.
Principle(s) identified:
If you help them a little bit they get encouraged— others are working
faster and they get behind. More interested in finishing if they don't
have so much to do. It was a hard task to do all by themselves (for
some).
Study note on behavioral response:
Task— perhaps not assigned by participant— seemed difficult for the chil
dren M was working with, as she mentioned. M did her best to keep chil
dren working— and from getting overly frustrated— by reinforcement,
assistance, and a little exhortation.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant talked to self concept content, including her recognition of
difficulty of task. Articulated response could be construed differently,
but the content seems directed to this situation more than to general
self concept principles.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
One older boy is almost finished with project. M looks over at his work.
"How're you doing, ____? Kids, look at ____ 's; isn't it pretty?" Others
look and say, "Oh, yes," etc. M: "He did it all by himself;" this phrase
is repeated by child. M: "Do you want to hang it on the bulletin board?"
As each child finishes work, M has child hold it up and show to other
children; then each hangs work by self on bulletin board.
Principle(s) identified:
Encourages others to want to finish theirs when they show it. I tried to
include everyone so they wouldn't think I picked out someone special.
Study note on behavioral response:
Older child's response indicated he liked the attention. Not all of the
other children might have felt comfortable having their work showed by
M, however, especially if they weren't very satisfied with how their
projects turned out.
Study note on articulated response:
Modeling one child's work— as a teacher's— can be motivating or frustrat
ing, depending on the child. The middle ground between favoritism and
"making" all show work would have been to give each child choice of shar
ing with group or not. Response did not talk to full self concept content
and appears incident-specific.
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Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Group is working on projects, one child hands hers to M and says, "You
do it for me."
M: "No, I'll help you, but you do it too." (smiling, friendly tone of
voice.) "If I do it, I'll take it home. You don't want me to do that,
do you?" (smiling, kidding.)
Child: "No!"
M: "O.K., let's work on it. I know you can do it. Look, you did the
hat already."
Principle(s) identified:
Encourage the child to accomplish something himself— to build self con
fidence.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant used friendly joke to point out the Importance of child doing
own work. Let child know she would help, provided encouragement by recog
nizing what child had already done.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant addressed self concept content, referred to a self concept
principle.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
M begins explaining cognitive activity, then comments: "It's harder than
what we did yesterday but I know you can do it." Explains how to proceed,
demonstrates how to do task. Then, M asks, "Now do you think you know
how to do it?" Children respond positively. M then asks each individual
around the table how they are going to do it; watches each begin. M com
ments when she sees a child trying to correct a mistake, "If you make a
mistake, just take my pencil and cross it out."
Principle(s) identified:
I found that when I show them how to do it first, they understand it
better.
Study note on behavioral response:
Success at challenging activities is accepted fare for building healthy
self concepts. M worked hard here to ensure that children knew how to
do the task, told them that she had confidence in them, and treated
errors in a low key fashion.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement needs to be more specific in order to convey what was going
on, to ensure that the children would gain in personal terms from the
activity. Statement did not talk to a self concept principle.
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Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
M asks children to "draw a picture of yourself so we can hang our class
up here on the wall. If you have pretty barretts in your hair, put those
in the picture. If you have a pretty shirt on, put that in the picture."
One child hasn't begun working on picture yet. M comments to child in
hurried manner, "O.K., ____ , get busy because I want to hang up a picture
of you. ____ , come on. I want you to finish. Come on, ____ .
Principle(s) identfied:
Activity was to get an idea of how they draw themselves— what they think
of putting on it: hair, eyes...By hanging their pictures on the wall
makes them feel important and they're part of the group.
Study note on behavioral response:
Sometimes— with well meaning intentions— adults take a product orientation
that has the effect of pushing a child beyond his interest level for an
activity. In this case, the effect of the desire that he "get it done"
probably was not conducive to self concept.
Study note on articulated response:
Self concept content related more to the teacher-child interaction over
the participant's desire that the child complete the picture than to the
pride the teacher believed the children would feel at having one's pic
ture displayed. Reference to self concept principle was in this case
too generalized and goal-oriented.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant M
Samples indicate that M was working with a fairly challenging curriculum
for the children.

In samples 1, 3, and 4, participant utilized clear

directions, assistance, and encouragement to convey to children that they
could succeed with learning tasks.

In samples 2 and 5, the participant

used responses— peer comparison, mandatory "sharing," and hurrying to
finish— that were task-oriented to the extent of being possibly not con
ducive to self concept development.

Participant's articulated response

in sample 3 both addressed self concept content and conveyed an underly
ing self concept principle; the other responses did not meet both criteria,
suggesting an emphasis on task completion, as such.
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Facilitative behavioral responses: three
Accurately articulated responses: one
Principle-related: none

Participant "N"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
N explained that the children would see a film strip ("Wanda Kee Wandin")
about a little girl who goes to Head Start "just like you do." Showed
children filmstrip; asked questions about what they saw; reminded children
they would have a pow-wow too. N did not specifically comment about Wanda
being "Indian" or ask children if they were Indian. Filmstrip does make
this point in text. Children in class are mixed, Indian and non-Indian.
Principle(s) identified:
Showed the filmstrip to help the Indian children know about culture. To
help non-Indians to realize there's a different culture, different from
their own.
Study note on behavioral response:
Experience very well could have been positive for children watching, in
terms of modeling positive identification with cultural group and heri
tage. However, situation was not specific enough to enable this deter
mination.
Study note on articulated response:
The words to "know about" and "realize" imply for the writer positive
gratification through knowledge about ethnic identity. Accuracy in
interpretation is inferred. Self concept content and relating to the
self concept principle of positive cultural identification are suffi
ciently addressed.
Sample //2
Field advisor observation:
During selected choice activities, N stays at one table where children
can print/paint. One girl wants to write her name, then says "I don't
know how." N writes it once for her, gives child pencil again. Child
tries writing some letters. N accepts what the child can do; does not
criticize or make effort to correct her.
Principle(s) identified:
I think as a teacher I don't feel she is ready to print her name.
wrote her name and didn't try to push her.

I

Study note on behavioral response:
Participant did not either say "you're too young," or push beyond girl's
ability. Effort by child was accepted.
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Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized importance of accepting what child could do.
Statement speaks to self concept content, but is incident-specific.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
N asks group in general: "Who should mark the calendar today?" Then
decides, "____was a really good boy during the filmstrip, so I'll let
do it."
Principle(s) identified:
In general since____was a good boy, he was awarded.
Study note on behavioral response:
This was a case where one boy received positive attention at the expense
of the other children in the group. In addition a general label such as
"good boy" is often used as much as a teacher tool for group management
as a reinforcement for self concept (and this is what the selection
process here basically seemed to be.)
Study note on articulated response:
If self concept content were addressed here, the cause and effect
sequence would have been viewed differently: "Since____needs to see
himself more positively, I will select him." Response was incidentspecific.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Small group time, three children and N playing color bingo game. While
game could be focused on winning, N did not emphasize competition, but
helped children focus instead on finding shape/color called. N did not
hurry children; let each child find own color/shape. If necessary asked
child to look carefully. Also, they played to end, so that each child
was a "winner."
Principle(s) identified:
I think teacher should not make a child feel bad for something he cannot
do. They should not criticize them, but try something easier.
Study note on behavioral response:
Because of lack of social perspective, perschool children often cannot
understand rules and take winning and loosing too seriously. Emphasiz
ing learning and cooperative aspects of game makes it more conducive to
healthy self concept development.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized effects of loosing and criticism in the situation
talked to self concept content. Statement inferred to speak to self
concept principle.
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Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Child comes to painting table to join group, announces, "I want to paint."
A child using paint says to him, "I'm using it!" N asks second child,
"Can you share them?" Then further clarifies this with, "Can___ sit right
here (shown where) and then you both use the paints?" Girl nods that this
would be O.K. ____ sits down; they share materials.
Principle(s) identified:
As a teacher I feel that sometime or other these two children will be able
to get along with each other better, if we always think positive.
Study note on behavioral response:
IN worked out a solution that allowed both children to feel that they could
get along in the social situation.
Study note on articulated response:
The statement talks to a desire for social adjustment on the part of the
children rather than to the meaning of the situation for the children's
self concepts. As such, self concept content and underlying self concept
theory are not sufficiently addressed.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant N
In sample 2 and 4, participant chose to accept children's efforts, rather
than emphasize achievement beyond what she believed the children to be
capable of.

In sample 1, N acted to raise awareness of cultural heritage.

In sample 5, N helped children make adjustment to social situations, impor
tant in self concept development.

Priority in sample 3 seemed to be on

using social reinforcement as a method of group management.

Articulated

responses in samples 3 and 5 did not address self concept content ade
quately and did not generalize interpretations beyond the situation.
Response in the second sample was situation specific, but did shov; aware
ness of the message, in terms of self concept development, for the chil
dren involved.

Participant did address self concept content in samples 1

and 4 and implied an application of principles at a generalized level.
Sample 5 was articulated in terms of social adjustment.
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Facilitative behavioral responses: three
Accurately articulated responses: three
Principle-related: two

Participant "0"
Sample #1
Field advisor observation:
0 sits by very young child on same sized chair, holds child's paper for
him. Child begins to cut shape. C): "Open scissors, now cut, there,
good, go ahead, go this now." Points to black line. "Can you cut up
this one," points to next line, following it with finger. "Can you
follow this road here," holding paper yet as child cuts. When child
has finished, 0^moves on to next child to help in same manner.
Principle(s) identified:
1 did this because his scissors kept getting stuck shut so I asked him
to open them up each time, so he would know that he could work the scis
sors by himself. He would feel good about himself if he could do it.
Study note on behavioral response:
The amount of direction necessary for this child, and presumably the
second child, to cut out the shapes indicates this activity was a little
advanced for the age group. In a simpler cutting (or tearing) activity,
the child would be less dependent on the adult for guidance.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant realized child was having difficulty and that assistance
was needed; but perhaps if the child "could do it" himself, it would have
meant more to him. Statement is goal oriented; as such it speaks incom
pletely to content and too generally to theory.

Sample //2
Field advisor observation:
Again cutting with 2^-3 year olds. () now working with third child in
group individually.
0: ____ , do you want to try one?" (Gives child a square.)
Child: "Yeah."
C): "O.K., where's your scissors?" Child picks up scissors, cuts square
almost in half.
0_:
"Are you going to cut it in half?" (Ignore fact that child did not
cut on line.) "O.K., just cut it off here." Child finishes cutting it
in half.
Principle(s) identified:
If I told her she didn't cut on the lines, she would have thought she
wasn't cutting good enough-— she wouldn't have wanted to try it.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was undoubtedly surprised at action of the child, but accepted
child's course of action and did not impose own standards.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant talked to self concept content.
specific.

Response was incident-

Sample //3
Field advisor observation:
0 is sitting next to a girl who is on her second day at the center, aged
2%. jO selects a one piece type puzzle for her to do. C) watches her try
puzzle, does not do it for her. Child is at the "trial and error" stage
of doing puzzles— Teacher lets her try and asks things like "Does that
go in there?" when child is close to fitting one. () notices when child
gets a piece to fit, she comments, "there." 0 encourages by asking ques
tions, "Now can you find where this one goes?" Do you want to try the
flowTers next?" When a puzzle is complete, () selects another one of equal
difficulty— purposely does not select a puzzle with several pieces.
Principle(s) identified:
1 wanted the child to feel like she belonged there, with the group. I
think that if I wouldn't of sat by her and talked to her and tried to
get her to try this, she would of just got up and left the room. She
probably would of felt that we didn't care if she stayed or not.
Study note on behavioral response:
The fact that the child stayed with C) and the activity through several
puzzles of her own choosing suggests participant's structuring of situ
ation and interactions were meaningful to child.
Study note on articulated response:
Stated response addresses self concept content.
eralize beyond the particular situation.

Response does not gen

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Group of four children are working puzzles; children ages 2^-3. As each
child finishes a puzzle, C) takes notice of her or her work. "You did it
all by yourself." "Did you finish it?" "Do you want to do another one?"
Principle(s) identified:
Well, when they would finish, I would say something like that and they
xrould say "yeah," or smile and I think they felt really good about them
selves, that they did this alone without anybody else's help. Then,
they would grab another puzzle and when they did get a little bit stuck,
they wouldn't give up so easily.
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Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was recognizing the independent achievements of very young
children in ways that they could understand and appreciate.
Study note on articulated response:
Again, participant shows keen awareness of self concept content of situ
ation. Response is incident-specific.

Sample //5
Field advisor observation:
Ci does not tell children they have to eat everything, does not expect
that they will. Most of conversation about eating takes place as
questions: "Do you want more soup?" "Do you want your sandwich?"
"Can you drink your milk?" "Do you want dessert?" "Can you try a
little bit?" When a child gets up from table, () asks "Are you done?"
If child says yes, or nothing 0 lets child be excused.
Principle(s) identified:
They know that I'm not going to get mad at them because they didn't eat
up everything. And alot of times, they're more willing to try out new
foods, if they don't feel they have to.
Study note on behavioral response:
0 appreciated the children enough to give them choices about eating
rather than impose her values on them. It is likely that the kinds of
questions asked caused the children to think about their decisions—
and to think that they were worthy of making such choices.
Study note on articulated response:
Comment addresses trust relationship 0 has established through this
interaction style and the fact that it seems to her the children are
often able to make eating decisions quite responsibly because of it.
Statement is incident specific.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant 0
In all five samples, participant seemed to be attempting to balance fac
tors of challenge, support, and decision making through interactions with
the children.

In sample 1, participant had to provide considerable sup

port as activity was very challenging.

In samples 2 and 5, participant

respected children's choice process, even if it ran counter to her
expectations, because she recognized that intervening might discourage
the child from further endeavors in this direction.

In samples 3 and

,

4

participant provided support and recognition for efforts at independent
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learning on the part of these very young children.

All of the partici

pant's articulated responses were directed to the specific situations
rather than to generalized self concept principles.

But, except for

sample 1 where the factor of the difficulty of the activity got by her,
0/s responses were perceptive and very much aware of the self concept
content for the children involved.
Facilitative behavioral responses: four
Accurately articulated responses: four
Principle-related: none

Participant "P"
Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
P_ moves close to one child at table: "____ , ____ , did you walk to school
this morning? You weren't out there when the bus stopped.
(pause) We
waited and waited."
Child: "I had to get on my boots."
_P: "Oh, we should have waited longer, huh?"
Child continued working with tinkertoys.
Principle(s) identified:
____had been being mean. I thought if I talked to her she wouldn't think
I was mean too. If she has to be in my class, I suppose I'll get along
good; then she 11 start learning things. They learn better that way.
Study note on behavioral response:
P_ made an attempt here to re-establish relations with a child who v?as per
haps upset because she missed the ride to school. The tie seemed important
for the child to feel better.
Study note on articulated response:
Response does not talk to why the child was "being mean" so much as to the
participant's (important) attempts to sort her feelings out toward the
child. Comment is not complete in addressing self concept content and is
incident specific.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
Child has been working with tinker toys alone. P_, in general, "Look at
____ 's, she's making it all by herself." (To child), "I think you need
a different one, that one's broken on the end. Do you have a different
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one?" Child finds tinker toy she needs, fixes construction. _P: "There,
now it's together, ____ , what is that?" Child continues working.
Principle(s) identified:
By saying something out loud about ____'s then other children want to try
to do something too. Even when we're eating, when one cleans their plate,
then they all want to try it.
Study note on behavioral response:
Response seems directed as much to group management and expression of the
participant s interest in structure as to self concept development in the
child.
Study note on articulated response:
Response discusses use of group management technique of setting example
using peers. Comment incident-specific.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
JP has been talking with children throughout first fifteen minutes of
tinker toy activity— noticing what each makes and commenting. She is
also working on her own construction, a "wheel and spoke" figure, simi
lar to what a child had made.
Child, next to her sees it and says, "Teacher, can you make me one like
that?"
P: "Why don't you try it, ____ . Just try it."
Child continues working with tinker toys in her own way— plays a game
pretending her construction is a doctor's instrument to check ears and
"looks" in teacher's ear. Child then continues building and makes a
"house." Child says to another, "Look what I made, ____ ."
Principle(s) identified:
"I wanted her to do it by herself. If I do it for her, she might expect
me to do it for her. She's proud of herself when she can do something.
Study note on behavioral response:
Child probably would not have asked participant to
for her if she had not seen the participant making
this response was not facilitative of self reliant
participant did not make figure for child was more
concept development.

make wheel and spokes
figure herself; so,
behavior. Fact that
conducive to self

Study note on articulated response:
Participant did not talk to the fact that her response initially caused
the child to react as she did. From this point on, the response does
talk to the self concept content, and at a "principles" level.
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Sample IIA
Field advisor observation:
_P has been sitting with group of children using tinker toys for about
twenty minutes. Conversation with 2 children as they work:
#1: "I got new boots" (not wearing them now).
J?: "Where did you get them?" (no response)
I I 1:
"My dad got them for me!"
I I 2:
"I got new boots, too!" (Shows teacher.)
!P: "Where did you get them?"
112: "Virgina." (nearby town)
111: "That's where I got mine, too."
P^: "Oh did you? What color are your boots?"
Ill:
"Brown."
II2 :
"White."
Principle(s) identified:
Talking about things about child's family might make the child feel happy
and important.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant’s responses show interest in matters important to children
here. Responses might not always have been what she expected, but par
ticipant stayed with them.
Study note on articulated response:
By "family," participant means home life. Statement addresses self concept
content and suggests a self concept principle beyond the situation.

Sample I I 5
Field advisor observation:
End of activity, P^ puts a can for toys by each table: "Let's see if you
can put these away, ____ ." "That-a-boy, ____! See how much you can put
away there." (To children at other table), "See if you can put these
away now, ____Three children at this table begin hurriedly shoving
toys across table into can. Several toys roll on floor. ]?: "Take turns
now!" "____ !"
Calls one child who is pushing more toys on floor than
in can. "Let's all take turns now, ____. See, you knocked them on the
floor. ____ , are you helping too?"
Principle(s) identified:
Kids played with the things, they should clean up.
Study note on behavioral response:
The manner in which task of cleaning up was introduced and received made,
for some group management difficulties to which responses were directed.
Of necessity for the participant, self concept considerations became
secondary. Different system might have helped.
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Study note on articulated response:
Consideration in response was more social responsibility here than self
concept development. Statement, as such, did not address self concept
principle.
Pre-Package Profile, Participant P
Through informal conversations with children in samples 1 and 4, the par
ticipant showed she could listen to children and accept their points of
view.

In samples 2, 3, and 5 group management factors appeared to reduce

the participant's effectiveness in the self concept area.

In sample 4

the articulated response both addressed self concept content and related
to principles beyond the immediate situation.

In other samples interpre

tations addressed self concept content incompletely, due to priorities
for group management or social development; these four samples were
behavior-specific.
Facilitative behavioral responses: two
Accurately articulated responses: one
Principle-related: one

ANALYSIS OF DATA BY HYPOTHESES
1. The majority of participants will show a clear pattern of behavioral
responses supportive of the young child's efforts, achievements and self.
As cited under "consistency level" in the Glossary, a "clear or con
sistent pattern" of response deemed supportive of self concept was 80% or
beyond.

The 80% consistency level derived from the observation that "a

reward to punishment ratio that does not drop below four-to-one will help
guide and direct a child's behavior with a minimum of...bad side effects"
(Yamamoto 1972, p. 151).

The 80% consistency level was used generally

for observed behavioral and articulated responses and for package activ
ities.

For facilitative behavioral responses, Table 1 summarizes data
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from participants returning all forms (A through K, N=ll), participants
returning at least the pre-package forms (L, through

N=5) and the

total selected sample:

Table 1
Facilitative Behavioral Responses

Number
showing
at least
four
facilitative
responses

Percentage
showing
at least
four
facilitative
responses

Average
number of
facilitative
responses per
participant

1. Participants
returning
all forms
N-ll

8

73%

3.9

2. Participants
returning
at least
pre-package
forms N=5

2

40%

3.4

10

63%

3.8

3. Total
selected
sample N=16

As shown in the table, the majority of those returning all materials
and the majority of the selected sample for the first topic of inquiry
showed at least four behavioral responses out of five conducive to self
concept development.

In fact, nearly two-thirds— ten persons— of the

total selected sample of sixteen have shown a clear pattern of facilita
tive responses.

Of the group of five not returning all materials, four

had three or more facilitative responses, as the average of 3.4 suggests.
So, while the behavioral responses for this group did not confirm the
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hypothesis, their responses came very close to confirmation.

2. Through the principles statements, a majority of the participants
will be able to interpret accurately the self concept content in
observed behavioral responses.
The "self concept content" is the substance of the adult-child inter
action judged to have a likely affect on the child's development of self
concept.

If at least four principles statements were judged to do so,

then the participant was considered to be able to portray "accurately"
the self concept content.

As for the first hypothesis, the following

table summarizes this information for participants A through K, partici
pants L through P^, and the total sample group:

Table 2
Accurately Articulated Responses

Number
expressing
at least
four acute
responses

Percentage
expressing
at least
four acute
responses

Mean
number of
acute re
sponses per
participant

1. Participants
returning
all forms
N=ll

7

642

3.6

2. Participants
returning
at least
pre-package
forms N=5

1

20%

2.4

3. Total
selected
sample N=16

8

50%

3.2
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Two-thirds of persons returning all materials and one-half of the
total sample made articulated responses which consistently portrayed
the self concept content in the observed teacher-child interactions.
One difference in interpretation by the writer for any of the four par
ticipants could have substantiated the hypothesis that "a majority of
the participants will be able to interpret accurately the self concept
content."

Two of the four participants mentioned above (making three

accurate interpretations) were from the group that did not return all
materials.

These two persons completed the packages, but preferred not

to return them.

Interestingly, the participant from this group who did

make four accurate responses did not complete the package, likewise two
others who made one accurate response each.

Portraying the substance

of facilitating behavior through written expression proved slightly more
difficult for the selected sample than the facilitating behaviors them
selves .
3.
Half of the sample consistently will articulate reasons for
actions that convey an understanding of principles underlying general
self concept theory.
Of the three hypothesis areas for the first topic of inquiry, com
municating "a clear understanding of principles" related to adult behav
iors might be expected to give the sample the most difficulty.

This is

surmised as a result of the notion that teaching personnel without gen
eral education and professional preparation would have to rely "on
intuition rather than reflective guiding principles" in deciding courses
of action.

The results of this study may not provide a definitive response

to this line of thought, but should add to the discussion.

Table 3 for

the two sub-groups and the total selected sample, summarizes the data
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pertaining to the third hypothesis.

If at least four articulated

responses addressed relevant self concept principles, the participant
was said to be "consistently” doing so.

Table 3
Principle-Related Responses

Number
expressing
at least
four prin
ciple-related
statements

1. Participants
returning
all forms
N=ll

4

2. Participants
returning at
least pre
package forms
N=5

0

3. Total selected
sample N=16

4

Percentage
expressing
at least
four prin
ciple-related
statements

36%

Mean
number of
principlerelated
responses per
participant

2.8

1.0

25%

2.3

Since only about one-third of persons returning all materials, and
one-quarter of the total selected sample, consistently conveyed an under
standing of self concept principles related to behavioral responses, the
hypothesis was not confirmed.

Not quite half, (37 of 80 or 46%), of the

principles statements adequately addressed self concept principles.
In part, the low rate of anticipated response may have been due to
the way this information was requested on the observation form.

Many,

whose responses were "incident specific" may only have had insufficient
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direction in order to realize that a "generalized" response was being
requested.

The higher rate of successful articulation of self concept

content of behavioral responses suggests this possibility.

Still, the

directions did ask for "principle(s) identified which pertain to the
situation," and it must be recognized that for whatever reasons, the
population did have difficulty in identifying underlying self concept
principles.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
At this point, the following can be said about the behavioral and
articulated responses utilized by the sample in relation to self concept
facilitation in work with young children:
1.

About two-thirds of the sample consistently used facilitative

behavioral responses in interactions with children.

In fact, of the

total of eighty observed teacher-child interactions for the sample,
sixty (75%) were judged to be supportive of positive self concept.
Conversely, very few of the other twenty behavioral responses were con
sidered particularly detrimental to self concept development (e.g.,
sarcastic, harsh, etc.)
2.

Exactly half of the selected sample was able to state, at an

80% level of consistency or beyond, the substance of their interactions
having a likely affect on self concept development.

Three-quarters of

the sample were able to provide accurate descriptions at least at a 60%
level of consistency.

A comparison of level of articulation ability

with a comparable sample of certified pre-kindergarten teachers would be
interesting.
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3.

Finally, the sample encountered difficulty in expressing gen

eralized self concept principles relevant to their behavioral responses
Only 25% of the sample was able to do so at an 80% level of consistency
Only thirty-seven (46%) of the sample's total principles statements
addressed relevant self concept principles.

Conversely, thirty-eight

principles statements were incident specific, interpreting behavioral
responses in terms directed to that particular situation rather than
to general principles.

(Three principles statements cited theory

basically irrelevant to the actual self concept content of the situ
ations.)

To the extent that the directions for principles statements

were understood, this trend reflects an inability and/or an unwilling
ness to discuss self concept-related practices in general terms.
A full discussion of conclusions and qualifications arising from
these findings will be found in part one of chapter 6.

Chapter 5

THE SECOND TOPIC OF INQUIRY

The second topic of inquiry addressed the learning package as an
instructional tool intended to facilitate the internalization of prin
ciples relating to self concept development in young children.

The

package was written from two basic premises about the population of
non-certified pre-kindergarten teaching personnel in northern Minnesota:
(a) that as a result of experiential learning they would take an inter
est in the personal development of children in their care; (b) that they
would welcome an opportunity, offered by the package, to reflect upon
and extend their teaching skills in the area of self concept facilita
tion.

The writer hypothesized that through involvement with the package

a selected sample (those who completed and returned all materials) would
increase in affective acceptance of self concept principles, as part of
a developing values system.
As with the first topic of inquiry, in determining to what extent
the learning package was an aid to the internalization of self concept
principles, a case study approach was used.

For each participant in the

selected sample, the writer looked for specific documentation that affec
tive internalization of principles was occurring.

As introduced in

chapter 3, the criteria for these "referenced judgements" were from
Krathwohl and Bloom's "Taxonomy of the Affective Domain."

In partic

ular, levels two, three, and four of the Taxonomy seemed to apply:
114
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level two— a "willingness to respond" to self concept principles
through activities beyond compliance requirements
level three— a "valuing" of self concept principles through
demonstrated preference in observed behaviors
and articulated responses
level four— a reflective "organization" of new and old self con
cept principles in a developing values system, indi
cated by trends of response involving all aspects of
the learning package experience.
In identifying trends of response in relation to the Taxonomy, three
main operations— discussed in chapter 3— were performed with the avail
able data:

First, each sample member's completed package activities were

analyzed and matched with related items on the post-package survey.

Sec

ond, each sample member's post-package observed behavioral and articulated
responses were examined and matched with the pre-package responses.

Third,

for each participant, as a summary of information from these sources, a
"post-package response style profile" was constructed.

A pooling of this

information for the eleven participants who returned all the materials
yielded conclusions about the four specific working hypotheses formulated
under the second topic of inquiry.

The four hypotheses are stated as

follows:
1. Through package activities and post-package surveys, at least
half of the sample will show a "willingness to respond" to principles
pertinent to self concept development.
2. Through an analysis of pre- and post-package sample responses,
and information from the packages and surveys, at least half of the
sample will show a new "acceptance of values" pertinent to self concept
theory.
3. Through an analysis of pre- and post-package articulated
responses, together with other information sources, at least one-fourth
of the sample can be determined to be functioning at Taxonomy level four,
"organization" of self concept values.
4. Through the experience of completing the learning package with
a field advisor, a majority of the sample will show movement toward
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"higher levels of affective internalization" of principles relevant to
self concept development in children.
The three analysis procedures constituting the methodology were
implemented for the eleven members of the selected sample, partici
pants "A" through "K". An account follows.

PARTICIPANT "A"

Package Activities and Post-package Survey
Text activity 1. A reflected on a day that went "very badly" for
her. In response to the question about how her feelings influenced her
teaching, A stated she felt like "ignoring" and "sitting...in the cor
ner" a child who "talked back" to her. This kind of reflection was the
intent of the activity.
On post-package survey, A^ indicated that for her the main point was
the importance of teachers' "attitudes toward themselves." The main
point was familiar, but the response was new and "is still helping me
in work with young children" (checked survey statement).
Text activity 2. A wrote of a situation where a teacher had an
effect on self concept by telling a child who was fighting to stay home
if he was going to be mean. She commented that, "When telling him that,
I think he felt like we didn't want him around." Appropriate reflection
for activity.
On post-package survey, A commented that for
that "How a person feels about himself and how he
see him will make him the way he is." For A, the
but the response for the activity was new and "is
work with young children."

her the main point was
sees himself or you
main point was familiar
still helping me in

Text activity 3 . Item a asked persons to discuss a situation where
it was necessary to talk to "two children in two different ways to get
the same result. A talked instead about a conflict of two boys over a
truck that she handled by explaining to both the need to share. In item
b, A did what was requested: wrote about a situation where she talked
to two children in the same way and did not get the same result. A
could have discussed these two situations more.
A did seem to come up with a useful main point though, as she stated,
"All children have the same basic needs but all children are different."
A stated that the main point and her response were basically new to her
and were still of use in work with young children.
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Text activity 4 . Participants were asked to react to how two hypo
thetical teachers of the same child probably affected his behavior at
the center and his personal development. A responded briefly but appro
priately, distinguishing facilitative from less facilitative teacherbehaviors .
In the post-package survey, the main point for the participant was
"to make the child feel accepted by adults and children in his own age
group." Neither the main point or A 's response were basically new expe
riences, but responding to the activity is still helping A in her work.
Text activity 5 . As a parallel activity to the "two teachers" sec
tion, the assignment was to trace over six steps the connection between
general attitudes of the adult to specific behaviors of a child back to
specific affects on the adult. Participant's responses were incidentspecific, so that "general attitudes" were interpreted as attitudes
toward the particular child being addressed. Course of action toward
child, and also understanding of child, were documented through
responses.
On the follow-up survey, the main point for the participant was that
the "teacher's attitudes affect how you teach, the child's behavior, and
how you react toward the child." The main point and the response were
new to A, and the activity-response is still of help in work with children.
Text activity 7. (Next activity selected) Activity was to talk
with staff and family of a child in order to learn more about the child.
A talked with a mother of a "well behaved" child at school only to learn
that he "gets mad" often and "doesn't pick up toys at home." A^ talked
about possible reasons with mother and had both parents attend an outing
with group to observe his behavior at school.
For A the main point of the activity was "talking with the family
or other adults" about the child. The main point was familiar, but the
response— which is still helpful to A— was new to her.
Text activity 9. Activity was first to list some problem behaviors
for a "problem child," then list more "positive" behaviors. A said the
child got upset easily "if she can't have her way." A then commented
that she "just started" and "is trying to look out for herself. Her own
interests seem to be having stories read to her and she has to be sitting
right on your lap." A still seems to be sorting out her feelings toward
the child.
The survey indicated that "communication, understanding" were the
main points for A. Her response to this familiar idea was new and still
of help in her work.
Text activity 11. (Next activity chosen) A chose the "unproductive
teaching practice" of "teacher domination" to react to. She stated:
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Children need to do things for themselves to make him feel
he accomplished something. If you help a child too much,
he learns not to help himself and wants everything done for
him by you or his parents.
The main point for A was "for the teacher to not make choices every
day; let children pick what they want to do sometimes." The idea and
response were new and are still of help in working with children.
Final activity 1 . For "new" principle, A chose "accepting chil
dren's differences in work." Doing bead work with children, A gave
the children some choices about how to proceed. One girl "challenged
the others" by saying she could make the longest necklace. A told the
others they could make bracelets and rings, so theirs might be shorter.
In the assessment, A said, "I think they felt like they weren't chal
lenged when I told them (this)." The response may have helped the others
who did not want to do necklaces, but maybe some did, and maybe the first
girl thought she was expected now to do a bracelet or a ring. More
reflection would have added.
Final activity 2 . For the principle to be tried, A selected, "Com
petition. I don't think competition is good for young children, because
they might feel there are children better than them." A's "description
of (her) use of the principle" was from an activity where the children
were supposed to draw members of their families. One child drew every
member and this was frustrating to the others. "I encouraged each child
to draw at least one picture of a parent." In assessing effort, A com
mented, "This made them feel like they could draw 1 member in their
family, or feel like they were competing (on a par with)
.
The main point of the activity was stated as the principle to be
tried. A's response in this activity was new, but the main point was
familiar; responding to the activity is still helping A in work with
children.
Final activity 3. "Talking and listening to the child" was the
principle to be tried. A talked with two children: a girl who had been
out all week with an ear ache and boy who made a trip to a clinic to see
a doctor. In A's assessment she said, "I think they both felt important
because they were talking and someone was listening to what they were
telling about."
In the post-package survey, _A commented that both the main point
and the response were new and that responding was still of help. The
main point was suggested as the brief "principle" tried.
Final activity 4 . Principle to be tried: "Giving responsibility."
Two children had their names on balloons as helpers for the day; they got
to take the balloons home. "The 2 children had to help with everything
the whole day even serving food at the dinner table and washing the table
afterwards." Assessment of use of principle: "That made____and____ feel
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like they were really helping alot." A added that if any jobs needed
re-doing, they were done after the children weren't there to see because,
"they would of thought they weren't doing a good job and wouldn't care
to help anymore."
Although A stated that neither in thought or response the activity
was new to her, it was still of help in work with children.
Final Activity 5 . Principle to be tried: "Giving choices, choosing
their own thing." We got some new toys; each child got a choice of what
he'd like to play with." Assessment: "I think it made them feel like
they didn't have to do what the teacher wanted them to do every morning."
A's response to this familiar main point was new and is still of
help in work with young children.
Summation
1.

The number of activities completed was thirteen, as required.

2. The number of activities with behavioral/articulated responses
showing adequate reflection about self concept theory was nine. Four
showed inadequate reflection: 3, 5 and 9, and final activity 1. Accord
ing to the post-package survey, however, the first three involved new
main ideas and new responses for the participant. The experimentation
factor is judged to offset inadequacy of response in these three cases.
3. The number of activities that were new to the participant in
main idea or response were eleven. Final activity 4 used a principle
that was new to participant in text activity 11: letting children do
things for themselves. Four of the final activities requesting the
trying out of new principles, then, did utilize principles that were
at least new in response.
4. In the final activities, the participant explored accepting
personal differences in children, talking and listening to children,
giving children more responsibility and choices. These were thought
to be worthwhile ideas for the participant, given the pre-package
observation responses and the text activities that presented diffi
culties .
5. The participant was able to articulate accurately— though for
a few activities briefly— the main points for all thirteen activities.
Abbreviated responses, re-stating specific text material, were given for
final activities 3, 4, and 5.
6. The participant indicated that responding to each of the thir
teen activities "is still helping me in work with young children."
Documentation of work in the package supports "a willingness to
respond" toward self concept principles by the participant.
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Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
A is reading to her small group— turns out
boy gets up, goes to window, and sees that
gone out. Says, "Teacher, it's time to go
"Is it?" Then tells group they can go out
long book.)

to be a very long book. One
all the other groups have
outside!" A listens, says,
(rather than finishing the

Principle(s) identified:
I think it is important to respect the child's needs. If I would of made
them stay in, they would of felt like they were being forced to do some
thing ."
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant showed an ability to listen to a child and adjust response
in a developmentally appropriate way.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized the children's preferences in this situation.
addressed self concept content and referred to respecting children's
needs, which is a self concept principle.

She

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
Three boys have been playing bat and ball for awhile; one gets mad. A
is sitting nearby watching, says, "____, you can't fight if you're play
ing ball!" A adds: "No one's going to play with you if you fight."
____looks at A, listens, goes back to playing ball with the others.
Principle(s) identified:
Feelings: let him know he isn't really bad and not to fight when playing
ball.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant did not "judge" the child for fighting, but set a limit and
pointed out a consequence of fighting. The child's reaction indicates
that this was appropriate guidance in the situation; it helped him get
through the conflict situation.
Study note on articulated response:
The participant implied she recognizes and respects the child's feelings
here. Stated in an abbreviated fashion, the writer believes she was both
recognizing the self concept content and addressing a self concept prin
ciple.
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Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Little girl is crying after being brought back from outside fence (was
walking towards home). A sees that she needs something to do; goes
inside and gets bubble mix; comes out in a couple of minutes, calls
girl over; helps her get busy on this.
Principle(s) identified:
I think it's important for the little girl to feel wanted and has some
thing to do.
Study note on behavioral response:
Child's reaction indicates response provided enough support for girl to
feel again that "she belonged."
Study note on articulated response:
Participant did talk to self concept content for the little girl. By
recognizing "it's important for the little girl to feel wanted," par
ticipant implied understanding of an underlying self concept principle.

Sample //4
Field advisor observation:
Boy's trike tips over, he goes over head first and is crying. A saw him
tip over; helps him get back on his feet; asks where he hurts. He cries
a little more. A leaves him on his own to stop crying, seeing that he's
not hurt. He cries a little more, then gets back on his trike and rides
it.
Principle(s) identified:
Let him know that the teacher cares, but not to expect to be babied every
time he falls.
Study note on behavioral response:
A tended to the boy's immediate needs, having fallen. Making certain he
was not hurt, A challenged the boy to regain composure on his own. The
fact that he was able to indicates response was appropriate.
Study note on articulated response:
At the same time that A recognized child's "safety" needs, she was also
consciously nudging him toward self reliance. Statement interprets self
concept content accurately but addresses this situation rather than a
general principle.

Sample //5
Field advisor observation:
At dinner time, A gives children responsibilities— they pass the food
around, help themselves. One girl is the helper— A has her clear the
dishes at the end of meal.
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Principle(s) identified:
Made the helper feel she had a big responsibility, also learn to help
themselves.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant has structured meal so that it encourages children to be
self-reliant. Child with "adult responsibilities" probably took pride
in her accomplishments, but more teacher-child interaction here would
have helped to confirm this.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant recognized just what the meal was doing for the group; it
was helping them "learn to help themselves." However, a "big responsi
bility" is only conducive to healthy self concept when it is not too big.
Additional comment here was needed; as stated, the judgment is that the
statement is too general to speak to the relevant self concept principle.
Content partially spoken to.
Summation
1. The participant utilized three responses in the post-package
observation that were derived from the package and not evident in the pre
package observation. Sample 1 showed A listening to a child who made a
remark irrelevant to a story that A was reading. On two samples in the
pre-package observation, the participant showed less receptive reactions
than she did here. A similar positive "listening" response appears in
final activity 3. Sample 2 related that the participant did not label
or judge a child in conflict situation, but provided useful guidance.
Response is more supportive than in a conflict situation, pre-package
sample 3; response seems quite close to participant's in text activities
2 and 6. Sample 5 showed A giving children responsibilities during daily
routines. There was no comparable pre-package situation, but response is
similar to A's "new" response on package activity 9 and final activity 4.
2. As the following illustrates, the participant increased in facil
itative behavioral responses, accurately articulated responses and
principle-related statements in the post-package observation:
Table 4
Observed Sample Responses, "A"

Pre-package
Facilitative behavioral responses
Accurately articulated responses
Principle-related responses

3
2
2

Post-package
5
4
3
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Post-package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
Eleven of the activities were at least in part new experiences for
the participant. Accepting the experimentation factor, all of the text
activities and all but one of the final activities yielded articulated
and behavioral responses showing adequate reflection about self concept
theory. Participant did try new responses in four final activities;
selection judged to constitute "growth experiences." Though some inter
preted "main ideas" were abbreviated, they nonetheless did convey under
standing of relevant self concept content for all thirteen activities.
All responses were judged by participant "still helpful." Documentation
supports a "willingness to respond" to self concept principles by par
ticipant.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
In package, participant demonstrated facilitative responses. In
post-package survey, participant accurately though briefly interpreted
package responses in terms of self concept principles, and indicated
package experiences were still of help. On post-package observation,
participant showed improvement of response to a level of consistent
implementation and articulation of self concept principles. Documenta
tion supports a new "valuing" of self concept principles by participant.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
Participant's articulated responses in the package, post-package
survey, and post-package observation suggested a consistent awareness
of self concept principles related to principles being addressed. How
ever, in the majority of responses, a comfort, fluidity, and complete
ness of expression were lacking. The writer knew what the participant
meant, but ideas were suggested rather than explicitly stated. The
participant appears ready to begin an ordering and conceptualizing of
old and new self concept values. More experiences with written self
expression would be useful.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
Documentation above supports movement on the part of the participant
toward "higher levels of affective internalization."
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PARTICIPANT "B"

Package Activities and Post-package Survey
Text activity 1 « Activity was to reflect on a day that went either
very well or very badly. B spoke in general about a "bad" day: "I think
if you tell the children you are having a bad day, it doesn't somehow
seem quite as bad then. My feelings on a bad day very much influenced
my teaching by not caring as much about anything in general."
On the post-package survey, the main point for B was: "The atti
tudes of the teacher towards others and themselves reflect how effective
the teacher is." She commented, "The main point was familiar but I really
never thought much about it till doing the package and thinking on it."
Responding was still useful to 33 after completion of the package.
Text activity 2. Activity was to discuss an instance where a teacher
affected a child's self concept development. 13 wrote of a boy who wanted
the teacher to build him something with tinker toys. The teacher encour
aged the child to build on his own, which he did becoming very proud of
what he made. .B commented: "The teacher gave this boy the positive rein
forcement he needed to make him feel like a very capable person."
The main point for 13 was "how others affect the self concept of a
person." The main point was familiar, but the response was new and still
of help after completing the package.
Text activity 4 . Discuss how the responses of two hypothetical
teachers affected the personal development of the "same" child. Par
ticipant _B was able to distinguish in her discussion between teaching
practices that helped the child see himself more positively and those
that tended to label the child as a "problem." The main point in the
post-package survey for 33 was "how teacher's feelings can affect chil
dren's behavior." The main point and 13's response were both basically
new to her. Responding was still of help in work with children after
B completed the package.
Text activity 5 . The activity calls for the participant to trace
the relation of her general attitudes toward child-rearing and education
to interactions with a particular child. J3 responded following the main
idea, but responding in general terms rather than with a particular child
in mind.
For 13 the main point was "how the teacher views child development
and the role of the child— how she functions as a teacher." Reading
into this response, I believe she meant how the teacher views child
development affects the "role" of the child and how she functions as a
teacher. This main point and the response were both new for 13; respond
ing was still of help after completion of the package.
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Text activity 8 . (next activity completed). Activity was to read
and discuss "Ginott's ideas on effective communication with children."
15's replies were somewhat general, but did talk to a few of Ginott's
basic ideas. For _B, the main point was "communicating as well as lis
tening to a child," again a little general in expression. Both the main
point and the response were new to J3, and again the response was still
proving helpful to her after the package.
Text activity 9 . As a description of a child in 15's group who might
easily be labeled, 15 chose a boy who tended to be "antsy" especially dur
ing sit down activities. In thinking about other "positive" behaviors,
_B commented that the boy "works real well" in one-to-one situations, as
when one is reading to him personally.
J5 commented that for her the main point was "looking at a child who
might be labeled and looking for positive things about him." Both the
main idea and the response were new for ]3, and responding to the activ
ity "is still helping."
Text activity 10. The activity asked the participant to rank all
time blocks in the schedule to determine which portion of the schedule
had the most "safety" behaviors— conformity, aggression, etc. Then the
participant was to write down and, if possible, try out a plan to reduce
the safety behaviors. In B/s schedule, rest time was the area needing
work. Her planned approach was to discuss with the children why they
think they have rest time and to "let the children help prepare for it."
The main point for _B was "how center activities involve the child's
needs." The main point was familiar, but the response was new; and
responding was still of help in work with children after completion
of the package.
Text activity 11. The participant was requested to select and dis
cuss one "unproductive teaching practice" mentioned in the text. J3 chose
"standardization of product" and discussed her disagreement with a teacher
who was complaining that in an art activity one little girl didn't make
what the rest were.
The main point for J3 was "different teaching practices that are
unproductive," which was perhaps more what the chapter was about. The
main point and response were both new; responding was still helping
after completion of package.
Final activity 1 . As with all final activities, the participant was
to select a self concept principle, try it out, and assess her use of it.
For the first activity, B chose: "Attitudes of teacher toward other human
beings." 15 chose a child who "I don't particularly like," listed "all the
things I do like about what he does and is," and attempted to be objective
about her dislikes in order to develop a more accepting attitude toward
him. In her assessment, B stated, "No matter how much that child irri
tated me, I would act like he was being a neat little individual and smile
alot...My attitude toward him is getting to be one of extreme patience."
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B must have been satisfied with her response because on the post-package

survey she checked that the experience "is still helping me in work with
young children." She said that although the main point was familiar, "I
never really had given it too much thought."
Final activity 2. As the principle to try,
selected, "talking
and listening to a child, then the child as well as I can learn and
grow." In her use of the principle, 1$ stated that she told a child who
didn't want to join an activity that it was fine. At the same time,
she motioned to another teacher "to choose him to be next. He jumps
right up and does it and is laughing while he does it. He then goes on
and enjoys the game immensely." In the assessment, 13 commented, "...by
getting him involved after he did not want to made him feel good as well
as me. I did talk to him afterwards and he was very beamy and excited
and talked a mile a minute to me."
The main idea for 13 was stated as the principle.
were both new for her, and were still helping.

It and the response

Final activity 3 . The principle was (talking with) "the family."
After a home visit with a mother, 15 decided the child needed more "posi
tive attention" at school because she was not sure the child was getting
it at home." Her assessment is worth stating:
This did not work so another conference was called for. Mom
refused to come in but dad came in and enlightened me very
much on the home situation. I still do not feel I'm making
any headway with this, and I feel this child is telling us
very strongly by actions and words he wants help.
The field advisor provided the requested guidance.
Talking with the family as a support for self concept development
was indicated as new for 13 in main point and response. Despite the dif
ficulty encountered, 13 checked that responding to the activity was of
help after package completion.
Final activity 4 . "Teacher domination" (as an unproductive teaching
practice) was selected by _B. The participant wrote about a child who
"was asking adults to help him do everything." 13 "... asked him to try
and dress himself and if he needed assistance, I'd be glad to help." J3
commented that he dressed himself completely, and after that the staff
worked on getting him to do many other things for himself. J3 added,
"The mother has been encouraged to let him do for himself but to no
avail." (The field advisor's advice was "Keep working on mom.")
On the survey, jB indicated the main point was familiar, but the
response was new. Responding was still proving of help to her after
the package.
Final activity 5 . The principle J3 tried was "responsive teaching—
finding myself uncomfortable with a child." This principle was taken
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from page 53 of the package: "The responsive teacher tries to stay in
touch with her own feelings and perceptions. If she finds herself
uncomfortable with a child or a situation, she tries to figure out why."
During a "time out" for a child, 15 tried to talk with him about what he
had done, after giving him time to think it over. Each time he replied,
"I don't want to talk about it." In her assessment, _B said, "I didn't
know how to reach this child and it left me very frustrated." (Again,
the field advisor provided guidance.)
indicated the main point and the response were both new, and
responding was still helpful (so again, she must have learned from the
experience.)

Summation
1.

Participant completed thirteen activities as required.

2. The number of activities with behavioral and articulated
responses showing adequate reflection about self concept theory was
ten. Three showed inadequate reflection: 5 and 8, final activity 5.
All three of these activities involved main ideas and responses that
were new to the participant. The experimentation factor is judged to
compensate for the inadequacy of response in these three cases.
3. The number of activities that were new to the participant in
main idea or response was thirteen: all did. Three final activities
were new both in idea and response; two were new in response.
4. In the final activities, the participant explored accepting a
"difficult" child, talking and listening to a child, working with the
family of a child, avoiding "teacher domination," and attempting to
respond to a frustrating situation. The participant indicated that
all five responses were still of help to her after the package, but
it probably should be noted that in activities 3, 4, and 5, _B was not
satisfied with results and requested assistance from the field advisor.
5. The participant was able to articulate accurately the main
points or principles of all thirteen activities. However, in text
activities 5, 8, 10, and 11; and in final activities 1, 3, and 5, 15's
statements were abbreviated to the point that inferences were necessary
in interpretation.
6. The participant indicated that responding to each of the thir
teen activities "is still helping me in work with young children."
Documentation of work in the package supports "a willingness to
respond" toward self concept principles by the participant. In some
areas, the participant needs more experience in order to obtain
responses satisfactory to her.
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Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I

Field advisor observation:
Cash register is on B/s lap and child and 13 are talking and smiling—
both enjoying themselves. Another boy calls for 13, wanting her atten
tion. He is trying to balance as he walks along some cardboard blocks,
(against rules) He has already slipped and fallen once— the blocks are
not very stable. He calls for 13 to look again. 13 watches but doesn't
say anything.
Principle(s) identified:
Boy involved has severe behavior problems. Ignoring is common for all
staff with this boy. I try to avoid giving boy negative feelings by
reprimanding— ignore instead.
Study note on behavioral response:
The question here is one of intent: Was it the child's intent to rile
the teacher by consciously doing something against rules or was it his
intent to get the teacher's attention for an accomplishment, uncon
scious of the rule situation? The guess is that because the child
kept asking for attention, he was asking for positive attention and
was not aware that he was "misbehaving."
Study note on articulated response:
Ignoring might incur less resentment than reprimanding in a situation
of "rule breaking" for negative attention seeking. But our interpre
tation here is that the child was seeking recognition for an accomplish
ment, not spoken to in articulated response.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
B gets up and on her way over to lead teacher, picks up a little boy and
playfully cradles him as she completes her walk to the table. She is
squeezing and talking to the boy and he is obviously greatly enjoying
this as he is smiling and laughing.
Principle(s) identified:
Warm fuzzies— building up his self esteem by showing that I care through
physical contact.
Study note on behavioral response:
Child's reaction indicated he was accepting ]3's positive attention; it
had definite meaning for him.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement addressed self concept content and relevant self concept
principle.
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Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
_B enters the large room and walks up to the nearest table, where three
children are working with paper and colored pens and string. j3 picks
a drawing off the floor and asks, "Is this yours, ____ ?" Child responds
and another child, just becoming aware of 15's presence, shows 13 his
project.
(He is tying a string on a rectangular drawing and explains
he is making a kite.) 13 responds, "Oh, you're going to fly a kite
today?" The boy responds yes. 13 kneels down at the table and the
discussion continues.
Principle(s) identified:
Make appropriate response to child's comments— active listening.
the child expand and getting into discussion.

Making

Study note on behavioral response:
Participant showed an ability to switch attention to second child and
respond in a supportive fashion.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant addressed self concept content and related self concept prin
ciple, "active listening," in the informal sense.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
It is clean-up time. 13 calls a child who is just standing around. ____
bends over and whispers in her ear as she is hugging the child. The
child smiles as this is going on. _B lets go, straightens up; child
goes over to a table and starts picking up.
Principle(s) identified:
Used physical touch and attention to build self esteem. Actually asked
child to accompany me to start camp fire for picnic. Child decided she
should complete her picking up job before putting coat on by herself.
Study note on behavioral response:
The response did not embarrass child and still accomplished teacher's
objective. Statement indicates action was supportive of self concept.
Study note on articulated response:
Personalized communication in this instance was recognized as being sup
portive of child. Self concept content was adequately addressed.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Several children want to make kites.
(This is after the picnic where a
few kites were present.) 13 starts cutting a kite while a little boy is
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coloring a piece of paper for a kite. When the boy is done coloring and
1$ done cutting, the boy decides his isn't shaped like 33's. _B says his
doesn't have to be like hers. The boy wants one shaped like hers anyway.
33 says he can use hers and trace. He doesn't know how and 33 shows him
and helps him trace. Then she gives him scissors and he cuts it out him
self. She ties the string on and he takes his kite to try it out.
Principle(s) identified:
"Standardization of product"— tried to avoid this by telling boy his could
be different. He decided he wanted it like that on his own.
Study note on behavioral response:
Despite the fact that 33 tried to get child to first accept his own product
and second to take responsibility for constructing kite like hers, the
participant nonetheless fashioned a model which influenced the child.
Child accepted product in end.
Study note on articulated response:
Reading on "standardization of product" made reference to adult models.
Participant was conscious of pitfall, but not of model's influence in the
situation. Response did not fully address self concept content. Even
though child accepted product to extent of playing with it, he likely
would have had more gratification if he did not have to abandon his own
effort. Response did not sufficiently address underlying self concept
principle.

Summation
1. Sample 1 of post- and pre-package observations showed similar
ity in that both used "extinguishing" reactions, and did not fully recog
nize self concept content in the situations. Sample 3 of post- and sam
ple 2 of pre-package observations showed a similarity in that both rein
forced children's art accomplishments through informal conversation. In
post-package statement for 3, participant's articulated responses were
more acute and precise in reference to self concept principle. Sample 2
of post- and sample 4 of pre-package observations showed a similarity in
that unconditional positive reinforcement was given to the children
involved, and the importance of these responses was recognized. Sample
4 of post- package observation showed a more positive behavioral approach
to the children taking responsibility for center routines than samples 3
and 5 in pre-package observation. Articulated response in post-package
sample 4 spoke more accurately to self esteem content in interaction.
Sample 5 of post-package observation indicated participant is still work
ing on avoidance of "standardization of product." New response, perhaps
attributable to package, was participant's more positive approach to
working with children at assumption of routine center tasks.
2. As is illustrated in the following, the number of 33's facilitative responses increased by one; accurate and principle-related artic
ulated responses did not change.
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Table 5
Observed Sample Responses, "B"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

2

3

Accurately articulated responses

3

3

Principle-related responses

3

3

Post-package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
All thirteen activities were at least in part new experiences of
the text and final activities yielded articulated and behavioral
responses showing adequate reflection about self concept theory. Par
ticipant did try new responses in final activities. The participant
indicated that all five final activity responses were still of help to
her after the package, but it should be noted that in activities 3, 4,
and 5, 13 was not satisfied with results and requested assistance from
field advisor. The participant was able to articulate accurately the
main points of all thirteen activities. However, in text activities 1,
3, and 5, B/s statements were abbreviated to the point that inferences
were necessary in interpretation. All thirteen responses were indi
cated to be still helpful after completion of the package.
Document of work supports a "willingness to respond" toward self
concept principles by the participant. In some areas, the participant
needs more experience in order to obtain responses satisfactory to her.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
In package, participant's responses were basically facilitative.
However, dissatisfaction with results in some cases indicates the par
ticipant may need more experience in some areas. This is important
because it is likely to be difficult to "value" principles that are
not working the way one wants them to. Post-package helping behavioral
responses increased from two to three. The participant is still work
ing on developing consistency in facilitative teacher-child interac
tions. Ability to address self concept content and principles remained
tied to the nature of the behavioral response. Participant is at a
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level where she is striving to integrate priorities for self concept
development and behavior management, an important process for any
developing teacher. "New" valuing is not documented.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
Participant's articulated responses in the package and post-package
survey indicated an accurate, if occasionally brief, treatment of prin
ciples relating to self concept practices. As participant consolidates
self concept values, conceptualization about these values should become
a more comfortable process.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
In my judgment here, one has to look at the starting point for the
participant: all thirteen activities presented at least new kinds of
responses, and eight of the thirteen were new both in main idea and
response. All thirteen activities were responded to in a manner which
showed reflection about self concept theory. Finally, after receiving
a grade for her work, the participant found responding to each of the
activities still helping in work with children. On these grounds move
ment toward "higher levels of affective internalization" is inferred.

PARTICIPANT "C"

Package Activities and Post-package Responses
Text activity 1 . In writing of a Monday that C_ was not ready to
return to work on, she stated: "Needless to say, I was anxious for the
day to end. I'm sure the children sensed my uneasiness and lived up to
my expectations (of them)." Appropriate reflection.
On post-package survey, C_ stated that the main point of the activ
ity was that "Teachers' attitudes and actions affect their own teaching
and children's behavior." At the time, the main point and her responses
were new for JC, and responding was still of help after package completion.
Text activity 2. jC wrote of a child who resorted to seeking fre
quent positive attention in her class. £ and fellow staff began treat
ing her as a "problem child," then decided to react to her more supportively: "It paid off. We saw improvement within two weeks. However,
it took until after Christmas to get the child feeling good about her
self and to start doing things on her own." This response addressed the
intent of the activity which was to discuss how a teacher had an effect
on the self concept development of a child.
For C_ the main idea was that "Teachers' attitudes and opinions
directly affect the way a child feels about him/her self (whether
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negative or positive)." The main point and response were both basically
new and were still helping in work with children.
Text activity 3. £
one and less for another
£ then mentioned how two
reacted differently— got

described how she provided more supervision for
when she asked two children to help clean up.
children asked in the same way to begin rest
at point of activity.

"Situations have to be treated differently according to the individ
ual child," was the meaning of the activity for £. Both the main idea
and the response were new; responding was still proving of use after
completion of the activity.
Text activity 4 . Activity task was to define xhow two hypothetical
teachers of "Billy" probably affected his behavior and personal develop
ment. £ distinguished between constructive and deleterious teacher
responses on both accounts.
When £ referred back to the main point of the activity, she stated,
"Teachers affect children's behavior either negatively or positively,
depending on how they react to the children (attitudes, opinions,
actions)." Both the main idea and response were new to £, and respond
ing was still proving of help to her in work with children.
Text activity 5 . Activity was to trace a general attitude to the
specific effects of transaction with a particular child. £ reacted to
a belief that "special needs children" could make progress, even though
the attitudes of some adults towards these children sometimes stunts
growth. £ traced this attitude to her work with a particular child who
has "progressed in all areas— overcome some fears." This progress has
been "rewarding and exciting" to £.
The main point for £ was "the teacher's attitudes affecting child's
behavior, child's behavior affecting teacher." Although the main point
and response were basically new, "activity didn't impress any special
meaning..."
Text activity 6 . Activity was to make a specific behavioral obser
vation of a child with discrete inferences. £ observes child at table
with others using playdough. Child tries to initiate conversations but
"children ignore him; occasionally answer him. Child takes playdough
from another child for no apparent reason." Then, he leaves and joins
block activity. £'s inference perceives that child "wants to be
friendly but does not know how to make friends. When he does not get
any response from the other children, he acts negatively to get a
response (taking playdough from other child.)" An inference was made
in the observation section that the child took the playdough "for no
apparent reason." Except for this comment, activity showed understand
ing of self concept content in the situation.
The main point for £ was "observing a child as a means to under
stand the child's feelings and behavior." The main point was familiar,
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but £'s response was still basically new and still of help after comple
tion of the package.
Text activity 7 . As asked for, £ made a home visit to learn more
about a child at center. As a result of visit, £ listed ten observations
specifically relating characteristics of home to child's behavior at
school. For example, "Children go to bed very early at home, around
6:00 PM.
(We wondered why child was so active at rest time.)" Appro
priate response.
For £, the main point was "gaining a better understanding of chil
dren by talking with others who know the children (staff and family)."
The main point and response were new for the participant; responding
was still of help after completion of package.
Text activity 8 . Participant was asked to refer to one of Ginott's
books and to write down some of his ideas for effective communication
with children. £ listed specific points under the selected topics:
praise, conversation, anger, promises, sarcasm, lies, dishonesty, steal
ing, and politeness— "Teach it politely, not rudely." All comments were
pertinent.
The activity allowed £ to experience "effective ideas to remember
in communicating with children." Perhaps because she was familiar with
Ginott, the main point was familiar, but the response was new. Respond
ing was still helpful after completion of package.
Note: Participant completed two extra package activities of own
choice, not analyzed for paper but summarized in results.
Final activity 1 . Principle to be tried was "Avoid labeling chil
dren's behavior, personality or physical characteristics." Participant
observed situations where other adults and sometimes children used label
ing responses. As assessment, £ stated:
It wasn't difficult for me to practice principle. The word I
am tempted to use at times is "good." The most common label
with adults I observed are "good" and "bad." I also observed
that preschool children already use labels in talking about
or to their peers.
The main point for £ was "Avoid labeling children's behavior, per
sonality, or physical characteristics." The main point and response
were not new to the participant at this point, but were both new,
according to the post-package survey, when encountered in package
activity nine (not analyzed as extra activity). Responding was still
of help after completion of the package.
Final activity 2. "Talking to children rather than at them," was
the principle to be tried. Participant consciously tried to talk with
each child at least once during the day; looked for opportunities to
talk with children at other times than large group activities, when
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personal discussion is often limited. Participant's assessment: "Became
aware of myself talking at children at rest time, recess, cleanup...
became aware that I hadn't spent much time with some of the children
lately." Response showed appropriate effort and reflection for this
activity.
Section in package text addressed importance of talking and listen
ing to the child. Package activity was not done in this area, so it is
difficult to determine if the idea was new to participant at this point.
In final activity, participant commented that neither the basic idea or
response were basically new, but that responding still was of use after
package completion.
I

Final activity 3. The principle to be tried was "positive comments
for personal development," (instead of labeling or critical reactions).
£ gave several examples of her use of the principle. In the assessment,
she commented: "Quite frequently I think positive things but overlook
telling them to the child. This activity made me aware that children
are delighted to hear positive comments no matter how little..."
Although, again, £ stated, that at this point the main idea and
response were not new, in package activity 4, a very similar main idea
was new. Moreover, the participant indicated that her response made
her reflect about previous teaching practice in terms of communicating
positive thoughts to the children. Her responding in the activity was
still proving helpful after completion of the package.
Final activity 4 . The principle to be tried was: "Help children
gain confidence by letting them do things for themselves, rather than
doing it for them." £ worked on letting children solve problems on own;
provided fourteen examples of independent behaviors during one day. In
assessment, £ commented, "Activity made me aware of the times of day I
am most tempted to do things for children: wraps, snack, cleanup,
toileting— (transition times; we are in a hurry to get to the next
activity— slow down!)"
In survey, participant indicated that neither the main point or
response were basically new, although both may have stemmed from mate
rial on pages 46-47 of the package. Responding was still of use in
xrork with children.
Final activity 5 . The principle to be tried was to "Keep in touch
with children who are easily forgotten because they are 'quiet' and keep
busy by themselves." £ looked over class list for children who perhaps
did not receive as much attention as others. £ then "kept these chil
dren in mind and kept in contact with them as much as possible." Gave
examples of interactions with these children. As a result of activity,
participant realized that she spent less time with, and did not know as
well, the particular children identified.
This write-up seemed to be a spin-off of material explored for
package activity 10— not analyzed. However, at this point, neither
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the main point nor response were new, although responding was reported
still of use to £ in her teaching.

Summation
1. The number of activities completed was fifteen, two more than
required.

v

2. In all ten package activities and all of the final activities
behavioral and articulated responses showed adequate reflection about
self concept theory.
3. The participant reported that all ten package activities were
new in main idea in response. Although, probably as a result of the
package activities, £ commented that the final activities were not new,
final activities 1 and 3 seemed directly traceable to "new" package
activities. A similar determination could not be made for final activ
ities 2, 4, and 5 as parallel package activities were not completed.
Twelve of the fifteen completed activities, as a minimum, are concluded
to be new to the participant in main idea and response.
4. Four of the final activities focused directly on improving com
munication skills, facilitative of self concept development, with the
children. Final activity 4 focused on allowing children to do things
more for themselves. All of the activities were selected with a clear
apparent intention of self improvement in these areas.
5. In all fifteen activities completed, the participant articulated
accurately and fluidly relevant main points on the post-package survey.
Participant showed an expressed ability to communicate about behavioral
responses.
6. Responses in fourteen of the fifteen activities were still of
help in work with the children after completion of the package. Package
activity ten, not analyzed, talked to a program area that was still pre
senting difficulties after package completion— and that the participant
continued to work on with field advisor.
Documentation of work in the package supports "a willingness to
respond" to self concept principles by the participant.

Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample #1
Field advisor observation:
Beginning of "center time," children choose where to work. £ asks one
girl where she wants to be; girl responds softly, "Music, with you."
£ gets other children started off to centers, then goes with girl to
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music center where they spend next 15 minutes together.
total attention; holds her on lap; sing together, etc.

Gives child her

Principle(s) identified:
I feel it is important to give a child your full individual attention,
especially when the child expresses a special need for it. In turn,
this makes the child feel important, comfortable, secure, confident.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was receptive of the need of a child to work with and receive
individual attention from the teacher; was able to respond supportively
to this child's need.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant addressed self concept content in situation; spoke clearly
to self concept principles.

Sample //2
Field advisor observation:
C_ teaches child how to operate phonoviewer, then gives child responsibil
ity for selecting record/filmstrip; putting it in machine; operating
volume, etc. When record is over,
says, "The record is over," lets
child take cue to put it away. If child forgets to put it away,
asks,
"Do you know what you have to do?" Lets child take lead and responsibil
ity. If necessary to remind child, puts it in question form.
Principle(s) identified:
I feel it is important for a child to exercise independence and self help;
and for the teacher to stimulate their thinking and problem solving abil
ities. In turn the child feels challenged and trustworthy and gains self
confidence.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant taught child a skill, then trusted child enough to use skill
in a challenging situation. Gives only as much supervision as is neces
sary for child to perform tasks.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant addressed self concept content and underlying self concept
principles.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
C begins to do actions called for on record, tries to involve two chil
dren with her. "Can you jump?" Boy shakes head, looks down, remains on
chair. C lets him be; continues actions herself. When using sticks with
record next,
again tries— offers sticks to boy, who shakes head "no."
C continues, lets him decide. He watches, then slowly picks out sticks.
_C does not make a point of his joining in— nods, smiles.
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Principle(s) identified:
I think it is important to appreciate the feelings of the child and not
to force the child when he/she does not want to. The child feels accepted
for being himself.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant respected child's decision not to participate; did not give up
on activity but stayed with it, allowing child to overcome anxieties and
participate.
Study note on articulated response:
Again, the participant addressed self concept content and related response
to pertinent self concept theory.

Sample //4
Field advisor observation:
Child is drawing at chalkboard, big scribbles. He says, "Look, I'm writ
ing my name."
is near area, scoots over to chalkboard, saying, "Should
I show you how to write your name?"
writes his first name, says letters,
lets him try forming letters, encourages his efforts, gives specific help—
"a straight line, now a curve"— etc.
Principle(s) identified:
I feel it is important to acknowledge a child's interest and to further
encourage the child in whatever he/she is doing. The child feels free
to express his thoughts; feels his ideas are important, and feels "good"
about his accomplishments.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant acted upon child's interest and helped him work on a skill he
wanted to develop. Field advisor indicated that the participant's level
of response seemed appropriate for this child in the situation.
Study note on articulated response:
Insofar as the transaction did appear to allow the child to feel gratifi
cation from the experience, the statement did address the self concept of
the situation. First sentence talks to relevant self concept principle.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
C_ goes to crying child, puts arm around him, tries to figure out what hap
pened, asks child questions until she can determine what he's saying. C
asks another child, "please come over here," nonthreatening tone. Second
child comes;
asks him if first child's story is what happened.
Second
child nods yes. £ asks second child to return taken ramp. Second child
invites in friendly tone, smiling, "Do you want to play with me?" The
two children play together, using ramp together, sharing car.
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Principle(s) identified:
I feel it is important for children to deal with their "problems," and
for the teacher to act as a moderator as they discover their own solu
tions (friendly). The child does not feel defensive. They both felt
confident about their solution. The (second) child felt free to express
his solution. Instead of asking if (the first child) could use the ramp
again, I could have asked the boys if they could figure out a way to solve
their problem.
Study note on behavioral response:
In conflict situation, participant did not moralize, but took a solution
orientation. When second child offered an alternative solution to the
one participant proposed, jC allowed this course of action.
Study note on articulated response:
Partcipant's awareness of her "solution orientation" spoke to self concept
content and to underlying self concept theory.

Summation
1. In the pre-package observation, one of the participant's
responses was judged not-facilitative of self concept because the par
ticipant was pre-occupied with group management processes. All five
post-package observations showed the participant responding sensitively
to the needs of individual children, and no such pre-occupation.
2. As the following table illustrates, the participant retained her
ability to articulate rationale for her actions at the same time as to
show even more consistency in facilitative self concept interactions with
children.

Table 6
Observed Sample Responses, "C"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

4

5

Accurately particulated responses

5

5

Principle-related responses

5

5
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Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
Fifteen activities, two more than required, were completed by the
participant. It was concluded that at least twelve of the activities
were new to the participant in main idea and response. All fifteen
activities showed responses that reflected and utilized self concept
theory. It was difficult to determine how many of the final activities
tried ideas new as a result of the package: at least two and perhaps
all five did so. The "main ideas" of completed activities, as reported
in the post-package survey, were relevant and substantial. Fourteen
activity responses were judged "still helpful" to the participant after
completion of the package. Documentation supports a "willingness to
respond" to self concept principles by participant.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
In package, participant demonstrated facilitative responses in all
fifteen completed activities. In pre-test participant showed four and
in post-test five behavioral responses conducive to self concept devel
opment. All articulated statements in pre-package observation, the
package, and the post-package observation clearly represented self con
cept content and presented an understanding of self concept theory.
Documentation supports a "valuing" of self concept principles by par
ticipant, but not necessarily "new" valuing as a result of package.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
Through behavior and articulation especially in the package and
post-package observation, the participant gave evidence of a cluster
ing of new and old values around an emphasis on responsiveness to the
individual child. The ease and fluidity of rationale statements behind
actions as a result of this emphasis, as well as the consistently sup
portive nature of the actions themselves, leads the writer to believe
that the participant has shown definite conceptualization of self con
cept values.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
The pre-package observation indicated the participant had already
accomplished significant learning in relation to self concept values.
The number of new ideas and responses for the participant through the
package, and the suggested increase in responsiveness to the individual
child, indicate movement toward "higher levels of affective internaliza
tion" in regard to self concept facilitation.
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PARTICIPANT "D"

Package Activities and Post-Package Survey
Text activity 1 . Activity was to relate how participant’s feelings
on a particular day influenced her teaching. Participant described total
day in detail; activities appeared to go smoothly. Then D stated: "I
felt really good that day. Kind of happy and confident because the day
seemed to be going so well and some of my ideas I used that day worked.
I think the way I felt did affect my teaching."
In the post-package survey, I) commented, "To me the main point was
the importance of a good teacher-child relationship and how this can
influence your teaching." The main point and response were new; and
responding was still of help to I) after completion of the package.
Text activity 2 . Activity was to describe an apparent change in a
student's self concept as a result of a teacher's actions. I) wrote of
a time when an English teacher really praised one of her assignments.
The result was, "It helped give me confidence and made me try harder in
school."
The main point for D was "how a teacher has an affect on a person's
self concept." Neither the main point nor the response were new for the
participant, but responding was still of help in work with young children.
Text activity 3 . Participant appropriately discussed a situation in
which she had to talk to two children in different ways to get the same
result and in which she got two different results when she spoke to two
children in the same way.
For I) the main point was that "No two children react the same way
in the same situation." The main point was familiar but the response was
new and was still of help after completion of the package.
Text activity 4 . Participant was able to distinguish between reac
tions of two hypothetical teachers of "Billy" as to their effect on his
behavior and self concept.
The main point on the post-package survey was in D_'s words: "Seeing
how the two different teachers affect Billy's behavior." The main point
and D's response were both new experiences and of continuing help to her.
Text activity 5 . Activity was to trace effects of a general atti
tude on reaction-tendencies of teacher and child in day to day interac
tions. Participant discussed one attitude, toward children taking respon
sibility, but applied a different, though important, priority in working
with a new child.
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On the post-package survey, the main point was, "How your atti
tudes affect the actions of the child." The main point and response
were new and still of help after completion of the package.
Text activity 6 . Participant was to use an anecdotal observation
format to record observations and inferences about a situation. D
might have been a little more specific in observation, but inferences
were specific, relevant, and non-judgemental in nature.
The main point for D was "learning about a child by watching him
in a situation." The main point and the response were new for I) and
still of help in work with children after completing the package.
Text activity 7 . D made a home visit for this activity which was
to learn more about a child by talking with staff and/or family. D
wrote about the home situation and the fact that the mother of the "shy
quiet boy," "...is kind of a shy, soft spoken person." New awareness
was not specifically stated, but perhaps can be assumed.
For D the main point was "learning more about the child can help
you in your relationship with the child." The main point and response
were new and still of use after package completion.
Text activity 8 . Activity was to read and discuss Haim Ginott's
ideas on effective communication with children. ID cited nine main
points in an appropriate response: example— "Talk to the situation,
not to the personality and character. Use I messages:
'I am annoyed
instead of you are a pest."'
"The main point of this activity was being able to communicate with
a child by talking and listening to the child." The main point and
responses were basically new and still of help after completion of the
package.
Note: Participant completed three extra package activities of own
choice, not analyzed in text but summarized in results.
Final activity 1 . The principle to be tried was "to understand that
each child reacts differently to a situation." The participant referred
back to the situation described in activity 4, repeating it for the final
activity. Assessment appropriate.
Referring back to package application, the main point was "familiar"
but the response was "new" (sic). Responding "is still helping me in
work with young children."

U)

Final activity 2 . Principle to be tried was "To convey concern anc
caring instead of anxiety and resentment." A boy had constructed a
building and was upset when two other children knocked it over. "When
I asked what the matter was, ____ said he wasn't going to build it anymor
because they would knock it over. I told him he could build it again an
helped him start to build it (again)." In the assessment, D stated, "By

'll
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showing the child that you care what happens to him, that gives him a
good feeling."
The main point was familiar (though apparently new when encountered
earlier in the package). The response was new, and responding was still
helpful after package completion.
Final activity 3 . _D decided to "Avoid commands:
'Stop that noise.'
Instead convey respect and safeguard self-esteem:
'The noise is annoy
ing.'" On this day, children were using the music center, "even though
the closed sign was in the center. Instead of saying, 'Get out of the
music center,' I said, 'The music center is closed for now. Put the
things away and we can use them when the center is opened after lunch.'"
The children put the things away and went to an open center. In the
assessment D commented, "The children could see that I knew that they
wanted to use the center, but they saw it could only be used after
lunch."
I) stated on the post-package survey that the main point was familiar,
but the response was new and was still of help.
Final activity 4 . The principle was to "Motivate learning by taking
the fear out of failure." A child was "a little shy" to go down a slide.
I) offered to catch her at the bottom, and the child went down and enjoyed
it. "The next time I didn't catch her. She went down all by herself.
When she got off she smiled and said: 'See, you don't have to catch me
anymore. I can do it by myself.'" In the assessment, I) commented: "It
really makes you feel good to know that you've helped a child overcome
their fear and they know they can do it if they try."
The main point and response were new for I) and were still of help
to her.
Final activity 5. "Discipline a child, be brief and stay with the
event instead of attacking the child with threats and name calling.
Point out what is needed to be done." During a "practice printing"
activity, a child threw his pencil. D told him to pick it up and went
over to it. Child came over but wanted D to pick it up for him. "I
tell him, 'No, I didn't throw it.' ____picks up the pencil. I remind
him of why it isn't a good idea to throw pencils. ____puts his pencil
away." In the assessment, I) stated, "I found that by being brief and
staying with what is happening is better than threats or name calling.
They can see what you mean....You don't hurt the child's feelings...
You don't end up going around in circles with the child over what he's
done."
The main point and response were basically new for D_, and respond
ing was still of use after package completion.
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Summation
1.
required.

The number of activities completed was sixteen, three more than

2. In all text activities but 5, and all final activities except 1,
the participant's behavioral and articulated responses showed adequate
reflection of self concept principles.
3. The participant responded that all eleven of the text activities
were new in main idea and response. The five final activities were indi
cated new in response— final activity 1, however, was a repeat of text
activity 4. The other responses did appear to be new, with most main
ideas also new as a result of the package.
4. The four final activity responses, with the exception of 1,
showed a definite awareness and concern for the feelings of the chil
dren involved. Two responses involved setting limits with regard for
self concept, a practice the field advisor wanted the participant to
work on. The other two responses, 2 and 3, showed supportive responses
to children in anxiety producing situations.
5. In all sixteen activities completed, the participant accurately
stated relevant principles on the post-package survey. A few of the
"main point" statements were stated somewhat generally or taken directly
from text headings, but they were all appropriate to the participant's
responses.
6. Responses to all sixteen activities were said to be still of
help to the participant in work with children on the post-package survey.
Documentation of work in the package supports "a willingness to
respond" toward self concept principles on the part of the participant.

Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
1} doing some teacher's work at one of children's tables— child begins
writing on board, letters to her name. I) looks up and notices child
writing. Asks child if she would like to write her (D's) name. D
watches child; child writes other letters, did not want to try D's name.
Principle(s) identified:
Seeing child interested in working with letters and trying to help her
put words together without forcing her to do it.
Study note on behavioral response:
D did not further impose on child after it became clear that child did

r
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not want to try I)'s name. More facilitative remark might have been
appreciative praise of child's efforts at printing own name.
Study note on articulated response:
While I) did not force a direction on child's activity, and recognized
this, she did not adequately reinforce child's own efforts. Response
seemed to be situation specific.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
D finishes "teacher's work." Child has been in room watching her, talk
ing with her. He asks, "Aren't you going to do anymore?" She answers,
"No, I think it's time for small groups."
Child: "Small groups? I don't like small groups."
I): "You don't? How come?"
Child: "Cause we've done it for 1,000 days!"
I): "MM, what would you like to do?"
Child: "I would like to be in your group."
D: "You would, hmm?"
Conversation ends here.
Principle(s) identified:
"Getting the child's point of view on what he would like to do."
Study note on behavioral response:
I) might have reacted more defensively about a program complaint, but did
listen to the child's honest expression of feeling. Action for this rea
son was appropriate.
Study note on articulated response:
I) recognized importance of allowing expression of feeling. After some
thought, the writer infers that ID was making a statement more behavior
specific than generalized in nature.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Two children have built an elaborate house of unit blocks. By accident,
all falls down. Child says, "Will you help us teach." I) responds:
"I'll find all the blocks (like this) and stack them here. D partici
pates in children's play by asking questions, sorting blocks into kinds
so they can find them, talks with children as they work. Another child
begins sorting blocks with D.
Principle(s) identified:
Helping the children if they want help, but letting them build whatever
they want to build.
(Letting them use their imagination.)
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Study note on behavioral response:
13 did not rebuild structure for children, but supported children's
efforts at rebuilding by helping them sort blocks into usable piles:
facilitative response.
Study note on articulated response:
D, recognized the importance of balancing the factors of support and
independence in self concept development. Statement talked to self
concept content and seemed to talk to basic self concept theory.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Child who has not been playing by blocks comes and knocks over huge
building made by two others— he had just heard the teacher announce
that it is clean-up time. D exclaims, "____ !" Then in friendly tone,
"Come over here; I want to talk to you."
Child's look at hearing his name called is surprise, says, "But it's
clean-up time!"
Kneeling by child, arms around him, 13 asks, "How do you think you would
feel if you worked really hard on a building and then someone came and
knocked it down?"
Child responds, "Dewey does it everyday!"
jD then says, "Dewey does it everyday"; then, "But I want to know how you
would feel. Would that make you feel bad?"
Child says nothing more— walks off. £ helps with clean-up. Then in a
minute or so child comes up and hugs 13 spontaneously, kisses her on cheek
Principle(s) identified:
Trying to show the child that it was wrong to knock over someone's blocks
without hurting the other child's feelings.
Study note on behavioral response:
£ provided a corrective response to a child in a manner that the child
could understand and accept, as indicated by his later action.
Study note on articulated response:
13 was aware of the hurt feelings of persons who had made building; did
not punish the boy, however, but "showed" him the consequences of his
action. Statement did speak to self concept content, but seemed
incident-specific.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
D stands at bottom of slide, interacts with children. "Whose coming now?'
"Here comes___ ." Some children say, "Catch me, 13." Others say, "Don't
catch me, 13." 13 responds as they wish— asks one child, "Should I slide
down behind you?" Child says no, but another child says to "come behind
me." 13 slides with kids, asks if child can catch her at bottom of slide.
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One small boy says, "Don't catch me!" She says, "OK, I won't." Then,
in general, "____, can go all by himself!" When he lands a little hard
at bottom of slide, she exclaims, "Boy, you really fly off of there!"
Principle(s) identified:
Letting the kids know that you're there and will watch them. It makes
them feel good to know that you're there and they can show you how well
they can slide down the slide.
Study note on behavioral response:
D_ demonstrated conscious attention to the needs of individual children
for independence or support.
Study note on articulated response:
D/s response indicated an awareness of how she was supporting self con
cept in behaviors. Adequate reference to self concept theory shown.

Summation
1. Both in the pre- and post-package observations one of the par
ticipant's behavioral responses was thought to be insufficiently condu
cive of self concept development. Conversely, in both the pre- and
post-package observations, four of the sample behaviors were judged
supportive of self concept.
2. As the table illustrates, the participant accurately depicted
self concept content through principles statements in the four samples
both before and after completion of the package. The number of artic
ulated responses that conveyed underlying self concept theory increased
from two to three after work on the package.

Table 7
Observed Sample Responses, "D"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

4

4

Accurately articulated responses

4

4

Principle-related responses

2

3
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Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
Sixteen activities, three more than required, were completed by the
participant. Fifteen of the activities appeared new to the participant
at least in the responses called for. Fourteen activities showed ade
quate reflection about self concept theory. Four of the final activities
appeared new in response, and most likely new in main idea in comparable
text activities. Although a few of the "main point" statements on the
post-package survey were general in nature, all provided appropriate
rationale for the participant’s package responses. All sixteen package
responses were said on the post-package survey to be still helping in
work with children. A "willingness to respond" to self concept princi
ples is documented through work in the package.
Hypothesis Two
(a valuing of self concept principles)
In the package, the participant demonstrated facilitative responses
in fourteen of sixteen activities. In pre- and post-package observation,
the participant showed four facilitative responses in relation to self
concept development, both in behavioral and articulation components. A
few of the main point statements on the post-package survey were general;
two statements on pre-package observation and three on post-package obser
vation articulated relevant self concept principles. Although the pack
age may have supported a valuing of self concept principles practiced by
the participant, a "new" valuing was difficult to document on the post
package observation.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept values)
As the participant develops in ability to articulate rationale for
conducive self concept actions, she will be laying the foundation for
the conceptualization level of response. Participant is not yet func
tioning at this level.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
As change on the post-package observation, the participant showed an
increase of one principle-related rationale statement. Fourteen package
activities— all of which were new— had appropriate responses, and all
activity responses were reported still of use after package completion.
On the basis of a slight increase in articulation ability, and an overall
"willingness to respond," movement toward "higher levels of affective
internalization" is suggested as a result of work on the package.
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PARTICIPANT "E"

Package Activities and Post-Package Survey
Text activity 1 . J2 wrote about a day when the group had scheduled a
trip to an airport which had to be cancelled at the last minute. She
stated, "I felt extremely bad about the fact that we couldn't make the
field trip to the airport...Things that day ran very badly...Things would
have turned out much better if I had planned ahead of time an alternate
schedule of activities." Appropriate reflection in activity.
In the post-package survey, IS stated that the main point of the
first activity was the "importance of a teacher-child relationship— how
feelings affect a teacher's teaching." The main point and reponse were
both new and still of help after package completion.
Text activity 2 . The activity was to write about how a teacher
affected a learner's self concept. At a local day activity center, _E
wrote about a personal hygiene program that the participants responded
very positively to: "A student that I know that attends the center
especially is interested in this program. She really wants to help
herself and keep better care of her looks....The teachers at the center
are very concerned about each individual person and try to help each
person to groom themselves." Appropriate reflection in activity is
indicated.
For 12 the main point was the '"self fulfilling prophecy,'" the
environment and people in the environment have a definite effect (sic)
on a child's self concept and behavior." The main point and response
were basically new, and responding was still helping in work with chil
dren after completing the package.
Text activity 3. 12 discussed two girls in the kitchen play area who
required two different approaches when asked to clean up. One needed
only the request from j2; the other needed an explanation of why cleaning
was important. For the second question, _E wrote about two boys who were
cutting paper and letting the scraps fall on the floor. The same approach
from _E, a simple request to be more careful, elicited two different reac
tions from the boys. Appropriate reflection in activity.
The main point for 12 was that "Each child is an individual with a dif
ferent and unique personality and grows and develops differently." _E
reported that neither the main point nor the response were new, but that
responding was still of help in work after package completion.
Text activity 4 . Activity was to identify responses of two hypo
thetical teachers that might have affected a child's self concept and
behavior at a center. Analysis showed that 12 recognized that the teacher
in variation one did not sufficiently accommodate the child's needs while
the teacher in variation two did.
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The reported main point was "how teacher-child relationships affect
children's behavior." The main point and response were new to E;
responding was still proving helpful at the time of the post-package
survey.
Text activity 5 . In the activity, the participant was to trace the
connection between general teaching attitudes and interactions with a
particular child. Participant responded in pertinent manner in steps
one through three, five, and six. In step four, asking for "self per
ceptions the child may have gained," JE mentioned instead improved behav
iors. This was an important part of the activity, and on this basis
response did not show adequate reflection.
The main point for IS "was observing and writing down the theoreti
cal connections made between attitudes of the teacher and actions of the
child." The main point and response were basically new for IS, and still
of help with children after the package.
Text activity 6. _E practiced an anecdotal observation exercise in
which observations and inferences in relation to a situation are recorded
separately. The inference warranted a request for clarification from the
field advisor, but inasmuch as observations and interpretations were
separated, reflection was appropriate.
The main point for _E was "making an anecdotal observation on a child
and inferences on the situation." The main idea and response were basi
cally new and still of help after the package. The "main point" state
ment was more a description than a conceptualization, perhaps, but is
considered adequate in relation to the activity.
Text activity 7 . Participant was to talk with a knowledgeable adult
to learn more about a child that might assist in forming a relationship.
E_ listed eight points, such as "emotionally immature," that suggest she
talked with fellow staff rather than a parent. One can only assume that
this information was useful in improving the teacher-child relationship.
"Main point here is by working closely with staff members, you can
learn things about a child that might assist you in your relationship
with the child." Although responding was still proving useful as of the
post-package survey, neither the main idea nor response were new to E_.
Text activity 9. This was the next activity completed. E listed
three behaviors that caused the child to be labeled as "naughty." Then
J3 listed seven positive behaviors which allowed for a fuller picture of
the child than the label. The field advisor questioned the accuracy of
one comment, but the response generally conveyed an understanding of
relevant self concept theory.
The main point for IS was that "By writing down a child's 'positive'
behaviors as well as unacceptable behaviors, a teacher can familiarize
himself with that child and gain a better understanding of that child's
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interests, needs, and wants." The main point and response were basically
new to IS; responding "is still helping me in work with young children."
Final activity 1 . The principle to be tried was "accepting children
for what they are, not for what you would like them to be." The partici
pant planned special self concept-oriented activities in art, and tried
to stress during the day "accepting and understanding the needs and wants
of the children." By way of assessment, the participant stated, among
other things, that "this project helped me to understand children by
accepting each child for who and what they are. Instead of jumping to
conclusions or making a hasty over an argument between children, I tried
to be understanding and patient." The description of E's use of the
principle did not relate to the argument, and the assessment was a
little general. However, it did seem that
was attempting to incor
porate this principle into her interactions during the day.
On the post-package survey, the main point was listed as the prin
ciple to be tried— as was commonly done. The main point and response
were new, and responding was still of use after the package.
Final activity 2 . The principle to be tried was stated as follows.
"Being in close physical contact with children during daily activities
insures a teacher of developing a good and healthy relationship." Of
her use of the principle, _E says this:
In my daily activities, I tried to be physically close to the
children at the center. This means that during block building
time, I sat on the floor with the children and helped them
build buildings, join in their conversations, and help stimulate
dramatic play...During the day, I tried to work my principle
into all the activities to create an atmosphere of closeness
among myself and the children.... Being close also means touch
ing, hugging, and kissing the children, offering comfort which
I did encounter in using this principle.
In the evaluation, IS stated that she felt she accomplished what she set
out to do. She noted though that when she tried to join in some dramatic
play, "the children hesitated to let me join...but after a while they saw
I could become part of the group and were happy to let me join. Response
seemed quite appropriate for the activity.
IS stated on the post-package survey that the main point was familiar
but her response was new, and, furthermore, that responding was still of
help in work with children.
Final activity 3 . As stated, the principle to be tried was: "The
creation of a warm and friendly environment by teachers makes a child
feel comfortable, relaxed, and secure." J£ worked on a particular part
of the schedule, when the children were "entering and leaving the cen
ter." She also tried to make activities "relaxing and fun" for the
children during the day. In the assessment, _E spoke in general terms
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and did not comment on the actions taken. For this reason, the activity
did not show sufficient reflection on the principle tried.
The main point was familiar to the participant, but the response in
this activity was new; responding was seen still of help in work with
children.
Final activity 4 . The principle here was: "As a teacher, an adult
should encourage children to do things for themselves. In other words,
never do for a child things he can do for himself."
Among some of the things I tried to do was encourage children
to dress themselves, to do their own work, draw their own pic
tures— not copy or have the teacher draw their pictures, also,
encouraging children to do things they never have done before
(walk across balance beam, jump rope, paint a picture, and
encouraging children to take on new responsibilities (includ
ing a new plan for cleaning up).
As assessment, IS stated that this was a difficult principle to try as she
had a tendency to do many things for the children: "The greatest diffi
culty was stopping myself from picking up toys especially at clean-up
time. All in all, the principle xrorked." Both use and assessment of
the principle were specific; response was appropriate for the principle
to be tried.
While the main point was familiar to _E, her response x*as new and
still helping in work with children after the package.
Final activity 5. The principle IS elected to try was "belonging to
a group." "In this principle, I became aware of the concept that it's
very important for a child to be accepted and be able to identify with
members of their peer group." To try out the principle, IS tried several
planned group activities designed to build group spirit. In addition, _E
indicated she worked very deliberately with a new child that day to help
him feel accepted at the center. The assessment was general and did not
talk to actions taken during the day; talked more to the realization of
the importance of being accepted by one's peer group. Statement was an
important one, but did not show adequate reflection on the actual use of
the principle tried.
Both the main point and response were new for JE.
still of help after completion of the package.

Responding was

Summation
1.
required.

The number of activities completed was fifteen, two more than

2.
Four of the fifteen activities showed inadequate reflection, in
either the behavioral or articulated response, to underlying self concept
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principles. In addition, two other activities required inference by the
writer in order to be found marginally acceptable. In all four activities
the response was new for _E; in three the main idea was new as well.
3. Eight of the ten text activities, and all five final activities
were new to the participant at least in response, as reported on the post
package survey. Two of the final activities were new in main idea and
response; three were new in response.
4. In each of the five final activities the principles to be tried
were major ones— "accepting children for what they are..."— clearly
stated. Specific trial and assessment was provided in write-ups of activ
ities 2 and 4. The write-up of activity 1 was a little general, but mar
ginally acceptable. The assessments of activities 3 and 5 did not suffi
ciently discuss the principles tried. In general, the participant
attempted to become more conscious of the effect of the environment and
program structure on children as her particular approach to the final
activities.
5. Three of the fifteen "main point" statements— text activities 5,
10, and 11— were more descriptions of the assignment than statements of
underlying self concept principles. In the other twelve activities, the
participant accurately stated relevant principles on the post-package
survey.
6.
Responses to all fifteen activities, on the post-package survey,
were said to be still helping in work with children after completion of
the package.

Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample #1
Field advisor observation:
E_ is sitting on the rug with children, actively involved in play situation
Conversation is lively, relating to play. During the play time, _E remains
on floor, physically close to children. One girl builds for awhile while
sitting on _E's lap. Another boy sits next to her and leans on her
shoulder occasionally. When _E moves to other side of area, same boy
follows, sits close to her....
Principle(s) identified:
The principle here is to establish a good teacher-child relationship by
showing signs of physical actions toward the children which helps to
reinforce self concepts. In other words, when a teacher makes a child
feel good about himself by showing affection, love, he is able to accom
plish more and relate to others better.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant demonstrated affection for children through physical close
ness with them. Respected children's need for affection as a part of
self concept development.
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Study note on articulated response:
Participant articulated a rationale for her actions that addressed self
concept content and underlying self concept principle.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
One child is very active around block play— makes motions to wreck build
ing that three children have built with 12; he says once, "I'm going to
wreck it!" 12 hands him a bunch of small blocks and suggests he build
some outdoor furniture by the house. He does— quickly— then is again
about to knock a block off the building. 12 sees this and says, "Why
don't you build a swimming pool down here; then that can be your div
ing board."
Results: Child does this, and others see project and get "people" to
join in game— using with this child the structure and idea he created.
He does not wreck building.
Principle(s) identified:
Instead of instructing____to leave the area and play somewhere else, a
good teacher would recognize that he feels left out, and to involve him
in the activity should suggest to him ways that he could join into the
game. The principle would be to recognize when a child feels left out
and rejected, and try to actively involve him in the activity without
disrupting the others.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant was perceptive enough in situation to recognize the underlying
need the child was trying to express and to address this rather than the
possibly misleading "symptom."
Study note on articulated response:
The statement spoke directly to self concept content in the situation and
referred to relevant principles of self concept theory.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Children are using imagination while playing with people figures and block
structure. JE joins in their pretend play:
"Did you get your swimming suits on?" (figures are swimming.)
"He splashed when he dived!"
"Where's our kitchen?" when one child's figure says she's hungry.
"Shall we have pizza?" etc.
Results: Children and j2 continue to share in the experience for 5-10
minutes. Children's behavior is cooperative; much laughing by children
and ]2; flow of creative ideas from situation.
Principle(s) identified:
Valuing a child's creativity and values. A teacher can share these experi
ences by being actively involved in children's creative play and create
good feelings among the group.
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Study note on behavioral response:
The line between enriching children's activities and dominating them is
often a fine one when teachers join in. The "results" documented by the
field advisor indicate that _E was indeed valuing the "creativity and
values" of the children.
Study note on articulated response:
The writer interprets the principle(s) statement as follows:
By being actively involved in children's creative play and creating good
feelings among the group, the teacher can share experiences with the
children. By so doing, she will be valuing their creativity and values.
So interpreted, it seems that self concept content and principles were
addressed, if a little obliquely.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Children have just finished with blocks, wrecked structure, and say they
don't want to play there anymore. J2 then suggests that they all clean
up area and then we will read a story. Children are given individual
responsibilities (pick up the people, find the colored blocks, etc.) and
12 works alongside at cleaning up area. 12 gives occasional reinforcement:
"You're a good helper." When job is finished, 12 says, "Thanks, kids,"
and says they can all go read stories now, following through on her
promise.
Principle(s) identified:
The principle in this situation is to create trust among the teacher and
the children. Equally important is to go through with the promise to
show children that you really mean what you say. "Modelling trust."
Study note on behavioral response:
Behavior was geared more to the group than a particular individual. Still
one can surmise that the individual children felt gratification in that
the teacher: listened to their request to change activities, set up clean
ing so that children could take manageable responsibilities and receive
recognition for efforts, followed through on promise, so contributing to
a reliable, trustworthy environment.
Study note on articulated response:
A trustworthy environment, predictable to children, is an important ingre
dient in self concept development. 12 thus spoke to self concept content
and an underlying principle.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Reading a story to five children on rug in book area. Before beginning,
E says to children, "You know the things in this book, don't you?
Like
this?" E_ points to picture. Children reply, "yea," so 12 proposes a
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game to group: "I'll read and you say the names of things." Children
respond eagerly to the challenge— read through book this way with _E.
_E comments or nods, "Mm-hmm," "good!" etc.
Principle(s) to be tried:
The principle here is to create interest in an activity by creating a new
type of reading experience, one which will involve verbal response and
create good feelings among the children involved. This type of reading
experience creates challenge among children which stimulates their inter
est in the activity and is a good learning experience.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant set up an interesting challenge through story activity, one
that the children could respond positively to and be recognized for.
Experience seems to have been conducive to self concept development for
these reasons.
Study note on articulated response:
The statement seems more directed towards implementation of an interesting
activity, a "good learning experience" than towards the affective gains by
individual children from the activity. For this reason, the statement
does not sufficiently address self concept content and relevant self con
cept principles.

Summation
1. In the pre-package observation, the participant seemed more con
cerned about maintaining control than about facilitating positive self
concept in three of the five situations. None of the pre-package samples
seemed handled in a way particularly detrimental to self concept, however.
In the post package observation, the participant seemed to maintain a
priority that "everyone get along together," but in all five situations
a concern for healthy personal development was clearly registered as well.
All five behavioral responses in the post-package observation were consid
ered conducive to positive self concept.

Table 8
Observed Sample Responses, "E"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

2

5

Accurately articulated responses

2

4

Principle-related responses

2

U
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Post-Package Response Style Profile.
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
Fifteen activities, two more than required, were completed by the
participant. Thirteen activities, including all five final activities,
were new to the participant at least in response. Eleven of the fifteen
activities showed adequate reflection about self concept theory; of the
four which did not, three were new both in main idea and response.
Twelve of the "main point" statements on the post package survey conveyed
adequate rationale for responses, the remaining three were more descrip
tions of the activity requirements. Insofar as the "lapses" seemed basi
cally minor, and not by and large indicative of practices detrimental to
self concept development, a "willingness to respond" to self concept
values is documented through work in the package.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
Of the fifteen activities completed, eleven showed adequate reflec
tion about self concept principles and thirteen "main point" statements
conveyed appropriate rationale. In this case, the post-package observa
tion indicates the learning package may have lived up to its name. The
number of facilitative behavioral responses increased from two to five,
and the number of articulated responses both conveying self concept con
tent and expressing relevant self concept principles increased from two
to four. On the basis especially of the post-package observation results,
and also the apparent growth process through the package, the writer
believes that a new "valuing of self concept principles" is documented.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept values)
The increase in the number of accurate, principle-related articulated
responses suggests development in the ability to conceptualize self con
cept values. However, attainment of this level of the Taxonomy implies a
conscious ability to integrate new and old values. A second trend in the
participant's responses suggests that she is still working on this level
of operation and has not yet attained it. In the pre-package observation,
the participant seemed to place a high priority on eliciting "acceptable"
behavior from the children, in three situations at the apparent cost of
self concept development. In package activity 5, the participant traced
her teacher-attitudes to the behavior of a child and not to the self con
cept, as requested. In all five of the final activities and three of the
five post-package situations, the participant's interactions were directed
to children in groups rather than to individuals. In three of the final
activities, the assessments of principles tried were too general to make
clear determinations as to specific impact of teacher contact on self con
cept development of individual children. In a few of the "main points"
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statements, interpretation by the writer was necessary, suggesting the
participant is still working on articulation skills in this area.
These factors taken together lead the writer to the conclusion that
while the participant does seem to be valuing self concept principles,
she is still in a process of assimilating this "new" values complex with
an earlier position on the importance of group management to attain accept
able behavior. The articulation factor is perhaps of lesser importance,
but does support the interpretation that the participant is still working
on the organization of self concept values and is not yet functioning con
sistently at this level.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
Both work on the package and improved performance on the post-package
observation indicate the participant has moved toward higher levels of
affective internalization of principles for self concept development.

PARTICIPANT "F"

Package Activities and Post-Package Survey
Text activity 1. The activity was to write how one's feelings may
have affected teaching on a day that went particularly well or badly.
_F did not write about a day, but stated she tried very hard not to let
"my personal problems affect my reactions to the children." She checked
with her director who felt, "my treatment of the children is essentially
the same every day."
On the post-package survey, 1? said that the main point was that, "The
teacher's feelings influence her reaction to the children in her class."
A note written on this activity stated, "I try very hard (and believe I
am generally successful) not to let my feelings influence my response to
the children." She commented that the activity "did not apply" to her
situation.
The participant might have looked at a day that did go particularly
well or badly in order to document that her feelings on that day did not
influence her teaching. The participant did not feel comfortable about
doing so, however, and sought opinion from her supervisor. The writer
respects the participant's position, but wishes she had opted instead
not to complete this activity. Because she did solicit an outside opin
ion in reflecting on the question, however, the response is accepted as
appropriate for this activity.
Text activity 2 . This activity was removed, the writer believes in
order to protect the identity of the individuals mentioned.
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The main point of the activity for _F was that, "A teacher can change
a child's self concept for good or bad." After completion of the package,
_F found responding to this activity "was basically 'busy work' and of
little significance in work with young children."
Text activity 3. _F wrote that she encouraged two children to finish
their work by promising one he would not have to take his work home and
by promising another that he could take his work home. She said that she
got two completely opposite results when she told two children they could
have dessert only after finishing everything on their plates.
In the writer's judgement, the above response did show reflection on
relevant self concept theory, which F_ speaks to in her "main point" state
ment: "Every child is a unique individual and the teacher has to respond
to each one in a different way." Neither the main idea nor her response
were new to _F; responding to the activity, "was not new to me."
Text activity 4 . The activity was to discuss the reactions of two
hypothetical teachers to the same child. _F commented that "Teacher if 1
answered her own need for quiet....(and) may have stifled Billy's inter
est in traditional learning activities." She further stated that teacher
#2 allowed for "the active play which seemed necessary to him....(and)
may have encouraged Billy's natural leadership tendencies to enable him
to succeed in later years." Appropriate reflection on self-concept theory
is evidenced.
The main point for I? was that "A teacher's reaction to an 'active' or
'difficult' child can affect his development, as he responds to her."
Neither the main point or F/s response were new to her.
Text activity 5 . The activity required the teacher to trace general
attitudes and teaching priorities to interactions with a specific child.
F_ stated that among her attitudes are the ideas that "Children should be
encouraged to think and to choose their own values. Education should be
self-directed as far as possible..." As priorities for the teaching role,
F_ stated, "Child must be encouraged to love words, books, learning..."
This seemed a possible contradiction. F_'s stated reaction tendencies
were couched more in terms of her teaching priorities than her general
attitudes: "I am delighted to discover he loves words in poetry and
prose...am very disturbed that he cannot learn letters and reading."
The resulting "self perceptions the child may have gained.." from F/s
reaction tendencies were: "He feels he is very important to me." To
the writer, the child's hypothesized self-perceptions did not adequately
reflect the development and manifestation of F/s reaction tendencies.
More documentation was needed. Because the apparent contradiction was
not adequately reconciled through later responses, more reflection on
relevant self concept theory was warranted.
For
the main point of the activity was appropriate, that: "The
teacher's values and priorities can affect the transaction between
teacher and child." Neither the main point nor her response were said
by F_ to be new. She further commented that the field advisor's "...
comments on my answer helped me to re-examine my own attitudes."
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Text activity 6 . The participant completed an anecdotal observa
tion in which she complemented non-judgemental observation with separate
and appropriate inference. Observation was of a boy who organized other
children in group and taught them a song. Inference was that through con
trolling the situation and teaching the song, the boy was likely "enhanc
ing his self concept."
The main point of the activity for F was that, "It is helpful to
the teacher (and through her, to the child) to 'stand back' and really
watch what is going on in the classroom in relation to this child." The
main point and response were new for the participant and still helping in
work with young children at the time of the post-package survey.
Text activity 7. Activity was to talk with a parent or fellow
staff member in order to assist in a relationship with a child. In talk
ing with ___ 's mother,
discovered that she has never allowed scissors
("but will now"), regards him as a "picky eater," is very concerned about
his health, and has always dressed him. IF mentioned that, "I think he
has a very loving mother who may have stifled initiative by doing too
much for him." His behavior at the center seemed to confirm this before
the visit. Appropriate response to activity is indicated.
IF stated on the post-package survey that, "It is helpful to talk
to other interested persons (staff members, family, etc.) about a child."
She added that while neither the main activity nor the response were new
experiences, responding was still of help after completion of the package.
Text activity 8. Activity was to become familiar with Haim
Ginott's ideas on effective communication with children and to write
down some of those ideas which seem useful. F_ listed twelve ideas that
showed an understanding of Ginott's basic approach.
The main point for IF was that "Haim Ginott's ideas on communica
tion with children are useful to a teacher." Neither the main point nor
the response were basically new for JF, but she commented that, "I have
been an enthusiastic student of Dr. Ginott for years! It works!"
Text activity 9. The participant was to write down behaviors that
might cause a child to be labeled in some way, then write "what else you
know about the child," including positive behaviors and interests. _F
selected a child who "is hyperactive and stimulus-bound" and who was
"kicked out of kindergarten as a disruptive influence." She commented
that the child is "quick, (of) eager intelligence...is very tender and
protective toward younger children; loves poetry and big words."
Response showed adequate reflection about self concept principles.
The main point for I? was that "Labelling is damaging; looking for
good points in a child is helpful. Neither the main point nor the response
were new to _F. She found that responding to the activity was not new to
her.
Note, the participant completed three more than the required num
ber of text activities. Activity 2 was not included with the returned
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package. Activities 10 and 11 were not analyzed for this section, but
the results have been included in drawing conclusions about the partici
pant's work.
Final activity 1 . The principle to be tried was "Avoid giving
orders; describe the situation.
"Chord played on piano to signal, 'Put away toys for opening.' When
children disrupted our opening, they were simply removed from the group,
with no comment. When lining up for the bathroom, state problem: "____
needs a partner." In her assessment of use of the principle, JF stated,
"It is difficult to avoid giving direct orders when caring for 3 and 4
year olds, especially certain individuals. It is easy for me to deal
with kindergartners in this way..."
More specific assessment of the actual uses of the principle was
warranted here for the reasons that the second instance could have been
detrimental to self concept and that the basic assessment in itself does
not adequately explore the use— and adequacy— of the principle tried.
On the post-package assessment, ^mentioned that the main point was,
"Avoid giving orders; describe situation only." _F commented that while
neither the main point nor the response were new to her, she was working
with an age group with which she was not familiar for the activity.
Final activity 2. "Make the day's lesson an adventure in problem
solving rather than each doing the same thing." After a demonstration
of a magnet, the children were encouraged to explore with magnets and
various objects, to decide whether they "were made from iron or the
origin of iron (the taconite products.)" As assessment, _F stated, "There
was too much whining and fighting for the 'best magnet,' and I had to
intervene to give___ a turn as he was being left out. I think a lesson
of this kind should take place early in the forenoon, if possible..."
The principle, if interpreted liberally, could be said to relate to
self concept theory. However, in use and assessment, the likely affects
of the activity on self concept development were not adequately explored.
The assessment was directed instead to the structure of the activity and
the resulting behavior of the children.
_F stated that the main point was to "make the day's lesson an adven
ture in problem-solving rather than each doing the same thing." Neither
the main point nor _F's response were seen to be basically new. She com
mented that, "I try to do this whenever possible."
Final activity 3 . The principle to be tried was to "allow free dis
cussion during 'opening.'" 1? stated that "Each child had an opportunity
to be in front of the group for 'sharing'; I allowed the other children
to comment freely on each child's anecdotes." _F assessed the principle
tried by saying that some control had to be exerted as this was the three
year old group and one child tended to "monopolize the opening session."
Again, the "assessment of your use of the principle" more directly might
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address the structure of the activity and the behavior of the children in
relation to self concept development; this was not done.
The main point was familiar but the response was new for _F. As a
comment to the question about the value of the activity, she replied:
"Good in theory; gets out of hand in practice."
Final activity 4. The principle to be tried was "Make an anecdotal
observation of one child for one-half day." _F stated: "I watched____as
well as I could for the morning, through lunch; wrote down all significant
activity. ____ is so passive that he is hard to find in a group unless he
is being studied!"
As part of her assessment, I? stated: "My inference is that he would
like to react socially with other children, but lacks the skill to join
them." Insofar as the assessment was specific to the activity, and self
concept development seems adequately addressed, the response is interpreted
as appropriate. The main idea and response were new for JF, and still use
ful as of the survey.
Final activity 5 . F^ elected to try this principle: "Give children
more freedom to carry out personal responsibilities." Two steps were
taken: (1) The children were allowed to go upstairs to the bathroom one
at a time, without being accompanied by an adult.
(2) A three year old
who expected 1? to take off his new jacket was encouraged to do so himself:
"He did it with a proud smile."
F/s assessment was:
(1) "This worked well; the children went up con
fidently.
(2) I believe this gave him confidence and a sense of grown-up
independence.
Because of mis-compiled post-package survey, responses were not asked
of the participant for final activity 5. _F did attach a note to the post
package survey though indicating that because of her particular background,
although the review was helpful to her, much of the material in the package
was not new but "very familiar."

Summation
1.
required.

The number of activities completed was sixteen, three more than

2.
Five of the fifteen activities had inadequate reflection, in
either behavioral or articulated response, of underlying self concept
principles. In addition, the first activity might be considered margin
ally acceptable.
(The activities were 5 and 11 from the text, and the
first three of the final activities.) Of these activities, F_ indicated
that only final activity 3 called for a new response; she felt that
neither the main idea nor response were new to her in the other four
activities.
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3. The only activities F_ indicated were new to her in main idea and
response were text activity 6 and final activity 4, which involved the
anecdotal observations. The only activity new in response was final
activity 3, utilizing "free discussion" during "opening." Although the
final project required participants to seek out and try "new self con
cept principles" from the text, F tried out only one new principle in
the five activities. One additional final activity utilized a familiar
principle, but a new response.
4. Assessment of the first three final activities was not specific
enough to indicate how the principles tried likely affected the self con
cepts of the children involved, or what the participant learned about
self concept development from the experience. The assessment in final
activities 4 and 5 spoke to the personal development of the children
involved and so showed reflection about relevant self concept theory.
5. Ten of the "main point" statements indicated an understanding of
the self concept theory relevant to the activity. The "main point" state
ments of text activities 7, 8, 10, and 11 spoke indirectly to the self
concept content through referring to "usefulness to the teacher" of the
activity themes. In final activities 3 and 4, the "main point" state
ments— re-statements of the principles to be tried— talked more to the
activities to be completed by the participant than to self concept prin
ciples .
6. In considering the value of responding to activities on the post
package survey, the participant indicated that: one activity "did not
apply," two activities were "busy work," three activities were "already
familiar to me," four activities were "not new but still useful," two
activities were "new and still of use" and two activities were marked in
still other ways.
The participant stated on the post-package survey that much of the
material was familiar to her. Yet, four of the thirteen activities that
F_ stated were familiar in main idea and response showed inadequate reflec
tion of self concept principles. Two— and possibly three— of the final
activities were new in either main idea or response; package instructions
requested that all final activities be new. Of the fifteen package activ
ities reviewed on the post-package survey, only six were found to be still
of help in work with children after package completion. To the credit of
the participant, she completed three more activities than were required.
Still, as measured through work in this package, the data does not suggest
"a willingness to respond" to self concept principles. It may be that the
reluctance to engage in open learning transactions was due more to the
learning package system than to the principles themselves. The possibil
ity is returned to in the post-package response style profile.
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Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample #1
Field advisor observation:
(Teacher is looking on as child writes numerals.)
Child: "F, is that a backwards three?"
_F: "No,____ , that's a good three."
Principle(s) identified:
1. Reinforced child's knowledge of the number 3.
2. Reassured child who was unsure of what he did know.
3. Gave approval, which he may have been seeking.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant provided requested support for child's endeavors.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant thoroughly addressed self concept content. The inference is
that the response was talking to self concept theory and was not incidentspecific .

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
(Teacher is observing children at patterned construction activity.)
Child: F_, that's good.
F_: Yes, ____, that's very good.
Principle(s) identified:
1. Reinforced child's positive self concept.
2. Gave teacher's approval.
Study note on behavioral response:
In Ginott's terms, F_ used evaluative praise rather than descriptive (nonjudgemental) praise, i.e.: "You're pleased about what you've made"; or
"I like what you've made." Inasmuch as the participant's response likely
reinforced the child's efforts, response seems acceptable in this case.
Study note on articulated response:
The comment was directed to the child's effort more than to the child as
a person; nonetheless, the child likely felt gratification at the teach
er's approval. Self concept content was adequately spoken to. Again
inference is necessary, but self concept principle does seem to be
addressed.

Sample it 3
Field advisor observation:
Project for children involves punching paper to put string through.
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Assistant has been punching papers for children.
Child: I want to punch my own.
(Says this to assistant.)
F: (to assistant) Let's let____ try to punch his own. If he can't do
it, then (assistant) will."
Principle(s) identified:
Allowed child to do the task if he were able (which would raise his self
concept), but left him a way out of difficulty so frustration would not
be a "failure" if it should prove too hard for him.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant may have anticipated that assistant might be reluctant to
allow child to do task on own. Still, the comment speaks as much to
the rules the two "participants" were to follow in the situation as to
helping the child take pride in his efforts. Because the comment does
seem supportive of the child's request, the behavioral response is
inferred to be adequately facilitative.
Study note on articulated response:
Principle mentioned that opportunity to perform task might be gratifying
to child. But behavioral response may have served to heighten anxiety
over possible failure rather than leaving "a way out" for the child.
"If...then..." statement sounds too much like a low key ultimatum for
the writer to agree that the second half of the principle(s) statement
accurately addresses self concept content or relevant theory.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
_F: Here, ____ , we're making clocks today. Do you want to make the num
bers, or do you want me to?
Child: You do it.
Teacher makes numbers on clock; makes hands; lets child assemble: "Look
now, ____ ; see those things? Just spread them out."
Principle(s) identified:
Teacher lets child decide for himself what he is capable of doing and
lets him complete tasks he is able to do, making him feel more confident
when he succeeds.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant held the "final product" of clock acceptable by adult stan
dards, over the process of creativity and self interpretation child would
have engaged in had he done his own work. For this reason, the response
is judged not adequately facilitative of self concept development.
Study note on articulated response:
Principle speaks to relevant self concept theory, but does not accurately
portray self concept content. Encouraging the child to make clock in own
way and accepting child's efforts would have been a response more
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conducive to self concept development.
address this behavioral response.

Principle statement did not

Sample //5
Field advisor observation:
Child: (after assistant leaves) Good, now there won't be as many
teachers chasing us.
_F: Oh, you want less teachers, so they won’t be chasing you.
(Laughs). Well, then maybe I'll have to chase you twice as much.
Child:
(Smiles) I hope not.
Principle(s) identified:
Teacher acknowledges and accepts child's reluctance to accept outside
control, but gives assurance that control will be there if necessary.
Study note on behavioral response:
The fact that both adult and child were smiling during this exchange sug
gests child understood and "handled" teacher's message. However, the
tone of the exchange indicates participant's need to maintain control
more than an openness to the child's feelings in the situation.
Study note on articulated response:
Control is necessary to the extent that the anxiety of ill-defined limits
can undermine a child's sense of security. Still, the emphasis on control
in the situation shows insufficient consideration for the perspective of
the child. The writer believes that self concept content and theory were
insufficiently addressed.

Summation
1. Pre-package facilitative responses had as a second point of
emphasis the control of situations in the classroom. In post-package
behavioral responses, the need to control emerged as a high priority,
outweighing self concept considerations in samples 4 and 5. In sample
4, a product orientation by the participant reduced the possibility of
creativity by the child; teacher dominance was in evidence. In sample 5,
the participant's emphasis on maintaining authority reduced her capacity
to respond to the feelings of the child in the situation. This tendency
could also be seen in sample 3, judged marginally acceptable by the
writer.
2. As the table indicates, the number of articulated responses that
accurately depicted self concept content declined from four to two.
Rationale for behavioral responses in samples 3, 4, and 5 lacked aware
ness of how the esteem of the children involved likely was being affected.
All pre-package principles statements articulated relevant theory. Post
package statements in each case alluded to principles, but in samples 3,
4, and 5 the principles reflected inaccurate perceptions of self concept
content. Theory was inadequately addressed in these cases.
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Table 9
Observed Sample Responses, "F"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

5

3

Accurately articulated responses

4

2

Principle-related responses

5

2

Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
The participant returned fifteen activities, two more than required.
Five of the fifteen activities were judged to show inadequate reflection
in either behavioral or articulated response. In four of these activities,
the participant reported that neither the main idea nor the activity
response were new. The only activities totally new to the participant
were text activity 6 and final activity 4— even though the package
requested that new ideas be used in all final activities. An additional
final activity utilized a familiar principle, but a new response. Ten of
the "main point" statements indicated an understanding of self concept
theory relevant to the activity. Main point statements for the other
activities were not mis-interpretative so much as circumspect. Of the
fifteen activities the participant reviewed on the post-package survey,
six were found to be still of help after package completion. Using only
this package as an indicator, and qualifying the finding accordingly, the
data does not suggest a "willingness to respond" to self concept princi
ples by the participant.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
Arguments for the hypothesis include: Pre- and post-package use of
facilitative behaviors in eight of ten observed samples; an ability to
articulate underlying self concept principles in seven observed samples;
extra activities completed for package; self-reported familiarity with
basic self concept principles. Arguments against include: five text
activities lacking adequate reflection; an apparent unwillingness to try
new principles in final package activities; the decrease in behavioral
and articulated responses from "consistent" levels before the package to
less than consistent levels after the package.
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The package cannot be said to have added to the participant's value
of self concept principles, even though she noted in the survey that the
package was a "useful review." On the other hand, the participant showed
a pattern of decline in facilitative behaviors and in articulate rational
statements in the post-package session. The package did not appear to
heighten the participant's values concerning self concept facilitation.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept values)
On the observation form before package completion, the participant
ably called upon relevant self concept theory in explanation of behav
iors. However, in principles statements 3, 4, and 5 after the package,
the self concept content was inadequately portrayed and interpreted.
Also, as noted, the participant showed an apparent reluctance to respond
to what new experiences concerning self concept facilitation the package
had to offer. As a general comment, the participant appeared to have a
priority for a well-managed classroom, a priority that in some situations
seemed more important to her than helping individual children with per
sonal development. For these reasons, the writer believes that the par
ticipant is still sorting out new and old values in her teaching and has
not as yet conceptualized an integrated values system having self concept
as a focus.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
The valuing of self concept principles evidenced in the observed
behavioral and articulated responses before and after work on the pack
age did not appear enhanced by the participant's package experience.
Movement toward higher levels of affective internalization cannot be
documented through the participant's involvement with the learning
package.

PARTICIPANT "G"

Package Activities and Post-Package Survey
Text activity 2. (First activity completed). £ wrote of a time
when, as a young teenager, she was reprimanded by a teacher for some
thing she did not do. G_ commented, "Perhaps the day had been very try
ing for her and this small incident had been the climax. But, I was
afraid and careful the remainder of the year." Appropriate reflection
in activity.
The main point for (} was that "A teacher needs to know herself."
She commented that while responding was of help after package comple
tion, "This activity served as an excellent review and reminder.
Because I have been in the program for some time and have received
many training experiences, these points were not new."
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Text activity
3 . £ wrote of how she merely presented materials to
one child, but had
togo through them and reinforce efforts with a sec
ond child, in order to get them to complete a small group activity. £
asked two children
in the same way to put away blocks at the end of
play time. One child left the block area and avoided further contact;
the other immediately began helping to put the blocks away. Reflection
on differing reactions elicited from teacher responses was appropriate.
The main point was that "teachers must individualize." Neither the
main point nor response were basically new, but responding was still
proving of help after package completion.
Text activity 4 . The activity was to analyze the effects of two
hypothetical teachers on a four year old named "Billy." £ recognized
how the responses of the two teachers were likely to have affected the
child's behavior and self concept in two different ways. Appropriate
reflection was shown in activity.
For £, the main point was that "Teachers need to understand chil
dren's behavior and their own reactions to specific behavior. Careful
observation and information from parents and others help understanding."
The main point was familiar, but the response was new, and responding
was still proving of worth to £ after package completion.
Text activity 5. Activity was to trace general attitudes as a
teacher to interactions with a particular child. £ responded with con
sistency to all six steps of the question. She showed why she responded
positively to the child, and why she was able to help the child become
more outgoing— reflection appropriate.
The main point for £ was the importance of "understanding of self."
The main point was familiar, but £'s response was reported as new;
responding was still considered useful at the time of the survey.
Text activity 6. Anecdotal observation separated observation from
inference in relating how a child controlled frustration at having to
wait a turn in order to use a new building material at the center.
Response showed adequate reflection.
The main point for £ was that "careful observation is necessary and
valuable." Responding to this familiar main idea was new for £ and was
still of value after package completion.
Text activity 7 . Activity was to learn more about a child from an
adult, in order to improve the teacher-child relationship. Puzzled by
child's hesitancy to participate, £ learned from grandmother that child
was teased by cousins at home. £ and others gave more positive reinforce
ment, and child "continues to do better each day."
For £ the main point was, "It is most important to gather information
from parents and other staff members in 'learning about a child.'"
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G reported that although neither the main point nor response were
new to her, responding was still of use after the package was completed.
Text activity 8. Participant listed eight points from Ginott's
writing that might be useful to her in work with children. Points were
specific and showed a comprehension of Ginott's work.
G. stated that the main point of the activity was "communication—
means consideration of the other person's feelings." G mentioned that
she had read other Ginott books so that the main idea and response were
not "totally new." Responding "is still helping me in work with young
children," after package completion.
Text activity 9. G wrote about "positive behaviors and interests"
of a child who might have been limited by the label of "only child."
Remarked about how the child's "persistance" helped her to learn to use
scissors as well as follow through on other interests she has developed—
appropriate reflection.
(3 reported that the main point was that "Teachers need to be aware
of labeling and the effect it may have on children." The main point was
familiar, but the response was new; responding was still of help after
completion of the package.
Final activity 1 . The principle to be tried was "Obtaining and
sharing information from other adults in the children's lives helps the
children to be more responsive to individual needs." £ mentioned that
early in the year, a child "demonstrated behavior that included a great
deal of teasing, rough play and disinterest in most activities..." G_
talked with his grandmother and learned about his home situation; she
developed a new plan for working with the child. She stated that as a
result of her conversations, her attitude toward him changed; she became
more understanding of his behavior; and some gains were made in changing
his behavior.
The main point was the principle to be tried; it was familiar to (3,
but her response was new. Responding was still of help at the time of
the survey.
Final activity 2 . The principle to be tried was "A teacher needs
to be aware of her conversations with children to avoid damaging the
fragile self-image." "My goal for this day was to make a particular
effort to 'listen' to my convers-ations with the children. Also to
describe the action rather than blame the child." G told how she talked
to cleaning up a spilled glass of milk rather than blaming the child.
She also described how, when a child "voiced a concern about another
child's behavior," G tried refleciing feelings and possibilities rather
than tell the child it was none of her business. As an assessment state
ment, G commented that "I become aware, once again, of how important my
choice of words are to children." The assessment was brief, but referred
back clearly to recorded transactions and so showed appropriate reflection.
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The main point of the activity was the principle tried. Neither the
main point nor the response were basically new to G , but responding was
still proving of help after package completion.
Final activity 3 . G stated that the principle was: "Careful obser
vation of children assists the teacher in her relationship with children
and her teaching skills."
spent a day carefully observing one child
who "often showed disinterest in small group activities." After the
observing, G concluded that "This child has a natural enthusiasm for life
that we as teachers need to encourage and appreciate. Observation makes
the picture clearer— often it is easy to misjudge a child's actions as
misbehavior, rather than the enthusiasm of youth....Many times the teach
er's interpretations will be affected by her moods and standards— observa
tion can serve as an effective tool in presenting a more accurate picture."
The main point was familiar, but G's response was new; responding was
still of help to her at the time the survey was completed.
Final activity 4 . Principle to be tried: "A teacher's priorities
affect her role as a teacher." G_ took the personal priorities mentioned
in text activity 5 and observed their effect on her daily program. The
documentation for a few of the priorities might have been more complete.
For example, "Enjoyment is shown by the reactions of children, their par
ticipation in activities, the teacher's involvement and interactions with
the children." Enjoyment, as one of Cl's priorities, might have been more
completely observed and documented during the course of the day— perhaps
leaving out one or two other priorities if necessary.
The assessment, however, shows an important awareness of the impor
tance of a teacher's personal priorities: "Understanding these priorities
are helping in dealing with personal frustrations when conflict of inter
est occurs, in providing a program that is also sensitive to others' needs
and understanding one's own reactions to children and adults."
G reported that the main point and response were basically new to
her, were most useful to try, and were still helping (5 in her work after
package completion.
Final activity 5. The principle to be tried was that "A teacher must
be active in her teaching." G^ decided to observe "team mates during the
play period..." over two days. She observed two patterns: That the
teachers were concerned about safety and enforcement of the established
rules; and that "there was little personal involvement of the children."
She noted that in the first condition, a positive sense of responsibility
was behind the teachers' actions. In her assessment G_ developed a plan
utilizing further observation by herself and the other teachers to encour
age increased interaction with the children. The plan seemed promising
and indicative of reflection as to the self concept principle involved.
G_ stated a main point more fully developed than the original prin
ciple to be tried: "Careful observation of children assist the teacher
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in her relationship with children and in her teaching skills." The main
point was familiar, but the response was new and "is still helping me in
work with young children."

Summation
1.

The number of activities completed was thirteen, as required.

2. All thirteen activities showed adequate reflection of underlying
self concept principles. Required behavioral and/or articulated responses
showed awareness of relevant self concept theory.
3. Only the fourth final activity was new to the participant both in
main idea and response. Eight activities— four text and four final— were
new to the participant in the responses required. In the second final
activity, the participant indicated that neither the main idea nor
response were basically new to her. The "renewal" of the principle
here, however, needs to be taken into account: As assessment, G stated
that the activity helped her to become aware "once again" of the impor
tance of careful communication with children. This would seem to be a
worthy response, if not a new one, for facilitating self concept devel
opment .
4. In all four final activities, the principles tried seemed well
integrated with G/s on-going program and not at all "busy work." Each of
the experiences appeared to further the delivery of the preschool program
as well as the personal development of the children involved. The final
activities provide an example of how priorities for a "smoothly running
program" and self concept facilitation can be made to interrelate.
5. A few of the main point statements were briefly stated. The
main point for text activity 5— "the teacher must know herself"— is an
example. This main point was seen as familiar, but when restated more
specifically in final activity 4, the main point there was regarded as
new. Aside from this case, the remaining main point statements were
appropriate in stating self concept principles.
6. Responses to all thirteen activities on the post-package survey
were considered still helping in work with children.
Only one main point was new to the participant; all thirteen
responses were judged reflective of self concept theory. These pat
terns suggest a "responding to" and perhaps a "valuing of" self concept
principles before work on the package. No more than the required number
of activities were done; four final activities were at least new to G in
response. These findings indicate the package may have been more of a
review than a "totally new" experience. On the post-package survey, the
participant stated that responding to all thirteen activities was still
proving helpful in work with children after the package coursework was
completed and graded. This last fact in particular suggests that the par
ticipant, through the package, was responding to self concept principles.
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Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
During "selected choice" time, Child shows £ a sore on his hand. £
squats down to child's level, holds and looks at child's finger; asks
him if he would like to wash and put a bandaid on it. He nods yes and
washes it; £ follows through in getting bandaid.
Principle(s) identified:
A small sore or scratch needing attention may be a sign of "Teacher, I
want you to pay attention to me." Providing that request with a caring
response helps the child feel important— my teacher really cares about
me and likes me. Important for the development of the young self-image.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant showed a balance of concern, encouragement of self-help, and
follow-through that seems conducive to positive self concept.
Study note on articulated response:
Statement accurately depicts self concept and conveys understanding of
relevant self concept theory.

Sample //2
Field advisor observation:
Two children and £ are at a table with trains and trucks; a sign tells
that three can play there. A third child asks, "Can I play here?" £
asks how many can— child says three— £ says, "Then you can play here."
Child says, "But then there's four because you're here!" £ laughs and
says to child, "You're right!" realizing child's understanding of situ
ation and reading symbol. £ remedies situation by adding, "Then I won't
play," backs chair away a little.
Principle(s) identified:
Several "rules" have been established for selected play. One is that the
number of children who may play at a certain area is determined by number
signs. This child had certainly formulated an understanding of the rule
and wanted to carry through. Reinforcement for her acceptance and desire
to follow the rule was necessary. Responsible adults are willing to fol
low rules that are made for the general benefit of the group.
Study note on behavioral response:
Teacher reacted so as to positively reinforce the child's understanding
and acceptance of mutually accepted rules.
Study note on articulated response:
Response addressed self concept content and underlying self concept prin
ciple for the situation, by recognition of child, and adult's role.
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Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Child is trying hard to get train track together; it isn't working for
her. £, sitting near her, asks in friendly tone, "Are you disgusted
that it won't go together?" Maybe if you try this (demonstrates) it
will work better." Child tries it; £ asks, "Is it working better now?"
Principle(s) identified:
Appropriate assistance helps avoid complete frustration or giving up.
The teacher can provide understanding that sometimes a child becomes
disgusted or frustrated and that there is a possible solution to the
problem. The key is to know when to help or when to let the child
solve the problem. Sometimes it is very difficult to make the proper
decision.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant used reflective listening in recognizing child's emotion,
did not "over help," but instead made a suggestion and followed up,
allowing the child to do as much as possible for herself.
Study note on articulated response:
£ showed considerable awareness about her response and its likely impli
cations; recognized the difficulty in knowing when and how to respond
optimally to situation. Response adequately addressed self concept con
tent and theory.

Sample it 4
Field advisor observation:
Child leaves blocks to go hang up a painting when teacher called him;
then wants to return to blocks. Another child has taken his place. (3
asked child if he had left just to hang up his painting; he says yes.
£ explains to second child that first child is still working there and
that the first child will call him when done; £ asks first child to be
sure to remember.
Principle(s) identified:
Helping children learn to take turns, providing a solution for taking
turns, and then giving them the opportunity to accomplish this is a part
of a teacher's role. A young child finds taking turns difficult— an
understanding adult can possibly make this learning somewhat easier.
Study note on behavioral response:
If the second child had objected to the arrangement worked out, the field
advisor would have noted this. £ provided positive guidance in this situ
ation, and the two children apparently accepted her "rational" approach.
Allowing an opportunity for both children to have a chance with the blocks
and to participate in the transition seemed an appropriate reaction.
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Study note on articulated response:
Recognition of the difficulty children can encounter in learning to take
turns conveys the emphasis of G's response, in a manner supportive of
self concept development. Self concept theory addressed through response.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Child wants G to see Lincoln logs structure. (5 goes to see it, gets down
on floor, comments: "Oh, it worked good for you! You built that all by
yourself." Child smiles.
Principle(s) identified:
Praise, appropriately given, helps the child to feel good about herself.
The child had asked how to make a structure. I had earlier showed her
how the logs could be put together... She did the building herself.
Rather than stating she was a good girl or a good builder, the credit
was given to the fact that she built the structure by herself.
Study note on behavioral response:
G_ gave appreciative praise, speaking to the accomplishment rather than to
the personality of the child. Ginott's approach used, and child responded.
Study note on articulated response:
Self concept content addressed. Participant spoke to underlying self con
cept theory, showing importance of making praise specific and nonjudgemental of character.

Summation
1. Participant showed a clear ability to integrate her concerns for
children to learn acceptable behavior and still feel positively about them
selves. Several of the situations in both the pre- and post-package obser
vations suggested her ability to maintain this balance; and all ten sample
behaviors were supportive of positive self concept.
2. As the table indicates, the number of articulated responses judged
both to depict self concept content for the children and to convey relevant
self concept theory increased from four situations to five. The partici
pant did a thorough and articulate job of discussing rationale for her
responses, especially in the post-package responses.

Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(a willingness to respond to self concept principles)
Insofar as only one activity was new to the participant in both main
idea and response, and all thirteen activities were judged appropriately
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Table 10
Observed Sample Responses, "G"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

5

5

Accurately articulated responses

4

5

Principle-related responses

4

5

responded to in relation to self concept theory, it is probable that the
participant was (at least) open to responding to self concept values
before work on the package. The participant might have searched further
to come up with totally new "principles to be tried" in the final activ
ities— one was new in main idea and response; three others were new in
response. However, the general level of response to the thirteen activ
ities and the statement that all activity responses were still of help
after the course was completed, lead the writer to conclude that "a will
ingness to respond" to self concept principles was evident in work on the
package.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
A consistent pattern of valuing of self concept principles shows in
the pre-package observations, the package activity responses, and the
post-package observations. With participant (5, this pattern can be said
to at least be supported, if not elicited, by work on the package.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
Two findings seem important here. First, while a few of the "main
point" statements were brief, twelve of the thirteen adequately conveyed
an understanding of the meaning of the activity. Moreover, the princi
ples statements on both pre- and post-package observations stated rationale
in a thorough manner, conveying a clear comprehension of underlying self
concept theory. On the post-package observation, all five principles
statements were both accurate as to self concept content and principlerelated. Second, a stumbling block to some participants in the organiza
tion of self concept values has been an inability to integrate priorities
for group management and for self concept development in individual chil
dren. As lead teacher in her program, participant (3 has sustained her
desire for— in her words from activity 5— "order" and a "well planned"
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program. The participant's behavioral and articulated responses con
sistently, however, supported children's efforts and perceptions with
out sacrificing a "smooth running" program. The ability to articulate
relevant self concept theory in relation to her actions and to inte
grate priorities for self concept development and group management—
which sometimes conflict— lead the writer to conclude that the partici
pant is able to organize self concept principles successfully.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
There are only slight indications that the participant may have
benefitted from the package in terms of visible movement on the hierarchy:
She indicated all package responses were helpful on the post-package sur
vey, eight of which were new to her as a result of the package. The num
ber of articulated responses accurately depicting self concept content
increased from four to five on the post-package observation. The evidence
suggests that the participant may have been operating at a "conceptualiza
tion" level before the package experience, but that the package may have
been useful to her in supporting efforts at an "organization of values"
in the general area of child development.

PARTICIPANT "H"

Package Activities and Post-Package Theory
Text activity 2. (This activity was the first completed.) H wrote
of a boy who had done satisfactorily in the first grade, but whose second
grade teacher requested that he be put back into first grade early in the
school year. H felt that the demotion may have been arbitrary and dis
cussed the child's subsequent disillusionment. Appropriate reflection.
For H, the main point was "a situation which actually happened that
affected the self concept of (a child)." The main point was familiar, but
the response was new and "makes me realize that a person's self concept
needs building, especially younger children."
Text activity 3. When giving directions to several children, H went
back to explain something more to one child, helping him get started.
When asking several children to recognize opposites in the same way, one
child had difficulty catching on. Examples illustrated that H had to talk
to different children in different ways to get desired results.
For H, the main point was the provision of "examples in which you
refer back to some of the activities to make (one) realize how children
respond differently." On the post-package survey, H stated that the main
point and her response to the activity were both basically new. She
stated that responding "is still helping me in work with young children."
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Text activity 4 . H appropriately discussed how two hypothetical
teachers of "Billy" likely influenced his behavior at a preschool and
his self concept development.
H stated that the main point was "how different children react to
certain situations, and how children react to how a teacher responds to
their behavior, and the attitude the child has which is the result of
the situation— is this confusing?" The main point and response were
both new to H, and responding was still of help after package completion.
Text activity 5 . tl traced her attitude of "enjoying children," among
others, to her work with a particular boy: "I...give positive reinforce
ment for what he can do." She stated that the resulting behavior of the
child is that, "He talks to me more. He realizes that I am there to teach
him. I respect him and he respects me." The response showed appropriate
reflection.
The main point on the post-package survey was that "The attitudes of
the teacher both to the children and about herself have a great impact on
her teaching." The main point was familiar, but the response was new.
Responding was still helping H in work with children after package com
pletion.
Text activity 6. The activity was first to describe in behavioral
terms an observed situation and second to make inferences about the
observed situation to better understand the child involved. R wrote of
a child who attempted to join a board game by taking it away from two
children already using it. She inferred that he felt left out and was
attempting to join the game in the only way he knew how. Appropriate
reflection was shown.
The main point was "How to write an anecdotal observation on chil
dren, observing and writing some of the personal feelings the child might
be having." The main point and response were basically new. H checked
that responding "was of benefit at the time, but is not particularly of
significance now."
Text activity 7 . JH wrote of a child who had difficulty getting used
to attending the program. After an accident involving the child at the
center, he stopped coming. H talked with the child's uncle and mother and
learned some information about the home situation that probably affected
the child's behavior. Response and reflection were appropriate for the
activity.
The main point for H was "assisting in learning more about a child."
The main point and response were basically new, but responding "is not
particularly of significance now," at the time of the post-package survey.
Text activity 9 . (Nine was the next activity completed.) H described
a child who might be labelled as "hyperactive." She then recorded some
"positive" actions which also were important to note in understanding the
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child; one example, "Very interested in puzzles, completes a 60 piece
puzzle with little or no help in less than 20 minutes." Response and
reflection were appropriate.
On the post package survey,
"Helping to build a relationship
forcing his positive behavior."
response was new; responding was
after package completion.

H indicated that the main point was
with a child that is positive by rein
The main point was familiar, but the
still helping in work with children

Text activity 10. H recorded all activities and compared to chart
on safety and growth behaviors. She identified rest as an activity block
high in safety behavior, but did not write down a plan to improve rest
procedures. Response was therefore incomplete for activity.
The main point was that "A child needs more growth behavior to have
a healthy self comcept." The main point and response were new and still
of help at the time of the post-package survey.
Text activity 11. H selected "teacher domination" as an unproductive
teaching activity to discuss. She cited the aggressive behavior by a few
children during the daily pledge to the flag. She stated, "This is an
activity which is too conforming and teacher-directed and not what some
of the children could really understand." Response showed appropriate
reflection about self concept theory.
The main point "was to realize that some activity if too hard for
little ones to understand can be an unproductive teaching practice." The
main point and response were new for H, but responding was still of help
after package completion.
Final activity 1. The principle to be tried was "being responsive."
H tried to respond to the interests and situations encountered on a day.
She encouraged some children who were a little afraid of a slide to try
it. She comforted a child who fell off. She walked with the children a
half mile to the river bank when they really wanted to go. She discussed
fishing with them when they saw someone fishing, a favorite activity.
As assessment of the principle, H stated: "The children really can
sense a person who they can relate to. They really talked a lot that day
and enjoyed the (unplanned) field trip." Her use of the principle in the
activity was appropriate.
H commented that although neither the main point nor response were
new, responding was still of use after package completion.
Final activity 2. H tried the principle "to be accepting of each
child's individuality." She related that during the day she talked with
a girl who had expressed fear about entering kindergarten and to a boy
whose "daddy was gone." She provided comfort to each child, needing to
follow up that day with the little boy.
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Her assessment was as follows: "Children need to be accepted for
who they are. ____ seemed to be telling me she felt very secure and
didn't want to leave Head Start. Yet, ____ , seemed very insecure and
needed lots of attention." H's use of the principle was appropriate.
The main point was familiar, but the response was new.
was still of use to H at the time of the survey.

Responding

Final activity 3 . The principle to be tried was "Sense of belonging;
knowing and accepting responsibility." H described actions during a day,
such as greeting children when they arrive and having children "dish up
their own food." She assessed their responses and concluded they
responded to her objectives of encouraging a sense of belonging and of
responsibility in a positive fashion. H seemed to do many of these things
daily, but looked at them freshly for the assignment. On this basis, the
principle seemed appropriately responded to.
H stated that the main point was "To greet each child and let them
know they are someone special. To give each child a sense of responsibil
ity to enhance growth behaviors." She commented that the main point was
familiar, but the response was new and "is still helping me in work with
young children."
Final activity 4 .
ness."

The principle to be tried was "personal aware

Children take turns discussing how many in family. Then I went
on to ask if all children were the same. I asked what it would
be like if we were all the same, in looks and so on. Then I had
one child get up at a time and we talked about hair coloring,
eyes, etc.
(First we talked about me, my hair coloring, my eyes,
and skin.) The children seemed to be proud of their heritage
although I didn't have much knowledge about some of the chil
dren's background.
As assessment of her use of the principle, H stated: "The children seemed
to enjoy this activity. They are very proud of themselves." H did not
refer to specific activity in her use of the principle; however, the
field advisor commented, "Glad you felt open enough to have this discus
sion," as a written remark in the package. The activity itself is spe
cifically enough conveyed to document appropriate reflection on the
principle.
The main point was familiar, but the response was new and still help
ing in work with children after package completion.
Final activity 5. The principle to be tried was "affection and
ongoing acceptance for each child." A child had been wanting to have a
birthday party at school, but had not had the chance before. On this
occasion, "We paid special attention to him and he really knew it. He
smiled very proudly when we took his picture with his cake. Made a crown
so he could be king."
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No assessment was given, but again the
use of the principle suggests the child was
about himself by the "affection and ongoing
on this day. Reflection as to self concept

specific description of the
helped to feel positive
acceptance" of the staff
principle was appropriate.

The main point was familiar, but the response was new and still of
help to H at the time of the survey.

Summation
1.

The number of activities completed was thirteen, as required.

2. The number of activities with behavioral/articulated responses
showing adequate reflection about self concept theory was twelve. Text
activity 10 was insufficiently completed.
3. The number of activities new both in main idea and response was
five; three activities were new in response. One final activity was new
neither in main idea nor response; the remaining four final activities
were new in response, but the main ideas were familiar, a few perhaps
stemming from package activities.
4. In the final activities, the participant explored some very
basic principles in relation to self concept development: being respon
sive to the group's expressed needs and interests, building an acceptance
of each child and encouraging a sense of responsibility, encouraging pride
in personal characteristics, showing affection. Her approach was more to
examine common parts of her program for these principles at work than to
try major programmatic revisions "for a day." The write-ups were specific
enough to indicate her exploration of the principles was appropriate.
5. The participant at various points described activities and
abbreviated main points, and so did not always articulate what the par
ticipant gained from activities completed. The writer felt that only
seven of the main point statements on the post-package survey clearly
communicated an understanding of underlying principles.
6. Eleven of the thirteen activity responses were said to be still
of help in work with children on the post-package survey.
The actiyity responses by H were generally appropriate. The prin
ciples H selected were not new to her, although four of the five final
activity responses were new. The principles selected were, however,
basic ones, and H's approach of exploring the principles through her
regular program did seem profitable. Responses on eleven of the thirteen
activities were useful to her after package completion. On the basis of
these patterns, "a willingness to respond" to self concept principles is
judged to be documented.
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Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
Children have just viewed filmstrip "Three Pigs." H gets out flannel
board set of story; children gather around on floor. H asks children
to tell story for themselves, does not tell it herself. Asks questions
to prompt responses, "And then?..." (Children eagerly tell story and
take turns.)
Principle(s) identified:
The children are still learning to take turns, yet I wanted each to do
their share of contributing to the flannel board story. More children
than I expected were there today, so they eagerly waited their turn.
I felt we had some success in having_____speak up, who is quite shy.
A lot of praise for him helps him through this sort of activity.
Study note on behavioral response:
The participant supported the children's efforts at mastering the cogni
tive challenge of the story. She also reinforced their membership in the
group through taking turns. The children's response indicates that the
experience was positive for them.
Study note on articulated response:
The analysis of the activity speaks to the notion of sharing and group
identity. H also mentions her assistance for an individual child and
his response. The likely meaning for self concept development in the
situation seems adequately conveyed. The focus of her comment was more
on situational analysis than underlying self concept theory, except for
general use of praise with boy who is "shy."

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
Teacher provided new play dough for children to use, allows them to use
it in their own way— does not suggest what they should make.
(Children
use play dough very creatively.)
Principle(s) identified:
To be creative in doing an activity.
if it doesn't look like anything.

To be proud of what they can do even

Study note on behavioral response:
With play dough, as with paper art, teachers often need a sense of
closure which restricts the creativeness of the children in using the
medium. The participant's ability to accept the open-ended situation
allowed the children to act on their own inclinations.
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Study note on articulated response:
The participant recognized the importance of encouraging the children
to be creative and to take pride in their efforts. The self concept
content was addressed, and an understanding of relevant self concept
theory, if somewhat briefly, was nonetheless conveyed.

Sample //3
Field advisor observation:
Children are making own things from play dough; H is right at table with
them. Children eagerly show her what they are doing: "Look at mine,
teacher!" etc. H responds to each child, verbally or smiles, nods: "Oh
that's a big Easter basket!" etc.
Principle(s) identified:
To be aware of each child. To respond to them when each wants attention.
To praise them when they try.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant responded in a supportive fashion when each child asked that
efforts be recognized. Participant was with children where she could
readily respond.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant spoke both to self concept content and underlying self con
cept theory in articulated response.

Sample //4
Field advisor observation:
At the end of activity, H asks each child to put away their things.
("Then when you play with it next time, it will be here.") Children
do follow through, pick up without further reminding.
Principle(s) identified:
To be responsible and do their share no matter how small the task.
be aware of putting things away and to be proud that they can.

To

Study note on behavioral response:
H appealed to the children's sense of reason and responsibility in her
request. In so doing, she treated the children with respect.
Study note on articulated response:
The participant recognized the importance of responsibility and meaning
ful achievement in the development of positive self concepts. The rela
tionship was implied rather than stated, but still was clear. In theory
and the actual situation, the participant adequately recognized factors
leading to self concept development.
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Sample //5
Field advisor observation:
Two boys were arguing over whose turn it is in a game. H walks over to
group, kneels down to watch, reminds them how to take turns. Uses low,
soft voice— does not concern herself with the argument; just shows them
how to proceed; stays long enough to see that they can.
Principle(s) identified:
In the center some of the boys get a little rough. On those days I
usually distract them by giving them a little extra game or two to do.
I do not try to give them any more reasons for arguing, but rather dis
tract them from it. Some days I just sit and talk with them about the
situation.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant took a "solution orientation" to the problem encountered by
the two boys; she provided guidance to get them back on the track of the
game without any form of belittlement.
Study note on articulated response:
By distracting or discussing situation, H recognized importance of taking
a non-punitive approach, and so addressed self concept content. Again,
participant offered keen analysis of the situation, but spoke only
indirectly to underlying self concept theory. However, her statement
reveals an understanding of methods of protecting self concept in "rough"
situations beyond the one immediately described.

Summation
1. A number of similarities can be found in the pre- and post-package
observations for the participant. Consistently in each, H encouraged chil
dren toward purposeful independent behavior and offered gentle encourage
ment and guidance to help children in this direction. A frequent point of
breakdown in facilitative teacher responses is when "misbehavior" is
encountered. Sample #5 on the post-package observation indicated an
approach which both would tend to establish program limits and protect
the self esteem of the children involved.
2. As the following table suggests, the number of accurately artic
ulated responses increased from four to five. The participant showed
consistent accuracy in describing the likely meaning of the situations
for the children in terms of their self concept development. Likewise,
the number of responses indicating an underlying understanding of self
concept principles increased from four to five. Post-package samples 1
and 5 posed interesting problems in interpretation. Although both took
the tact of analysis of the specific situations, the insight shown sug
gested an understanding that transcended the immediate circumstances.
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Table 11
Observed Sample Responses, "H"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

5

5

Accurately articulated responses

A

5

Principle-related responses

A

5

Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
Twelve of the thirteen experiences in the package were new for the
participant at least in her response. Eleven of the responses were said
to be still of help to her after package completion. Twelve of the activ
ities had behavioral or articulated responses judged to show adequate
reflection about self concept principles. The principles chosen for the
final activities were important ones, if not all new to the participant.
Applying the principles to the actual every day program, rather than try
ing one day "projects" seemed a worthwhile application.
A "willingness to respond to self concept principles" seems docu
mented through the participant's work in the package.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
Before beginning the package in the pre-package response style pro
file, the participant seemed "to come from a consistent frame of refer
ence," holding children's self concepts in high regard. The pattern was,
if anything, strengthened on the post-package observation. As package
responses conformed to the pattern as well, the writer believes that a
"valuing of self concept principles" is a part of the participant's
teaching style. The package can be said to have at least provided an
opportunity for expression of this valuing behavior.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
The participant seems to have achieved a measure of integration in
values held in relation to facilitation of healthy self concept on the
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one hand and other priorities for the teaching role on the other. Devel
opment in the organization of a values system is suggested in the slight
improvement in the articulated responses on the post-package observation.
Two of these principles statements talked indirectly about self concept
principles as such; and only seven of the main point statements on the
post-package survey clearly communicated an understanding of underlying
principles. Conceptualization of self concept values at this time does
not appear to be as "easy" for the participant as the actual practice o
those principles in work with children. The participant, in the view o
the writer, is at work on the conceptualization level at this time.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
"Valuing" of self concept principles may well have been a part of
the participant's response style before beginning work on the package.
However, the participant may have grown in this area; she stated in an
evaluation of the package: "The last five projects were very meaning
ful because they made me realize a lot of things or activities I could
do more of." Her responses on the post-package observation and survey
certainly did not contradict this perception. The post-package observa
tion suggests a slight improvement in the ability to articulate about
facilitative behavioral responses. For these reasons, the writer infers
movement toward higher levels of affective internalization as a result cf
the participant's involvement with the package. The entry level of the
participant, however, may have made this development perhaps less clear
cut and defined than in other participants.

PARTICIPANT "I"

Package Activities and Post-Package Survey
Note: Participant _I returned five text activities, instead of the
eight completed, and the five final activities. An adjustment has been
made in the consideration of her materials.
Text activity 2 . (Activity 2 was the first activity returned.)
The activity was to discuss an instance where a teacher has had an
effect on self concept development. _I wrote of a child who was labeled
a "slow learner" in the fifth grade. About two weeks before the end of
the year, the teacher assigned the children some research, using ency
clopedias. The teacher gave this child a more basic level encyclopedia
that was easier to read. The child on her own chose a more advanced one.
When the teacher saw this, she slapped the child on the head. The child
"felt degraded" and did not want to return to school the rest of that
year, even though the mother talked with the teacher and principal. The
next year in the sixth grade the child had an easier time. Reflection
through the activity was appropriate.
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For 1^ the main point was "How a teacher can give a child a bad self
concept, that could affect a child for many years." Neither the main
point nor the response were new, but responding was reported to still be
helping in work with children on the survey.
Text activity 3 . 1^ asked two boys to clean up; one she politely
asked, and the other she admonished: "If you don't help clean up, you
can't go outside." They both helped.
In the same way, she asked two children to get books and lie down on
their rugs. One child did this; the other did not and had to be reminded
and supervised.
The letter of the assignment was carried out, but the ultimatum in
the first situation could have been tempered by being phrased more posi
tively. For this reason, adequate reflection as to positive self concept
does not appear to have been given in this activity.
The main point for I_ was that "all children are different." Human
differences. Neither the main point nor the response were new, but
responding "is still helping me in work with young children" after pack
age completion.
Text activity 6 . (Activity six was the next one returned.) The
activity was to first describe a situation in the center and then make
inferences about it. She described in depth the first day back after a
week's absence of the youngest child in her group. The child largely
stayed on the outskirts of activities. In the inference, I stated: "I
think____was feeling very insecure about us, the other children, and
himself. I think____wanted to participate in the large group and paint,
but didn't feel he could do it. He very much enjoys watching other chil
dren. I think he is usually trying to build up his courage to a point
where he will be able to participate." Response was appropriate in rela
tion to self concept theory.
The main point was "Learning how to observe a child and keep a
record of it. The teacher learning from observing." The main point
and response were both new for JE, and responding was still of help
after package completion.
Text activity 9 . _I wrote about a child who was "always on the go"
and needed much attention from the staff. He was on Ritalin, which
depressed him, so his mother took him off it. "____is a very loving
little boy although rough at times. He enjoys doing art work and does
very well at his art projects. He works very well in small groups, he
likes to participate in anything we do at this time of the day."
Labeled as "hyperactive," JI wrote of positive behavioral characteris
tics and so showed adequate reflection about self concept principles.
_I stated that the main point was "Realizing how easy it can be some
times to label a child." She commented that the main point was familiar,
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but the response was new.
the post package survey.

Responding was still said to be of help on

Text activity 11. The participant commented on the "unproductive"
teaching practice of "self removal." She said, "Any time during a day
you might have an opportunity to praise a child or answer a question.
But I also like to stand back at free play and let the children make
their own decisions and socialize with their own peer group." Reflec
tion for this activity was appropriate.
The main point was "Learning more about unproductive teaching prac
tices. I have many strong feelings in this area." Neither the main
point nor response were new, but _I felt that responding was still help
ing her in work with children on the survey.
Final activity 1 . The principle to be tried was "Being responsive."
On this day, the participant made a special attempt "to listen carefully
to each child that talked to me." She related how instead of selecting
a few children to ride the trikes first, she discussed the matter with
the group. One boy suggested they put the trikes in the shed. Another
child suggested that they share them. _I said she thought that was a
good idea and selected four children who don't usually speak up for a
trike.
No assessment of the use of the principle was offered. The group
may have felt positively about discussing the use of the trikes, but
the child with the idea of putting them away was not recognized and the
teacher, not the children, still selected who would have the turn first.
For this reason, the writer believes more reflection about self concept
principles was needed.
The main point— "being responsive"— was not new, but the response
was. I_ felt that responding was still of use to her after package com
pletion.
Final activity 2. The principle was "Competition— I feel that young
children should not be put into competing situations." _I played a board
classification game with a small group. She did not emphasize who got
done first, but played till all had finished. In the assessment, 1 com
mented, "When other children were finished, ____ still had quite a few
left, so I sat with them until they finished and helped when needed.
None of the children felt unsuccessful." Reflection was appropriate
for the activity.
I_ stated that the main point was familiar but the response was new.
Responding was thought to still be of help at the time of the survey.
Final activity 3 . The principle to be tried was, "Teacher-child
relationships. I think it is very important for a teacher to try to
get to know the children well." On the last day of the program, 1_ sat
and talked with a girl during rest time. The girl told I she would
miss her during the summer, and I told the girl she would miss her.
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In the assessment, _I stated: "____ is the baby of the family and I felt
this gave her the feeling of being grown up, holding a discussion with
me." Appropriate reflection shown in the activity.
Neither the main point nor _l's response were new to her, but respond
ing was still seen of help to her on the survey.
Final activity A . The principle was "Self-removal. I feel that a
teacher should use self-removal whenever possible to let children problem
solve on their own." Instead of assigning trikes to three particular
children, _I told the three children who were on the trikes first that in
five minutes "they will have to give up the trikes and let someone else
have a turn."
For assessment, J[ commented, "I feel that when you let the children
make their own decisions things usually work out well. You don't have
some bad feelings like you would if you choose certain children. It also
gives the children a sense of responsibility." For the reasons mentioned,
I ' s responses seem reflective of self concept principles.
Neither the main point nor the response were reported to be new expe
riences. However, responding was seen by I to still be of help after the
package was completed.
Final activity 5 . The principle to be tried was "accepting human
differences." In the morning after snack, all of the children are sit
ting on the rug reading books except two three year olds who are in the
housekeeping room.
1 asked the two three year olds if they would like
me to read a story to them on the rug. They say yes and 1^ read a story.
By way of assessment, _I stated, "I realize that the ten minutes the
children have for rug time is really a long time for the three year olds
to sit. I'm encouraging them by sitting with them." The participant's
approach did recognize the developmental characteristics of the three
year olds.
Neither the main idea nor the response were basically new experi
ences for I_, but responding was still seen of help after package com
pletion.

Summation
1. The participant completed the thirteen required activities but
returned only ten for the study.
2. The number of activities showing adequate reflection about self
concept theory was eight of the ten. The response in final activity 1
was new for I_. This was one of the two activities not showing enough
reflection.
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3. Only one of the ten activities completed was reported by J_ to
be new both in main idea and response. Text activity 9 and final activ
ities 1 and 2 were new to _I in the responses called for. Three of the
final activities were new neither in main idea nor response.
4. In the final activities, the participant utilized what seemed
to the writer to be germane principles. However, none of the principles
were new in main idea, and only the last three were new in response. _I
appeared to write up principles that she was already familiar with, and
in some cases already using.
5. The main point explanations were in some cases brief, but in all
ten activities clear in their depiction of relevant self concept theory.
6. On the post-package survey, the participant reported that all
ten activities were still helping in work with children.
The three activities which the participant did not submit would
most likely have helped in considering whether, through the package,
_I was showing "a willingness to respond" to self concept principles.
At this point, the writer surmises that the participant used the pack
age requirements as a way of consolidating and demonstrating what she
did know, rather than as a way of exploring new concepts. The final
activities are the strongest argument for this case. I clearly under
stood the rationale for her responses, and seemed to gain some new
facilitative responses as a result of the package. But the package
does not appear to support a "willingness to respond" to self concept
principles in I_'s case.

Post-Package Observations;

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
A five year old child has been printing own name on a card to take home.
I_ calls her over, "____, let me see!" I looks at it closely, says, "Oh,
that's nice, your mommy will like it....Boy, you're getting to print
good!" Child smiles proudly.
Principle(s) identified:
Praising the child makes the child feel good about themselves.
Study note on behavioral response:
Child's reaction indicates that the response of the participant was con
ducive to self concept development.
Study note on articulated response:
Although praise can have varying effects on a child depending on how it's
given, as meant by the participant here the praise does seem indicative
of self concept theory. The comment does address the self concept con
tent in the situation.
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Sample $2
Field advisor observation:
Child one is playing around with beads on a string that child two has
put together. I comments with friendly tone, "___ that's ______ 's.
He's been working hard on it. You come over here and work on yours."
Child one does come over by _I and gets busy. Child two continues on his.
Principle(s) identified:
Letting children know they have to respect others. Letting (child number
two) know that I realizes he's been working hard. Not putting (child num
ber one) down because he did bother it; but getting him busy.
Study note on behavioral response:
Tone and comment seem to serve as a guide for child one more than a "put
down." Comment also protected the product of child two.
Study note on articulated response:
Response addresses self concept content for both children, but describes
specific situation more than conveys self concept principles.

Sample //3
Field advisor observation:
Young children are stringing beads. _I gives enough help to get child
started matching beads to pattern. Then she moves back a little, lets
child try it on his own. Stays nearby in case she is needed.
Principle(s) identified:
Letting children accomplish things on their own.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant allowed child to work independently, but was there in case
support was needed.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant spoke to central element of situation which likely facil
itated self concept development. She addressed an important principle
for self concept development.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Young child is giggling and running around I who is sitting on floor.
reaches out and pulls him onto her lap, laughing, rocks him back and
forth. Boy laughs. _I continues to hold him a while.
Principle(s) identified:
Settling down a child in a friendly, encouraging way.

I_
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Study note on behavioral response:
Child's response indicates he was being settled down in a way he could
accept, that reinforced the teacher-child relationship.
Study note on articulated response:
I spoke to the self concept content.
If one agrees to infer an implied
ending for the principle statement: "Settling down a child in a
friendly, encouraging way (supports positive self concept)," then the
response conveys understanding of self concept theory. The writer makes
this assumption.

Sample //5
Field advisor observation:
Informal time, after lunch.
_I and child are sitting casually at a table, others in room reading books.
I takes opportunity to initiate a conversation with child.
"You know
what? I'm going to miss you." (Child will be going to kindergarten. I
continues to talk with child about what her school will be like next year,
etc.
Principle(s) identified:
Having good teacher-child relationships.

Letting the child know you care.

Study note on behavioral response:
Participant conveyed to child that child was important to her.
Study note on articulated response:
Response addressed self concept content and underlying self concept theory

Summation
1. The number of facilitative behavioral responses increased from
four to five for the participant. Unlike sample 2 in the pre-package
observation, _I handled two misbehavior situations on the post-package
observation (samples 2 and 4) in ways supportive of positive self con
cept. Even more than before the package, "the participant effectively
and naturally conveyed feelings of affection/appreciation to the children.'
2. As the table suggests, the participant increased in the number cf
articulated responses that accurately depicted self concept content from
three to five. Principle-related statements increased from two to four.
Three of the post-package statements, samples 2, 3, 4, had to be "read
into" in making this determination. Still, the four seemed to be more
than merely descriptions of the specific behavioral responses; sample 2
seemed incident-specific, and, though complete, was not sufficiently
generalized. There did appear to be an improvement in the participant's
ability to verbalize self concept theory relevant to her behavioral
responses.
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Table 12
Observed Sample Responses, "I"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

4

5

Accurately articulated responses

3

5

Principle-related responses

2

4

Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
According to the field advisor who worked with the participant, 1
completed the thirteen required activities. JE submitted only ten for
the research project, four of which were new at least in response.
Largely because three of the final activities used principles not new
to her, the writer concluded that through the package, the participant
did not show a "willingness to respond" to self concept principles.
Willingness implied a voluntary trying out and embracing of new ideas.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
The possibility must be raised that the participant was already at
the "valuing" level before undertaking the package. The pre-package
observation shows facilitative responses in four of the five samples.
Adjusting for the "experimentation factor," nine of the ten activities
in the package showed appropriate reflection. The main points of the
ten activities all seemed basically understood; and responding to all
ten activities was said by the participant to still be of help after
package completion. The post-package observation, in both articulated
and behavioral responses, does support the hypothesis.
The writer surmises that the learning packaged served a consolida
tion function for the participant. Exploring new principles— necessary
to show a "willingness to respond"— seemed to be a secondary function.
On the basis of this argument, the writer contends that a "valuing of
self concept principles" is a part of the participant's post-package
teaching style.
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Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
Significant improvement was shown in participant's articulation of
self concept theory relevant to her teaching practice on the post-package
observation. However, inference was still on occasion needed in the
interpretation of her principles statements, as well as in a few of the
main point statements for package activities. Fluid articulation is
important, of course, in the conceptualization process. Another factor
here is that the participant, to some extent, forwent the opportunity to
extend her repertoire of self concept principles through her approach to
the package. A continual exploration of new concepts is necessary if an
ongoing integration of new and old values is to occur. For these reasons,
the writer believes that the participant has not yet attained a concep
tualized values system relative to self concept development.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
The argument for the hypothesis is the strong showing of the partici
pant on the post-package observation. The more consistent regard for self
concept principles in both behavioral and articulated responses indicates
a higher level of affective internalization by the participant.

PARTICIPANT "J"

Package Activities and Post-Package Survey
Text activity 1 . J[ wrote about a day when the children's energy and
restlessness made her feel nervous and helpless. J let them play outside
longer than usual, and when they came in both J_ and children were more
relaxed. Reflection on the effect of feelings on teaching was appro
priate.
For J[ the main point was, "The teacher's attitude and opinion toward
his students have a big influence on how they do in school." The main
point was familiar, but the response was new. Responding was reported to
be "still helping me in work with young children" at the time of the post
package survey.
Text activity 2. The activity was to describe how a teacher affected
a child's self concept. J_ discussed a child, behind in reading, who moved
to a new school late in the year.
This new teacher listened to him read and knew he did not want
to be the only child reading the dinosaurs, so she gave him a
test and worked with him alone. He moved up one book because
of her help; she told him that in another week he would be read
ing the same book as the other children...She gave him a feeling
of belonging and the encouragement to keep on trying.
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J_ showed adequate reflection in her response.
The main point for J_ was "helping the child have a good feeling
about himself and his work." The main point was familiar, but the
response was new. J_ felt that responding was still of help after
package completion.
Text activity 3 . Two children were fighting over a toy. When J_
talked to them about sharing, she noticed that one child, who was less
assertive let go and said she would use it tomorrow. The other child
then used the toy. Two children were riding trikes and they collided.
talked to them. One child who was hurt did not want to get back on
the trike. The other child, not hurt, got back on and crashed into
another child. These were both examples of how talking to two children
in the same way can produce different results. The first part was to
deal with speaking to children differently to get the same results; thus
the behavioral response was not entirely appropriate for the activity.
According to J_, the main point was "accepting everyone, working with
a child who needs extra help. Giving my time and patience to help." The
main point and response were both basically new for J_. Responding was
still of help at the time of the post-package survey.
Text activity 4 . The activity was to analyze how two different
hypothetical teachers of "Billy" likely affected his behavior and self
concept.
recognized that one teacher isolated the child in order to
control his behavior, and the other teacher made him feel a part of the
group and so enabled him to improve his behavior. Appropriate response
was given.
The main point for J was "helping Billy feel good about himself and
his work, giving him activities that interested him." The main point was
familiar, but the response was new. Responding was said to still be of
help after package completion.
Text activity 5 . The activity was to trace how teacher attitudes
can affect the behavior and self concept of a child and, as a conse
quence, of the teacher.
talked about how her priorities influence
the behavior of a child, but did not talk about the child’s self con
cept or the child's effect on her. Response was not entirely appro
priate for the activity.
For J^, the main point was "giving a child a feeling of security that
I am here to help always and that he is not afraid to come to me." The
main point and response were both new; and responding was still of help
to J_ after finishing the package.
Text activity 6. J_ observed a child who made a garden out of play
dough and said he was growing flowers. When another child said that grow
ing flowers was something "girls did," J_ observed and made appropriate
inferences about the child's efforts at coping with this embarrassment.
Reflection about self concept principles was shown.
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The main point was "The child saw embarrassment when the boys were
inquiring about the flowers. He decided to change the idea of growing
flowers into (growing and) selling them." The main point was familiar,
but the response was new. Commenting after the package, J_ said that
responding was still helping in work with children.
Text activity 7. As the activity requested, J_ talked with adults
who knew a child to learn more about him and his behavior. As a result
of the discussions, "we decided to work with him individually with dif
ferent activities; it worked alot better this way." Reflection about
self concept theory was appropriate for the activity.
For .J, the main point was, "getting to know a child better, a spe
cific child that I would want a better understanding of. Asking about
him, observing him, and working with him." The main point and response
were both new for .J. Responding "is still helping me in work with young
children."
Text activity 8 . The participant listed six points from Ginott's
writings that she thought were important in communicating with children.
One example was "Teachers sometimes insult unintentionally," as through
evaluative praise. Reflection for activity was adequate.
J_ listed several main points: "Children's guidance, communication,
security, love and understanding, supervision, patience." She commented
that the main point was familiar, but the response was new. Responding
is still seen of value after £ had finished the package.
Note: The participant completed two extra activities, 9 and 11; she
completed the post-package survey for activity 9 but not 11. The two
activities are not analyzed in the text, but are included in the summation.
Final activity 1 . The principle to be tried was "helping them gain
self assurance in creativity." The children painted sticks and stones and
then used with play dough; the children's work was then displayed.
For assessment
stated: "The children have more interest in their
work. They have the encouragement to go on with it until they finish."
The participant enhanced the children's creativity by adding a new
wrinkle to the play dough experience: appropriate reflection.
The main point was stated. The main point and response were said to
be basically new; responding was still of value at the time of the survey.
Final activity 2. The principle to be tried was "Individual inter
ests, what the children's interests outside of the center are."
dis
cussed many aspects of the children's home life with them: "who their
best friends are, where they live, how many brothers and sisters they
have," etc. As assessment she stated: "This gives them a positive feel
ing about themselves, that I am a person and I'm interested in them as
persons also." The assessment did not talk specifically about the
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activity, but the assumption of its effectiveness is reasonable— the
field advisor agreed that it was a positive experience for the children.
The main point and response were new for J_. Responding to the
activity was still of help at the time of the survey.
Final activity 3. The main point was "giving them an opportunity to
try new things, to make choices." Materials and equipment were made
available to the children for the children to choose during free play
time.
(It was the first time individual choice had been set up as a part
of the program.)
For assessment, J_ commented, "They can choose how they want to do
things, or what they want to use...They don't have to have someone there
to say I want you to do it this way and to use this." The participant
realized through the activity that young children could select and use
materials more independently than she had previously thought.
The main point and response were both basically new. Responding
was still seen as helping in work with children after package completion.
Final activity 4 . The principle was "showing the children love and
security." .J listed all of the times during the day when she remembered
giving children positive attention, such as, "when a child is hurt, when
they come to me to hold them or read to them," etc. In her assessment
statement, .J commented, "They need me to show them love every once in a
while; it makes them feel better about school and the children and the
teachers." The function of the activity for J_ appeared to be affirming
what she was doing "naturally" as a principle of positive self concept
practice. Even though, again, she did not specifically analyze her
interactions in the assessment, .J was normally affectionate with the
children and did appear to gain from the activity.
The main point and response were new for J_, and responding was said
to still be of help after package completion.
Final activity 5 . The principle was "helping them to have a more
positive attitude of themselves." J^'s approach on this day was to make
large group activities more discussion than listening experiences for
the children. She also let them settle their own differences, giving
"advice" when needed. Her assessment was that these experiences were
positive for the children in that they allow them "to succeed at things
they generally won't do, that they can do if they want to."
As with other of the activities, this one provided an opportunity
for J_, who is an assistant teacher, to do things with the children that
the lead teacher usually did not. From this situational context, even
though the activity was not described specifically, the reflection shown
was appropriate.
The main point in this case was new for J_, but the response was new.
found that responding to the activity was still of help at the time of
the survey.
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Summation
1.
required.

The number of activities completed was fifteen, two more than

2. The number of activities with responses showing adequate reflec
tion was thirteen of the fifteen. Both of the activities with inappro
priate responses, three and five, were new to the participant both in
main idea and response. In addition, it should be noted that a few of
the final activities were considered appropriate in response mainly
because the field advisor concerned vouched for the participant's
efforts. In other words, the write-ups were lacking specificity, but
the actions reported had likely significance for the children involved.
3. Nine of the activities were new to J_ in both main idea and
response, including four of the five final activities. The fifth final
activity, and five of the package activities, were new to the partici
pant in the responses required. Unlike nine of the other participants
returning all materials, J_ was in her first year of work with young
children.
4. The lack of experience may have accounted for the passing
acceptability of the write-ups of the final activities. However,
reflection on the final activities was appropriate. The participant
did explore and reflect upon uses of principles that were basic in
helping children to feel positively about themselves.
5. In three cases, main point statements described activities or
otherwise insufficiently addressed the meaning of the activity for the
participant. In a few other activities, the writer needed to infer in
order to interpret the participant's perspective. Statements otherwise
were brief, but did seem to convey J['s perspective on the activities
completed.
6.
The fourteen activities reported on the post-package survey all
yielded responses of continuing value to the participant. Text activity
11 was completed, but it was not reported on the survey.
Especially considering the relative newness of J_ to the position,
her efforts in the package generally support a pattern of response show
ing an openness to self concept principles.

Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
A child is putting together "snowflakes" (plastic manipulative building
set.)
sits on floor with child to show him how they fit.
Child: "I can't."
jJ puts a piece in position, says, "You can do it."
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Child pushes pieces together, succeeds and continues building.
J_ continues to give assistance needed; but does not do it for him.
Principle(s) identified:
Showing a child he can succeed if he tries; he has the ability to do it;
it gives him a positive feeling about himself, he feels sure of himself.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant provided appropriate support for child in a challenging situ
ation, so that he could succeed.
Study note on articulated response:
Principle addresses self concept content and relevant self concept theory.

Sample #2
Field advisor observation:
Two children are using manipulative building set.
is sitting on floor
with them. One child asks the second, "What are you making?" Child
doesn't answer, so J_ asks him also. He doesn't answer, so she changes
her question to: "Are you just building?" He nods yes, and she says to
other child:
"He's just building."
Principle(s) identified:
Give him a good feeling, but he didn't have to necessarily have a specific
subject, that it is OK just to be creative, just to be able to create
makes him feel good.
Study note on behavioral response:
asked the question apparently to keep the conversation going. When she
realized that responding was difficult for the child, she rephrased her
querie in a manner the child could respond to. Her action did show
respect for the child's perspective and so was supportive of self con
cept development.
Study note on articulated response:
The statement takes some deciphering, but it seems both to address the
self concept content and also relevant self concept theory.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
jJ looks over to a child who has been working alone, putting a truck
together. She asks "Are you putting it together, ____?"
Child asks J_, "Can you help me?"
goes over and sits down with him
for a while, works on project with him.
Principle(s) identified:
A feeling of security, that he is not alone and I am there to help if
he needs me.
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Study note on behavioral response:
The participant responded to the child and his request for assistance.
She did not dominate the project, but worked on it with him, according
to the field advisor.
Study note on articulated response:
mentioned that she was helping to build a sense of security. The com
ment does seem to address the self concept content. She did talk to a
principle of self concept development.

Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
A girl comes over and leans on J_; says she has a headache.
puts her
arms around child; talks softly with her, strokes her hair. J_ asks
child if she would like to lie down. Child continues to lean on J_.
J_ reminds girl she will be getting her glasses this week, says "Then
you won't get these headaches." Child stays a little longer, then
goes on to play.
Principle(s) identified:
Showing a child love, she wanted to be pampered because she wasn't feel
ing well.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant gave child support she needed to get by a "low" moment.
Study note on articulated response:
Participant addressed self concept content and an underlying principle.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
At the beginning of large group time, one boy does- not come right away,
stands off to side. J_ sees him; goes to him; takes his hand; walks to
large group; sits down with child on her lap. They watch story together.
Principle(s) identified:
Getting a child to join in a group without forcing him to; he feels wanted
and it makes him feel good about himself and his teachers.
Study note on behavioral response:
J_ assisted the child, who apparently had some apprehensions, in joining
the group activity. The child sat on _J's lap and participated to the
extent he felt comfortable. >J respected his perceptions of the situation.
Study note on articulated response:
The participant recognized the importance of encouraging the child to par
ticipate without pushing too hard, for the child's feelings "about himself
and his teachers." Self concept content and theory were both adequately
addressed.
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Summation
1. In the pre-package observation, the participant responded sig
nificantly in terms of facilitative behaviors in four of the five samples.
In the post-package observation, the participant showed facilitative
behaviors in all five samples. The pattern is definite for the partici
pant. Behaviors conducive to positive self concept seem to be a teaching
priority.
2. As the table suggests, the number of accurate articulated
responses increased from four to five. More significantly, however,
the number of responses that transcended description of the specific
situation increased from one to five. Improvement in conceptualization
about principles utilized was marked.

Table 13
Observed Sample Responses, "J"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

4

5

Accurately articulated responses

4

5

Principle-related responses

1

5

Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(willingness to respond to self concept principles)
The participant completed fifteen activities, two more than required.
Thirteen activities showed adequate reflection of self concept principles;
the two which did not were new to the participant both in main idea and
response. Write-ups of a few activities were marginally acceptable, but
this was attributed to the lack of experience of the participant in this
area. Nine of the activities were new to the participant in both main
idea and response, including four of the five final activities. The four
teen activities reported on the post-package survey all yielded responses
of continuing value to the participant in her work. The participant's
efforts in the package generally supported a pattern of response showing
an openness to self concept principles.
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Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
Before work on the package the participant showed in four of five
samples facilitative behaviors and accurate portrayals of those behav
iors. The participant cited relevant theory, however, in only one of
the samples. On the post-package observation, the participant increased
in facilitative behavior and accurately articulated response. Moreover,
she readily identified the principles used in her actions. This improve
ment on a solid pre-package pattern suggests a new acceptance of self
concept values.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
In terms of organizing values into a cohesive, working system, the
participant showed both a firm pre-package foundation at the "practice"
level and growth through an increased ability to conceptualize about
values. However, at various points in the three phases, the writer had
to make inferences in order to determine if understanding of relevant
principles was documented. The participant did improve in the articula
tion of rationale for actions, but the level of facility in expression
suggests the participant has not fully attained this level of operation.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
The participant's high number of (a) appropriate responses in the
package, (b) of main ideas and responses that were new, and (c) of
responses that were still of help after package completion all suggest
new internalization. Likewise, the increase in facilitative and principlerelated responses suggests affective development. The writer believes
movement toward higher levels of affective internalization is documented
for the participant.

PARTICIPANT "K"

Package Activities and Post-Package Survey
Text activity 1. K described a day when she was pre-occupied with
the problem of a co-worker and a funeral she could not attend. She com
mented that "The children were very loud and ran alot...The only real
attention I gave the children that day was when they were overly aggres
sive and misbehaved." The participant showed adequate reflection in her
response.
For K, the main point was that "The children sense your moods and
attitudes and respond to them." The main point and response were basi
cally new, and responding was still of help after package completion.
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Text activity 2. K wrote about a girl with an encouraging teacher
one year at school. The child worked on her own, excelled in several
areas, and enjoyed attending. The next year a new teacher told the
child, "... Don't think you can get away with anything in my classroom."
The teacher continued being very hard on the child until the parent
noticed a change in attitude and talked to the principal. "She has gone
from an eager student to an 'I can't, I don't care' and back to an inter
ested student doing very well." Reflection was appropriate for the
activity.
The main point for K was "how a teacher can influence a child's
learning and self concept." Neither the main point nor response were
new for K, but responding was still thought to be of use on the post
package survey.
Text activity 4 . (Next activity completed). K identified reactions
by two hypothetical teachers of the same child, "Billy," which, as she
explained, likely had an effect on his behavior and self concept. K's
response showed adequate reflection about self concept principles.
The main point for K was to "know a child before labeling him." The
main point and response were both new, and responding was still of help
to K at the time of the post-package survey.
Text activity 5 . The activity was to trace how a personal attitude
affected a child's behavior and self concept. The participant followed
the logic through each of the six steps to this exercise and documented
how her general approach led to a child's feeling "comfortable about
where he's at and what he's doing." K's response was very appropriate
for the activity.
The main point was that "Children are individuals and have their own
personalities and a teacher should recognize this to work with a child."
The main point and response were both new and still of use to K after
package completion.
Text activity 7. (Next activity completed). K stated several facts
about the home life of a child resulting from a conversation with the
mother. In conclusion, K commented: "Even though child is much larger
and older acting than other children, is still only a four year old boy
and needs a lot of love and attention, even more so than others. He had
to grow up very fast." K's response showed reflection about self con
cept theory.
The main point was "How a child's background and others influence
his personality." The main point and response were basically new, and
responding still was proving helpful after package completion.
Text activity 9 . K wrote of a child who might be .labeled "babyish."
After making an inference about the causes of this behavior, K listed
approximately twenty "positive" behaviors and interests that contributed
to a broader understanding of the child. Reflection was appropriate.
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The main point for K was "stereotyping." The main point was familiar,
but the response was new; responding was still of help at the time of the
survey.
Text activity 10. K rated daily activities for the number of growth
and safety behaviors. Rather than modify an activity that had a high num
ber of safety behaviors, K provided several lead up activities, such as
creating a "restaurant center"; in preparation for a trip to a cafe that
the class was going to take. The purpose was to reduce possible defensive
behaviors by the children on the trip. The activities seemed relevant to
this objective, and reflection was appropriate.
According to K, the main point was "how children's needs are being
met." Neither the main point nor response were basically new. Responding,
however, "is still helping me in work with young children."
Text activity 11. K wrote about two examples of the unproductive
teaching practice of "teacher domination": Going beyond children's atten
tion spans in large group activities and dressing children when they can
dress themselves. In the former situation, she commented, "I would drop
it and go on to something else." In the latter, "We might say 'you lace
and tie one shoe and I'll do the other.'" Reflection was appropriate for
the activity.
The main point was "Teacher domination or letting children learn
through their own experiences." The main point and the response were
new; responding was still of help after package completion.
Final activity 1 . The principle to be tried was "expanding on a
situation offered by a child to a learning experience." When a child,
showing an interest in letters, asked what word they spelled, K "Took
3 letters out to spell FAT, then we changed the first letter to M, R,
S, C." For an assessment, K stated, "The boy was able to sound out words
and was very happy with it. About 4 other children joined in and they
all wanted to make words also. They were all proud to know they could
spell and read." K's awareness of the affective gain by the children
through the activity indicates that the activity was both appropriate
to try and successfully done.
The main point might have been stated more directly in terms of self
concept development, but the implied principle, "responsive teaching,"
was mentioned in the package and clearly understood by K. The main point
was familiar, but the response was new and still of help in work with
children.
Final activity 2. The principle to be tried was "one-to-one atten
tion and staff and home involvement." When K noticed a boy suddenly
showing more tears and confusion than normal, she visited the parent and
talked with the staff. They decided it might be a "new baby's arrival,"
so showed the boy a good deal of positive attention. In the assessment,
K commented that he, "still shows tears occasionally, but not as often.
Doesn't act lonely and confused as before. Is taking an interest again
in other children and school." Reflection appropriate.
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Again, the principle was circumspect in statement but relevant to
self concept theory. The main point and response were basically new and
still of value to the participant.
Final activity 3. The principle to be tried was "asking children
what they would like to do for activities." "The children all wanted to
be outside so we planned a trip to the lake, a nature walk in woods and
picnic. While on these trips we gathered different types of rocks, shells,
a turtle, a snake, and flowers." For assessment, K noted: "Children
seemed to be happier knowing that this was something they planned, this
was their trip and this was what they wanted to do." K's reflection about
the likely meaning of the activity for the children seems quite appropriate.
The main point and response were basically new for the participant.
Responding was still of help after package completion.
Final activity 4 . The principle to be tried was "togetherness and
consideration to others." The children picked flowers on a walk. When
they returned to the classroom, they made bouquets for mothers’ centerpieces for tables in the classroom and the senior citizen's lunch room.
Several of the children shared their flowers with others who didn't have
enough. In the assessment, K stated: "One child, who was very possessive
of her belongings, was the first to offer her flowers to another child.
Almost all the children wanted to share with the senior citizens." To
paraphrase the comments by the field advisor about this activity, K helped
the children learn how good it can feel to share with others. From this
perspective, appropriate reflection was shown.
The main point for K was familiar, but the response was new. Respond
ing was still found to be of value by K after she was done with work on
the package.
Final activity 5 . The principle to be tried was "problem solving."
The word "menu" was introduced and discussed. The children made up their
own menus and ordered from them when they made a trip to a restaurant.
The principle was insufficiently stated to convey an implementation of
self concept theory. The assessment supports an understanding of the
likely self concept development offered by the experience: "All knew
how to order in restaurant and were pleased to use their own menus."
The main point and response were both new for the participant.
Responding was still of help at the time of package completion.

Summation
1. The participant completed thirteen activities, the number
required for the learning package course.
2. The number of activities with responses showing adequate reflec
tion about self concept theory was thirteen.
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3. The number of activities new both in main idea and response was
eight, new in response only was three. The participant indicated that
two activities were new to her neither in main idea nor response. Of
the final activities, three were new in main idea and response, two were
new in response only.
4. Responses on final activities 1, 3, and 5 indicated the par
ticipant's ability to integrate priorities for cognitive and affective
development. Each of the principles was cast in cognitive terms, i.e.
"expanding on a situation offered by a child to a learning experience."
However, the account and assessment of the activities illustrated that
the participant gave strong consideration to the self concept content of
each situation: "They were all proud to know they could spell and read."
Final activity 2 showed initiative and response to a situation, through
a meeting with a parent, that led to increased sensitivity by the staff
to the needs of a particular child. Final activity 4 showed an awareness
of the interrelatedness of "togetherness"— a social prerequisite of self
esteem— and "consideration to others"— an expression of self esteem in
this situation. In early childhood education positive self concept and
"selfishness" sometimes are confused. The participant's response sug
gests an awareness that transcends this misconception.
5. The principles statements of three of the final activities were
either too brief or circumspect. All other main point statements on the
post-package survey indicated a clear awareness of relevant theory.
6. At the time of the post-package survey, the participant checked
that all thirteen pAckage experiences were "still of help...in work with
young children."
The participant did the required number of activities and no more,
but all thirteen responses showed an ability to utilize self concept
principles. The quality of the responses and the fact that all thirteen
experiences were seen to have continuing value to the participant, sug
gest to the writer a willingness to respond to self concept principles
through the package.

Post-Package Observations:

Analysis and Comparison

Sample //I
Field advisor observation:
At large group time, informal discussion takes place between K and chil
dren about how old they are. Each child eagerly says age, "I'm 4!"
"I'm 5!" etc. One child asks, "How old are you, teacher?" K answers
correctly.
Principle(s) identified:
Talking directly to children, taking an interest in their conversation.
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Study note on behavioral response:
The participant respected the children enough to participate in the
children's discussion rather than hold herself "above" it.
Study note on articulated response:
The end of the principle statement is implied: "helps children feel
good about themselves." Accepting the inference, the writer believes
the statement conveys the self concept content and an understanding of
self concept theory.

Sample it 2
Field advisor observation:
End of large group time, before free play. K asks group, "What shall we
do today? What do you want to do?"
One child says beads; K responds, "You want to bead."
One child says read books; K responds, "Read books."
Others also state preferences. Then K sets up what children chose,
including all suggestions; children go to work.
Principle(s) identified:
Letting children make decisions.
Study note on behavioral response:
The action of planning activities with children is mentioned in the package
as a characteristic of responsive teaching.
Study note on articulated response:
Again, the ending for the statement must be inferred. Given this limita
tion the writer again believes that self concept content was addressed.
Statement was too brief to adequately convey self concept theory.

Sample #3
Field advisor observation:
Child is beading; his thread gets tangled. K helps him get started again.
Says, "Here, now you can do it." She sits by him, asks shortly, "How are
you doing, ____?"
Principle(s) identified:
Letting child work by himself, offering help when needed and encouragement.
Study note on behavioral response:
Participant showed an ability to balance response in order to help child
proceed with self directed activity.
Study note on articulated response:
The participant's response was brief, but does suggest an understanding
of self concept content and principles.
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Sample #4
Field advisor observation:
Child cannot find beads. K suggests he look in cubby and on window
ledges. Child looks, says he cannot find. Teacher goes with child
and helps him look.
Principle(s) identified:
Reinforcement in completing a task.
Study note on behavioral response:
K provided guidance so child could solve the problem of the missing
beads on own. When he could not, K provides assistance.
Study note on articulated response:
The participant's response was brief; it spoke possible to self concept
content but inadequately to self concept theory.

Sample #5
Field advisor observation:
Neither K nor child can find beads which are missing. K then asks the
teacher at beading table to give child some fresh beads. Child finishes
beading necklace on own.
Principle(s) identified:
If a child can't do task, helping so that he doesn't get mad and frus
trated .
Study note on behavioral response:
K realized the importance of the activity for the child, helped him solve
the intervening problem so that he could become meaningfully engaged.
Study note on articulated response:
The statement talks to self concept content. A careful reading suggests
that it speaks adequately to underlying self concept theory.

Summation
1. Both in pre-package and post-package observations, the partici
pant showed an ability to integrate facilitative responses with the
on-going happenings of the day. Support was provided, as needed by the
children, so that they could better attend to and complete the projects
they were working on. The participant seemed to call very little atten
tion to herself, but instead focused on the children's efforts at inde
pendent activity. This pattern held true for each of the ten behavioral
responses— and could be seen as well in the package activities.
2. The articulated responses in the pre-package observations accu
rately described the self concept content in four of the five situations.
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Only one principle statement referred to theory; the remaining statements
analyzed the behavioral situations, but tended to be incident specific.
All five post-package principles statements accurately depicted self con
cept content. Three post-package statements did appear to convey an under
standing of relevant principles. Two statements were too brief to address
adequately self concept theory.

Table 14
Observed Sample Responses, "K"

Pre-package

Post-package

Facilitative behavioral responses

5

5

Accurately articulated responses

4

5

Principle-related responses

1

5

Post-Package Response Style Profile
Hypothesis One
(Willingness to respond to self concept principles)
Eleven of the thirteen completed activities were new in main idea
and response or in response, including four of the final activities. All
thirteen activities had responses judged to be reflective of self concept
principles. All thirteen responses were thought by the participant to be
of assistance in working with children after package completion. A
"willingness to respond" to self concept principles appears documented
through the participant's work.
Hypothesis Two
(valuing of self concept principles)
A pattern held for the pre-, in-, and post-package responses that
indicates a valuing of self concept principles. All of the responses by
the participant were judged facilitative. The package does appear to
have assisted K in articulation about self concept facilitation, as
indicated by the post-package principles statements. For this reason,
the writer is of the opinion that new valuing of self concept principles
was present.
Hypothesis Three
(organization of self concept principles)
The participant's actions indicate a clear ability to integrate self
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concept values with priorities for cognitive and social development.
This ability was evident, as well, through all of K's responses. Less
ease was evident in the articulated responses. The pre-package princi
ples statements were largely incident specific. Ten of the thirteen
main point statements were adequate, although a few were brief. Even
though all five post-package articulated responses were accurate, all
were brief and only three were construed to address self concept theory.
The conceptualization of rationale for her actions seemed to be a second
ary priority for the participant. Progress was shown, but full operation
at the level of organized values was not evident.
Hypothesis Four
(movement toward higher levels of affective internalization)
Movement is documented by patterns of response in the package and
after the package. In the package, although almost 85% of the activities
called for new responses, the participant responded capably— and in ways
found by her to be of continuing help— throughout. On the post-package
observations, accurate articulated responses increased from four to five
and theory-related statements increased from one to three. The partici
pant seemed to gain in an ability to reflect about and provide rationale
for her actions, to the extent she deemed necessary.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Hypothesis One
Through package activities and post-package surveys, at least half
of the sample will show a "willingness to respond" to principles perti
nent to self concept content.
The main criteria for determining if a participant were showing a
willingness to respond were the presence of effort and openness to new
ideas in the package, and an indication of continued usefulness of
responses on the post-package survey.

As developed in chapter 3, the

criteria indicated whether participants were responding at a level
beyond the extrinsic requirements for package completion.

The criteria

are re-stated operationally with a summary of findings for hypothesis
one:
Number of activities completed.

Eight text activities and five

final project activities were required.

Participants could complete
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up to eleven text activities, however, so that the total activities
completed were between thirteen and sixteen.

The mean number of

activities completed by the eleven participants was 14.1.
Number of activities new in main idea or response.

This figure,

stated by participants on the post-package survey, represented activ
ities that were partially or totally new experiences.

A large number

of activities so indicated meant that participants were exploring new
intellectual territory.

Using mean figures, 9.6 of the 14.1 activities

completed were reported to be new in main idea or response:

about two-

thirds of the activities were partially or totally new experiences.
Appropriate reflection in responses.

Behavioral and articulated

responses in the package were assessed by the writer as to whether suf
ficient consideration was given to relevant self concept principles.
About nine responses would not have been judged appropriate except that
these responses were totally new for the particular participants.

Due

to this "experimentation factor," these few responses were allowed.

Of

the 155 total responses, 134 or 86.5% were judged to show appropriate
reflection.

For the "average" participant 12.2 of the 14.1 package

responses indicated reflection about self concept theory.
Responses continuing of assistance after package completion.

The

post-package surveys were completed after package coursework and the
post-package observation.

The number represents those responses seen

to be of continuing help in work with young children, as opposed to
"busy work" or responses of fleeting worth.

Participants reported that

as a mean figure 12.5 of the 14.1 package responses were of continuing
worth.
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In sum, of the 155 responses made, 12 were in addition to package
requirements; 106 were partially or wholly new experiences (68.3%); 134
showed appropriate reflection about self concept principles (86.5%);
138 were of continuing worth in work with young children (88.6%).

These

figures support the finding that nine of the eleven participants showed
a "willingness to respond" to self concept principles at a level beyond
extrinsic requirements for package completion.

Hypothesis Two
Through an analysis of pre- and post-package sample responses, and
information from the packages and surveys, at least half of the sample
will show a new "acceptance of values" pertinent to self concept theory.
Consistent display of self concept principles such that the partici
pant could be said to be holding the principles as values; this pattern
was sought in determining an "acceptance of values" pertinent to self
concept theory.

In determining a new "acceptance of values" for a par

ticipant, the writer looked for four occurrences:
First, behavioral responses in the package and/or pre-package observation
had to show an acceptance of self concept principles. This pattern was a
pre-condition.
Second, an increased strong show of facilitative behaviors on the post
package observation was indicative.
Third, individual post-package behavioral samples demonstrating "new"
principles, as determined by the writer, suggested a new acceptance of
self concept values.
Fourth, a sustained or increased show of articulated responses demon
strating an understanding of relevant self concept principles was neces
sary .
Various combinations of the above were documentation that "new
acceptance" had been demonstrated.

Looking at'the conditions as met

by the group, the percentage of package responses supportive of positive
self concept was 86.5%; observed facilitative responses increased from a
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mean of 3.91 in the pre-package session to 4.64 in the post-package ses
sion; documented "new" responses increased by about twelve for the group;
accurate articulated responses increased an average of .82 per partici
pant; responses conveying an understanding of relevant self concept
theory increased from a mean of 2.8 to 4.37.
Six of the eleven participants increased in proficient responses to
or beyond the 80% consistency level; they were said to show new "accept
ance" of self concept values.

Three others were thought to be showing

"valuing" responses prior to package work.

Their valuing of self con

cept principles appeared to be supported by the package.

One participant

did not attain an 80% proficiency level in post-package responses.
Another declined in proficient responses.

Hypothesis Three
Through an analysis of pre- and post-package articulated responses,
together with other information sources, at least one fourth of the
sample can be determined to be functioning at Taxonomy level four,
"organization" of self concept values.
In addition to a demonstrated valuing of self concept principles,
participants at the "organization" level had to show two patterns of
behavior.

First, through the package and pre- and post-package observa

tions, participants had to demonstrate an ability to mesh priorities for
classroom management, social development, cognitive achievement, etc.,
in such a manner that the self esteem of individual children was upheld.
This ability was indication of an ongoing integration of new and old
values, an important characteristic of functioning at the "organization"
level.
Second, participants had to show an ability to articulate rationale
for actions taken in work with children related to self concept
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development.

Accuracy, fluidity, and precision in principles statements

and main point statements were held essential in making this determina
tion.

Articulation was in keeping with the "conceptualization of values"

necessary to maintain a conscious, integrated values system.
Two of the eleven participants, or not quite one-fifth, were con
cluded by the writer to show conclusively the two patterns, £ and G_.
Another six participants (A, 12, Hj_ I ,

.J, K) showed improvement from pre-

to post-package principles statements in capacity to articulate princi
ples related to their actions.

Hypothesis Four
Through the experience of completing the learning package with a
field advisor, a majority of the sample will show movement toward
"higher levels of affective internalization" of principles relevant
to self concept development in children.
For the final hypothesis, a summary of findings in regard to the
previous three is appropriate:
Nine of the eleven participants showed a "willingness to respond"
to self concept principles beyond package requirements.
pants were:

The partici

A, B, C , D, E, G, H, J[, K.

Six of the eleven participants showed a new acceptance of self con
cept-related values.

The participants were:

A, £, _E, I, J_, K.

Two of the eleven participants (C and G) showed a conceptualized
organization of self concept values, with six others (A, E , H, I_, .J, K)
showing an increased ability to conceptualize and order self concept
values.
Ten of the eleven participants showed movement toward "higher levels
of affective internalization" of principles relevant to self concept
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development in children.
J, K.

The participants were:

A, _B, C_, D, IS, G_, H, I_,

Participant _B was included because of a documented "willingness to

respond" to self concept values, including an intention to use package
experiences in future work with children.

Concluding Statement
Ten of the eleven participants appear to have experienced "signifi
cant learning" about the facilitation of healthy self concept as a result
of the package.

Setting aside the criteria offered by the Affective

Taxonomy, the writer concludes the chapter through a comparison of the
observed pre- and post-package responses for the sample.

Table 15 pro

vides mean pre- and post-package facilitative, accurate, and principlerelated responses for the eleven participants.

Table 15
Responses by Sample Before and After Package Work

Mean for
Sample

Percentage
of Total

Mean for
Sample

Percentage
of Total

Facilitative Behavioral
Responses

3.91

78%

4.54

90%

Accurately Articulated
Responses

3.54

70%

4.36

87%

Principle-Related
Responses

2.80

56%

3.90

78%

Total Participants: 11
Total Responses in each category:

55
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An increase of 12%, from 43 to 50 facilitative behavioral responses,
yielded a Chi Square value of 2.82, statistically significant beyond a .10
probability level.
An increase of 17%, from

39 to 48 accurately articulated responses,

yielded a Chi Square value of 4.85, statistically significant beyond a .05
probability level.
An increase of 22%, from 31 to 43 principle-related responses,
yielded a Chi Square value of 12.89, statistically significant beyond
a .001 probability level.
Using the mean figures, the selected sample attained the 80% pro
ficiency level in facilitative behavioral responses and accurate artic
ulated responses.

The greatest gain was shown in the ability of the

group to cite principles as rationale for actions.

Principles state

ments for some continued to be brief, but a statistically significant
increase in the number of statements referring to theory was in evidence.
After package completion, a majority of the participants (six) were able
to cite self concept principles relevant to the sample interactions with
children at the 80% consistency level.

